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Parked Car Runs

Davis Appointed

MAINE LOBSTERMEN TO GATHER

Down Pedestrian

Principal Of

HERE FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Knowlton School

FOR FIRST ASSN. CONVENTION

Norman R. Crockett of 5 Granite

street. Rockland, chose the wrong
time to cross in front of a parked
car operated by Irene I. Nowell of
3 Hall’s court. Portland. Monday
fcnoon.

Lobster fishermen for all sec members of the group, which ap
tions of the Maine Coast will gath pears in the official convention
er in Rockland tomorrow for the program. Tupper states that “It is
most encouraging to see many
first annual convention of the
men who are known for their in
Just as Crockett passed in front
Maine Lobstermen's Association. dependence but who, nevertheless
of the car. parked on Main street
The sessions of the convention, share a common bond with their
at the corner of Tillson avenue,
under the direction of President fellow fishermen, join together to
a truck operated by Rudolph Lib
Leslie Dyer of Vinalhaven. will be work for the benefit of their inerty of Fairfield, turned right onto
, held at the Thorndike Hotel, start— dustry.”
Main street from Tillson avenue
ing at 2 o’clock Friday afternoon.
Appearing in the program is a
and hit the rear of the Nowell
At the Friday evening banquet, message from the Association
vehicle. Crockett was struck when
the group will be welcomed to the president. Leslie Dyer in which he
the impact pushed the Nowell car
City of Rockland by City Council extends a cordial invitation to all
into him.
Chairman Osgood Gilbert.
The Maine lobstermen to join the Asso
Damage to the rear fender and
evening program will include ciation “----- that we may all work
bumper of the Nowell car was re
talks by both Governor Edmund together for the future of our in
ported. The Nowell car is owned
•?
S.
Muskie and
Congressman dustry.”
by the Guy Gannett Publishing
Charles P. Nelson.
Convention sessions will con
Company and the truck operated
Sea and Shore Fisheries Com tinue through Saturday with a gen
S. Vincent Davis
by Liberty is owned by the Arundel
missioner Stanley R. Tupper has eral meeting scheduled for the
Packing Company.
It was announced on Wednesday indicated his intention to attend the morning and a luncheon meeting
Crockett received bruises to his
that S. Vincent Davis of Rockport convention. In his message to the planned for 12.30.
left leg, according to police reports.
has been named to the principalHe was treated at Knox County
ship of the Knowlton Street School
SALVATION ARMY OPENS ANNUAL
Hospital.
in Camden. Mr. Davis, who
operates The Helm on Route 1 in FUND CAMPAIGN, ASKING $4,000
Rockport, will teach in grade eight
L. S. T. Is Named
as well as serving as principal of TO CARRY ON WORK THI5 YEAR
The Waldo County the building.
The Salvation Army today an- and is always ready to aid disThe newly elected principal is
The commissioners of Waldo
nounced
the start of the Army’s ; aster victims,
a graduate of Higgins Classical
County received word from the
The Salvation Army is appeal
Institute and has done college work annual appeal for funds. Lt. Carl
Navy department this week that a
at Castine Normal School, Wash C. Brungard. the Corps command ing for your contributions to help
Navy ship will be named “Waldo
them help others at all times. All
ington State Teachers College and
ing officer, stated that in order donations can be sent to Lendon
County” on July 1. The ship which!
| the University of Maine. He will
is to carry the county name is one
for the Army to carry on with its C. Jackson, Knox County Trust
i receive his bachelor’s degree from
of a group of LST’s of a larger
program of meeting the need at Company. Help the Army in its
the University next year.
type than the World War II ves
Included in his 18 years of teach the point of need and it. the time of march to make the world a bet
sels of the same classification.
ing experience have been positions need, the campaign goal for the ter place for all of us to live in.
The ship is based at Norfolk,
in both Lamoine and Bucksport, coming year has been set at $4,000.
*Va.,
according to
information
covering all grades and subjects, The need in this area is great and Motorists Dimes
which the county commissioners
j At Bucksport, he has served a.s the Army can only render service
received from her commanding
administrative assistant to the in proportion to the response of For Little League
officer Lt. Cnidr. R. E. Reeves.
principal as well as teaching in the public.
The “W’aldo County’ is the sec I the upper grades at the Bridge
Ninety years ago The Salvation Total $58.80
ond ship to be named for a Maine } Street School.
Army was founded by William
A final count of the parking
coast territory during the past
Mr. Davis is married and has Booth in the City of London. It
meter collections for last week
year. The other ship was a dryone daughter. The Davises will re has grown during these years un
dock type vessel which was named
side in the new home which they til now The Salvation Army flag showed a total of $58.80 contributed
the “USS Thomaston”.
are constructing in Rockport near flies in nearly 90 different count to Little League by Rockland
their place of business.
ries and colonies.
motorists according to City Treas
He is a member of the national
The Salvation Army meets the urer Carl Nelson. During the week
Coast Guard Out
and state teachers asociations and needs of the transient individual, the meters were marked to in
On Distress Calls
has been an active PTA member. cares for the unwed mother, pro dicate that all dimes placed in the
During his teaching career he has vides for fresh air camps for un- meters would be turned over to
The United States Coast Guard
been active in coaching and ad- derprivileged children, provides Little League officials to help
base at Rockland Moorings re
vising debating, dramatics, public places for rehabilitation of both sponsor the program in the city.
ported two distress calls Monday
speaking and athletics.
alcoholics and released prisoners
The collections this year were
afternoon and evening.
slightly greater than in the drive
A call was received at 4 p. m.
conducted last year according to
from the “Betty B”, a 41-foot sar COUNCIL IN SESSION 80 SECONDS
Mr. Nelson. The collections through
dine carrier owned by James I
the parking meters in 1954 reached
Small of Vinalhaven. The carrier TO PASS $616,299.00 BUDGET
a total of $51.90.
had developed engine trouble one
At a public hearing of the next
An increase of $7,000 in the fire
mile southeast of Two Bush Light.
department budget calls for a re
The coast guard utility boat, j fiscal year’s city budget held MonCross President
placement of the fire alarm sys
“40494’’ was dispatched to the day evening at the city building
tem with a completely new and Of Camera Club
scene but upon arriving found the and attended only by the city
modern system.
carrier's crew had repaired the council, city officials, members of
At Tuesday’s meeting of the Knox
The school department increase’s
trouble and was proceeding on its the school committee and the
County Camera Club election of
provide
for
increment
pay
raises
way. The carrier was out of Rock press, new speed record in Rock
officers highlighted the proceed
land public budget hearings was due this year, an increase in jani
land.
ings. William W. Cross of Rock
tor
salaries
and
higher
transporta

The second call at 7.55 p. m.. set. The hearing began and ended
land and Camden is the new presi
tion costs.
was received from the “Alton A", within 80 seconds.
No discussion or questions arose dent. Assisting him wall be Mrs.
which had developed engine trouble
The proposed budget, drawn up
Rita Norwood. Rockport, vice presi
one half mile southwest of White by Lloyd K. Allen, city manager, at the brief hearing and the coun
dent; Mrs. Hjordis Thorvaldsen,
head Light. The fishing vessel, a and accepted by the City Council cil adjourned until final reading of
Glen Cove, secretary; Mrs. Char
the
budget
to
be
held
Monday,
^52-footer captained by Edward June 13, shows an increase of
lotte Hopkins, treasurer, and El
June 27.
Huntly of Tenants Harbor, was $49,356.00 over last year. Total city
mer Barde, corresponding secre
hauling a barge. The vessel was net expenses for the coming fiscal
tary.
towed into Rockland by the Coast year will be $616,299.00. This in Superintendents'
Wilbur Senter, Jr., a life memGuard tug 64500. The tug’s skipper crease is about evenly divided be
of the club who makes his winter
was Chief Boatswains Mate May tween the municipal and the school Forum Held At
home at Chapel Hill, N. C., was a
nard O’Brion. It returned to its departments.
welcome
visitor,
showing his
base at 11.55 p. m.
Reasons indicated for the in Damariscotta
brand new camera and promising
crease by the city manager are a
A meeting of the Mid-Coast Su a view of the more than 400 col
For social items In The Courier- 53-week pay roll next year and a perintendents’ Forum was held
ored slides he took on a recent trip
Gazette. Phone 770, City.
continuing program to bring city Tuesday evening at Damariscotta
he and Mrs. Senter made across
salaries up to the recommended with Supt. and Mrs. Alfred Bracv
the United States.
scale which is based on job classi as the hosts to the group. The
Members
mounted exhibition
fication and a longevity pay plan. business portion of the meeting
prints and it was determined that
DAIRY SUPPER
This new pay scale was made was devoted to a discussion of two
the next club meeting would be at
available to city em.ployeees on major items. One was a review'
the Farnsworth Museum on June
BY ST. GEORGE GRANGE
June 13.
of the new laws passed by the leg
Other increased expenditures in islature which would affect the op 30. at 7 p. m., for the purpose of
| At St. George Grange Hall
hanging prints for the club’s an
dicated will be in the Public Works eration of school systems in the
nual show.
Department on roads and streets. state. Thp second area of discus
! JUNE 23-5.30 TO 7 P. M. j Operating expenses for the city sion w’as that of the problems in
garage this year will be pro-rated, volved in the records and transfer Charlotte Frost
Ixobster stew, Baked beans,
among individual public works of pupils from one school to an
Salads, Pies, Coffee
projects according to their utiliza other and particularly from one To Teach In
Adults 75c, < hildren 35c
tion of city garage services and school union to another.
Cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxvl equipment.
Present at the meeting, in addi Hope Corner
tion to Mr. and Mrs. Bracy, were
Lewis E. Webber, Superintend
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce J. Kinney. ent of Schools for the Hope area,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Webber, Mr announced today the elpction of a
WHY WAIT!
and Mrs. Lewis Gray, Mr. and new primary’ grade teacher for the
Mrs. Keith Crockett, Mr. and Mrs. Hopp Corner School
Vance McNaughton and Mr. and
She is Mrs. Charlotte Frost of
M rs. Ph i 1 i p Li bby.
Lincolnville. A 3-year graduate of

24 HR. PHOTOFINISHING
IS OFFERED AT THE FOLLOWING STORES:
In

Rockland—

LLOYD'S, GOODNOW’S.

MCCARTHY, < ROSS.

PRIEST

RUMMAGE

SALE

In («md<n — THE SMILING COW

Saturday, June 25, 9 A. M.

and

UNDERCROFT
ST. PETERS CHURCH

GIFFORD'S — 371 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

THE PURPLE DOOR

REMNANT SHOPPE

Cottons - Rayons - Chintz
Rug Rags - Woolens
DRESSMAKING AND ALTERATIONS
170 MAIN STREET

ROt KLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 1288
Open Daily 8 tn 5. Monday through Saturday
63-EOTh-tf

PILOT

Farmington Normal School. Mrs.
Frost has previously taught one
year in this same position and frr
quently substituted at this level.
Prior to this she was employed in
Union.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

HOUSE

LAD SURVIVES 30 FOOT FALL

St. John's Day

Elected To Teach

Service Sunday

In Thomaston

&

Mrs. Ingrid Jamieson
A new teacher was elected by
the Thomaston School committee
to teach the fourth and fifth grades

the

Green

Street

School

in

Thomaston, it was announced by
Lewis E. Webber, Superintendent
of Schools, today.
Mrs. Ingrid Ward Jamieson of
Edmunds, Me., will enter her

duties at the beginning of the 1955

September term. Mrs. Jamieson
is a graduate of Pemetic High
School in Southwest Harbor. She
Five year old Joseph Peters, son of the cement structure and then I
Wood, Borgerson
took her degree of Bachelor of Sci
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Peters
Lhe ground.
ence in Education from Washing
Hospital
attaches
reported
that
Hurl Cubs, IOQF
of Front Street, Rockland, miracu
ton State Teachers College in 1963.
the boy suffered no broken bones
lously escaped death Tuesday afShe has previously taught in
but that there was possibility of To L. L. Victories
Brooks. Cranberry Isles and He
ternoon when he tumbled from the internal injuries. His condition on
The Rockport Cubs moved furth bron. She is a member of the East
top of a rock crusher foundation Wednesday afternoon was deser ahead in the Knox Suburban ern Star and the Rebekahs.
at the Lime Company, landing on cribed as “satisfactory”,
the hard packed earth an estim- , The abandoned crusher is located Little League as they defeated
ated 30 feet below.
, at the Rockland-Rockport Lime their closest competitor, the Cam Flag In Memory
An eyewitness reported that the Company property and is only a den Knoxers. 11-2 in a game played
OF Cliff Melvin
lad struck on a projecting iron short distance from the lad’s at Rockport Monday night.
Cub hurler Billy Wood, despite I
gate about half way down the face home
giving up eight bases on balls. | Flies Over Park
shut out the Knoxers until the top
A Rockland widow whose hus
of the fifth when he allowed the
BUNNY IN BUN'S JAiLKOUSE
Camdenites’ two markers. At the band was one of the old Rockland
1 time Rockport was coasting along Pirates' most ardent fan and ono' on a 7-0 lead. Wood struck out time director donated a new flag
H
■ to fly over the Schofleld-Whlte
Skip Pound garnered half of the Park- The fla& was Presented SunI Rockport eight hit total, one of day before the Knox-Lincoln Twlhis bingles going for two bases
League game between the
Six Camden errors aided the Rock- R°ckiand Rockets and the Thomasport cause grea’ly.
Iton Clippers by Mrs. Clifford Mel000 pep 2 4 6 v*n
Willow Street, Rockland.
Knoxers
The flag was presented to Rus
Rockport
302 24x—11 8 1
James and Frontin, Hibbert (5); sell Richardson, treasurer of the
Rockland Rockets, and dedicated
Wood and Farley.
to Clifford Melvin. Melvin played
IOOF 6-2 over Rotary
in the softball league and supported
Behind Craig Borgerson's pitch
the semi-pro contests in the area
ing. the IOOF won a 6-2 decision
through his constant spectator
over Rotary in a Rockland Little
participation. City crews worked
League contest Monday night at
on the baseball field Saturday in
Schofield-White Park. Borgerson
an overall program to improve the
gave up two runs in the inning,
appearance of the grounds.
then preceeded to hold Rotary
scoreless over the remainder of
People do most of their worry
the route. For the game the vic
ing over what they suspect—rather
torious righty fanned 12 while
than over what they know.
walking none.
The Odd Fellows iced matters
in the fifth inning when they came YOUR FAVORITE POEM
up with three insurance markers.
If I had my life to live again,
Singles by Pat Powell and Don I would have made a rule to read
Johnson, and a walk to George some poetry and listen to some
music at least once a week. The
Photo by Cui en Black to 1111 the sacks, set the
loss of these tastes is a loss of
If you had a little trouble getting telephones in the city building ( stage for Bob Ober's base clearing happiness—Charles Darwin
Wednesday, it may have been because «»f the “help” being given Mrs. ! triple.
POLITICAL rmi-OSOTHY
Dorothy Radcliffe by the long eared, white jacketed assistant cuddled
200 000—2 5 4
down on top of the telephone switchboard. The rabbit, which is being Rotary
The
truly great, it seems to me,
011 13x—6 4 1
petted hy Karen Thompson, daughter of Chief of Police Bernard Tliomp- IOOF
In their Olympian, lonely state,
son, was picked up as a straggler Wednesday morning and is being
Chase, Graves (4) and Phillips; As Christ in his Gethsemane,
held for its owner. Perhaps, he - or she - is the first rabbit in history I Borgerson and Black.
As Caesar at the Lupercal,
to land in jail. Anyway, bunny is in Bun Thompson’s jailhouse and
No laurels wear, no crown sup
waiting to be bailed out by its master.
port
That vie with their humility
Unfeigned and natural in resort
Dogs Kill 135
Police Officers'
The badge of their nobility.
Peter Cameron.
Chickens On

Camden Farm

Wives Form
Social Ciub

RUMMAGE SALE

Camden Police Chief John RainThe wives of Rockland Police |
recently I
frette reported that his depart Department members
ment was called Tuesday’ evening met to form a new club to be
known as the OOP Club. The meet
to investigate the killing of 135
For social Items In The Courierings. to be held monthly, will take
seven week old chickens at the
Gazette. Phone 770. City
place at the various members’
farm of Joshua Marshall on John
homes.
Street in Camden.
The first get-together, held June
PUBLIC SUPPER
Mr. Marshall told police that he
noticed a commotion among the 17 was at the home of Mrs. Greg
flock of 200 birds and found two ory Willett on Holmes Street. The
So. Thomaston Grange Hall
dogs in the midst of the flock kill meeting is tentatively scheduled,
SATURDAY, JUNE 2S
ing the birds. A check by police for the third Friday in July.
Elected president at the Initial j
5 to 7 P. M.
and the owner of the birds dis
meeting
was
Mrs.
Bernard i
closed 135 dead chickens.
Baked Beans, Casseroles,
The dogs were identified, ac Thompson. Other officers are. Mrs.
Salads, Pie and Cake
cording to Chief Rainfrette. and Gregory Willett, vice president,
Benefit
the owners of the animals had and Mrs. Maurice Benner, secre
School Improvement League
agreed to make restitution for the tary-treasurer.
Additional active members are. | APILTS 75c
CHILDREN 40.
damage done.
75-76
Mrs. Ronald Packard. Mrs. Ken
neth Jacobson. Mrs. Thomas Chis
RUMMAGE SALE
holm. Mrs. John Low and Mrs.
Ramon Hilt.

SATURDAY,JUNE 25
The Salvation Army

Universalist Church

SATURDAY - 9 A. M.
Auspices Emblem Club

OFFICE GIRL
PERMANENT POSITION
AVAILABLE
AGE: 18 to 30
Apply In Person

Sulka Jewelers
393 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

74-75
eooooooooooooooeooooooo

— SAM'S LUNCH —

A little learning is doubly dan
gerous when It swells the head of
the person who receives It.

"Try a Strawberry Banana Spliti

OPEN UNTIL 9.00 R. M.

Mrs. Jamieson

A special Masonic Church servI ice honoring St. John’s Day wall
be held at the First Universalist
Church of Rockland this Sunday
afternoon. June 26 at 4 p. m. Ser
mon will be by the host minister,
i the Rev. and Brother George Henry
Wood, and he will be assisted by
Rev. and Brothers Charles R. Mon
teith and John B. S. Fitzpatrick
There will be musical selections
i and following service there will be
, a social hour with light refresh
ments at the Universalist vestry.
It is emphasized that familes and
friends are cordially welcome
*5$
along with all Masonic brothers
of the lodges represented.
Participating organizations with
their leaders are as follows: Au
rora Lodge, No. 50. E. M. Law
rence; Rockland Lodge. No. 79,
James Roach; King Solomon Tem
ple Chapter, Albert W. Ferrier;
King Hiram Council, Ross M.
V;- Howes; Claremont Commandery
No. 9, Charles M. Foote; Rock
T ,
, „ ,
t
* e ir;
Lodge of Perfectios. Josef S. Vinal; i
Rockland Council,
Princes of
Jerusalem. Charles A. Duncan;
.AkS General
Knox Chapter, Rose
Croix. Frank F. Harding; Orient
Lodge. No. 15. Thomaston, Everett
Photo by Kelle>
The picture shows the face of the rock crusher foundation from R. Noble; Knox Lodge, South
which Joseph Peters* fell, the dotted lines showing the path of his fall. Thomaston. Walter E. DrinkwaHe first struck a steel hopper framework midway of the picture, and I ter, Jr.
then fell to the rock .strewn ground below.

Opening Friday, June 17
LOBSTERS - CLAMS - SANDWICHES
-- -- SPECIALS —

Masons To Attend

W

9.00- 12.00
Next to Rackliff & Witham — Public landing

Volume 110, Number 75

*5 00 D*r V**T
•2 50 tlx month*

FOURTEEN PAGES—5c COPT

Thursday
Issue

♦♦♦♦♦♦*
— ate" •

EDGAR A. AMES FARM1
1 Mile from So. Warren-Thomaston Bridge
V. 8. ROI'TE 1. 9OVTH W ARREN, M.UNE
Far velvety rich, full flavored Ice CREAM,
made here on the farm by Louise, io person.
Serving daily inc. Sunday 10 A. M.-10 P. M.
DIFFERENCE
MAKES IT WORTH IT
THE

Opening June 28

Route 17, Jet. 131

♦

♦

FRIED CLAMS - FRENCH FRIES
HOT DOGS - HAMBURGERS

EVELYN BRYER

BETTY BRYER
75-78

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Pony League Season Kicked Off At Rockport

Three Time, t Week
Editor and Publisher, Joho M. Richardson
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In 184®. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
(Gazette In 1882. The Free Press was established In 1855,
and In 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These paper*
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $5. per year, payable In advance. Single
copies 5c. Circulation 6410.

Mace’s aunt, Mrs. George Mace
at the Cove.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchenbach were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Maynard Brown in Bath.
Mr. and Mrs Matthew Barron
and family of Portland were here

of Fort Sill, Oklahoma, are spend
ing the summer with Mrs. O’Con
nor’s sister and husband. Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Currie.

Saturday to attend the GenthnerMoody wedding at the Baptist
Church at the village.
C. F. Jackson has been on a trip
to Canada with his son.
Col. and Mrs. Walter B. O’Con
nor and daughters Susan, and Jane

Keep Maine Green! It looks bet
ter that way.

HE IS NEVER LAGGARD
startling improvement in the appearance of Main
street has been made by Proprietor Nate Berliawsky of the
Thorndike Hotel in his choice of a new color scheme for the
exterior of the huge structure. The pleasing combination of
colors gives the hotel truly the “new look” and dresses up
every other building in the area.
He is never laggard in taking any step he feels will ben
efit Rockland.
A

The schedule for tonight has
League is composed of teams from Rockport at Rockland while Rock
land was to have played at Cam
Camden, Rockport and Rockland.
den Wednesday night.
Games are set every Tuesday,
Camden
211 204 3—13 12 2
Wednesday, and Thursday with
Rockport
001 000 1— 2 3 4
July 28 bringing about the end
Drinkwater
and
Milliken; Ken
of league play and the start of the
nedy, Dyer 14 > and Turner.
playoffs.

This division of the Linnox Pony-

DESHON'S WALLOP IN THE EIGHTH

Little Clippers

BAILED OUT ROCKET5 TUESDAY

Lower Boom On
Camden Lions

The Rockland Rockets went on sacks.
Bob Teel grounded to second
inning with darkness setting in baseman Willis Hallowell who
threw oiBt Brackett at the plate—
and walked off the field with a 4-1
Teel reaching on the fielder’s
verdict
over
the
Waldoboro choice. This set the stage for DeTownies In the most exciting Knox shon’s game winning triple.
Twilight League duel of the sea
Waldoboro had lead since the
son.
first inning when they scored their
The game, played at Schofield- only run. Stan Hanna reached on
W'hite Park on Tuesday evening, an error and crossed home plate
was called in the eighth inning be after Don Bowman had doubled,
cause of darkness after Rockland his first of two. Bowman was the
had taken the lead for the first only player on the field to garner
time In the game.
more than one hit.
It was a tremendous poke to
A dazzling pitcher’s duel, prior
left Centerfield by Dave Deshon of to the eighth, had ensued between
the Rockets with the bases loaded the Townies’ Halligan and Floyd
In the final frame which broke the Johnson of the host team. For the
game wide open. Deshon circled route Halligan struck out nine and
the base paths when Ducky Leven- walked two while Johnson was
saler’s toss to Waldoboro third whiffing seven and passing three.
baseman
Don Bowman
went
Johnson was in trouble in near
astray as Deshon was sliding into ly every inning when either the
third.
first man of the first two would
Jim Halligan had twirled him would reach, but Floyd always
self a brilliant two hitter up until seemed to have enough pitching
the fatal eighth. George Brackett savvy to get out of the inning.
led off for Rockland with a single. Waldoboro
100 000 00—1 5 4
Jim Mnyo received a base on balls Rockland
000 000 04—4 4 3
and Earl Freeman reached when
Halligan and Burnham; Johnson
he was hit by a pitch to fill the and Brackett.
a scoring rampage in the eighth

— NEW 1XMATION —

WEAVER'S ANTIQUES
20 ERIN STREET
THOMASTON, MAINE

Antiques Bought and

Freedom of speech has enabled
many a politician to place a hang
man’s noose around his neck.

It’s next to impossible to con
Sold
vince an office holder that one
__ 7 bad term doesn't deserve another.

Self ServiceShoeStore
397 MAIN ST.

♦
i

TEL. 1090

ROCKLAND, ME.

SPECIAL PURCHASE

The Thomaston Little Clippers
emerged victorious over the Cam
den Lions 11-7 at Camden Tues
day evening. The defeat drove the
Lions doe-per into the cellar of
Knox Suburban Little League.
Thomaston came up with but
seven hits, but seven Camden
errors aided the winner’s caus»
greatly. Dick Taylor of Thomas
ton and Dick Moody of Camden
each had three bingles for their
evening’s work — Moody’s effort
representing half of the Camden
hit total.
007 130—11 7 3
Thomaston
Camden
101 023 - 7 6 7
Buyzinsky and Miller; Sullivan
and Holmes.

Torpedoes
Torpedoed By
The Clippers
The Thomaston Clippers mov°d
into a third place tic with the
St. George Torpedoes when they
defeated the Torpedoes 11-3 at St.
George Tuesday night. Thomaston
recaptured the lead in the sixth
inning on a big five run uprising
and iced the contest by duplicating
this feat in the seventh.
Three singles, a double, four
bases on balls, a wild pitch, and
an error were responsible for
Thomaston’s big sixth inning.
A1 Barlow and Enos Verge of
Thomaston and Walt Drinkwater
of St. George each came through
with three singles.
Charlie Hopkins, backed by some
very fine support
spaced eight to gain
verdict.
001 005 5—11 11 1
Thomaston
000 201 0— 3 8 3
St. George
Hopkins and Moody, Hodgkins
(4); Hupper, Smith (6) and Seastrom.

Here’s proof that AA-P oilers you more low prices on more items
lay after day to help you cut your lood bill. Be'.ow are just a few
of hundreds of items priced to give thrift-wise choppers savings
year in and year out at A&P. Check and compare . .
see ho.v
A&P’s storewide, everyday low price.- will help you save.

SUPER/

Knox Junior Legion
To Play Bath At

BUSKENS

Camden the 23rd
The Knox County Junior Legion
baseballers will face the Bath Le
gion squad in a June 23, 6 o’clock
contest to be held on the Camden
baseball diamond. The county lo
cals have also scheduled a game
with the Gardiner Junior Legion
sometime in the near future. The
date has not yet been set.
Tom Ayhvard, one of the man
agers of the Knox crew, explains
that the squad has been cut al
most to the regulation size. By
Junior Legion rules, the number
of players must be reduced to 16
i by June 30. The team, being the
only Junion Legion organization
in the Knox. Lincoln and Waldo
county areas, lacks any official
schedule. However, it hopes to ob
tain exhibition games with teams
’ from other leagues.
Efforts are
| being made by the managers to
set up contests with the Bucks
port, Brewer, Bangor, Augusta
and Hallowell Legion teams as

FLATS in

WHITE
RED
YELLOW
WILLOW
MULTI

Sizes 4 to 9

Regular
4.00 and 5.00
Values

2.44

1 LB BAG

1.19

Red Circle Coffee

1 LB BAG

1.19

81'

Bokar Coffee

1 LB BAG

1.19

MARKETS

QQffee

OPEN

VACUUM PACKED

'*

leg Crecim

Country Club All Flavors

Choc. Syrup

9 P* M.

123

87c

EACH

50

Each

48'

TCP

49
49c

FOB

45'

EACH

24

EACH

23'

2

PINTPKG

NOT A PLACE OF BEAUTY BUT-!

FRIDAYS

Very great improvements have been made at the City
Dump to the end that danger for truckmen seems to have
been eliminated. At least we no longer read of trucks
backing Into the quarry with their drivers rescued from a
most unpleasant death by the fire department and its aerial
ladder.
One small and inexpensive improvement remains, and
the Public Works Department will receive a vote of thanks
when this is done. Reference is had to the bushes which
have grown at the sides of the entrance road until visibility
is low. We can’t expect a City Dump to be a place of
beauty, but at least Rockland's City Dump has become a
real credit, kept neat and orderly with all hazards removed
except these bushes. There is necessarily smoke from
burning waste but this is held to a minimum through the
covering, when possible, of all odorous material.
A tip of the hat to the Highway Department.

for

29

2

FOR

49'

27C

2 F0R 39 2 fog 27'
EACH 23'
EACH 27C

A&P Fruit Cocktail
Del Monte All Green

Asparapus

Sweet Peas

14’/a 07 CAN

Boned Turkey
Boned Chicken

sw‘ 0NS

"OH WHAT A BEAUTIFUL MORNING''

‘‘Woman's Day"

Lowell Jones of Rockport and
Alan Carr of Camden will catch
anything they throw. Starting play
ers will be, Mahoney, Jones and
Richard Murray of St. George,
1st base, Bobby Kaler of Camden.
2nd base, David Pound of Rock
port, 3rd base. Dick Leonard of
Camden, shortstop. Alan Carr of
Camden, left field, Bobby Cain
of Camden, center field, and Eddie
Thomas of Camden, right field.

soz can

EACH

35"

swc‘"

8 OZ PKG

J POP J]

ioozpkg

SLICED CHEESE pkc
soz 25c
SILVERBROOK

BUTTER

(,5

t LB PRINT

3 F" 85e
for

35'

2

for

37'

2

FOP

43' 2

FOR

39

Orange Juice •''*&•*«"*>«» *«a«| j

for

gg

BIRDS EYE FROZEN-FRESH

I LB PKG

ilbbox

19'

each

j

2 F0R 37'

each

47'

each

29

bozpkg:

each j3c

Eveready Cocoa *ESTLt s

««zca«'

each

Angel Food Mix

t«,pe,

Pineapple Juice1

EACH

32

55

each

Del Monte 1 pt 5 3’ car.

each

]5

EACH

45°

2FOR49C

ME’S"Evsor bakers

Chocolate

MEL-O-BIT PROCESS AMERICAN

37

75'

370 2

j for

eXSe'sh™.

Educator Fig Bars

DRY MILK 2 ««««59c

EACH
each

3FjR79

Strawberries ! c’f"F" F h , t^
WHITE HOUSE SOLIDS

29

EACH

PKG

33C

EACH

39'

12 OZ

Beef Pie

SClUOsh

Will Go on Sale

2 F0F 29'
2fo’47‘

bozpkg;

Peas and Carrots

Monday, June 27

]9

29‘

Quick-Frozen

Green Peas »">FE»»F™«»^r„»

This year every motorist, wherever bound in this sec
tion, and regardless of the weather, can hum the melodic
refrain. “Oh What A Beautiful Morning," and mean it, for
a brand new reason. As he drives, the roadside shrubbery is
lush and green and lovely. The vista of field and hill, of
mountain and lake, is clean and refreshing.
What about a year ago nt this time? A completely dif
ferent picture confronted every motorist, and instead of
prompting him to whistle or hum his appreciation of the lovliness all about, he was thrown in a mood of in the exact re
verse.
One short year ago the roadside hushes were hateful to
the eye, partially denuded of vegetation, alive with repul
sive, crawling caterpillars whose white nests or tents had
disfigured the entire countryside and all too surely prophe
sied the nauseating sight and damage to come.
Each season past in this column we have loosed our
strongest lightnings against the tent caterpillar and im
plored action by towns and individuals in the early destruc
tion of these tents or nests. Some action has each year been
taken by towns, groups and individuals, but the hateful
pests flourished because of the vastness of the area in
volved.
A year ago about this time a hedge-hopping plane cov
ered the whole affected area, trailing its blessed mist of
spray everywhere to far better purpose than a thousand
men could act.
This spring and summer the joyous miracle has taken
place, the lovely countryside, free from the disfiguring,
crawling, voracious caterpillars, has been given back to us
in all its beauty.
Natives, summer residents and casual passers-through
have cause for gratitude to the men who authorized the act
ivities of that busy little plane with its aura of happiness
giving spray.
Here and now. on behalf of every motorist and every
man, woman and child of this area, we offer our thanks and
appreciation to the Department of Agriculture which made
possible this modem miracle, and pray that the good work
be continued.

each

EACH

Chicken Pie
B'ROSEVEOUICK-FROZEN

29'

for

1402 B0T

Sf oiison's Chicken or Turkey

TV Dinner

39'

EACH

2 EOF 31C 2

WhoJe Kernel Corn r 11,1

HEIM

43'

EACH

1 LB 1 OZ CAN

Reliable Fancy

Tomato Ketchup

July Issue of

2

Grapefruit Sections *lF ’ LB“’' 2F0R
F0F 31
31 c 2

Z»RP Aonlesauce

'____ *

83
each

f.ch

1 IB CAN

Granulated Sugar F"F 5lBBAG

.JUNTIL

49‘

ea;

29

EACH

49

2

for

29

Sunnybrook Medium Grade "A”

™ 55'

FRESH EGGS

HEAVY WESTERN CORN-FED STEER BEEF STEAKS

TOP ROUND or CUBE lb 89

PROCESS CHEESE FOOD

CHED-O-BIT 2LBl01F 79'

Lean Hamburg

CHEDDAR LONG AGED

SHARP CHEESE

63

JANE PARKER

PIE

JANE PARKER

Chuck Roast

POT ROAST
FOR POT ROASTING

PINEAPPLE PIE " 39:

Roasts

JANE PARKER

Banquet Chicken

REG. 39c

SWEET YELLOW"

JANE PARKER NEW

BREAD

116 4 e •

45

33'

LUX

LARGE SNOW-WHITE HEADS

79c

LB
HEAD

25c
C

7
DOZ

59c

6 OZ CELLO
PKQ

29c

JUICY SIZE 200',

White Pistachio Nuts
AMIIICA', FOIIMOIt FOOD tltAIlH . . . UNCI

’ozj.rio

Super

NECTAR ORANGE PEKOE

Lux

SWEET PLUMP VARIETY

F 31c

Ann Page Salad Style or Regular

Miss Helen Mace and Mrs. Ellorina Patti and daughter of Waltham,

LB

'

Calif. Oranges

QUART JAR 53c

MAYONNAISE

SOUTH WALDOBORO

39c

Watermelons

GREEN PEAS 2

TEA BAGS

LB

CALIFORNIA LONG, WHITE

Cauliflower

LIBBY'S—FROZEN

MUSTAHi)

79c

14LBTIN
LO IIN

"

Bing Cherries

26”“"s25c

IIBBY’S FROZEN

ANN PAGE

""

POtOtOeS

A1P JUICE-FROZEN

ORANGE

LB

FRESH CORN_______ ooz65c

23C

12 OZ LF

Protein

HEAVV
WESTERN steer beef
TOP ROUND or FACE RUMP

■

REG. 29c
PKG --C
OF 6

JELLY DONUTS

89c

1<45
■
Fresh Large Haddock Fillets LB39

,C

- ?9

JANE PARKER

LB

BONE IN, BLOCK STYLE

REO

SPANISH BAR

bs69c

LB 35c

Bottom Round

49

a

STRAWBERRY

FRESHLY GROUND

Chicken Breasts

REG. 59c

STRAWBERRIES

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

Eight O'clock Coffee

00

A&P

TODAY!

YEAR AGO

Check! Compare!

EACH

they have the Gardiner organiza
tion.
Included in the junior legion
naires exhibition schedule is a
game with the Rockland Rockets
at the Camden field site set for
2.30 p.m. on June 25. Another game
shaping up on the schedule, ac
cording to Aylward. is one with the
Thomaston State Prison. No date
has been set for this contest. The
team is eager to obtain games
with any of the Twilight League
teams.
A recent exhibition game with
the Paul Davis' All Stars, consist
ing mostly of Camden grads too
old for Legion ball, ended in a
LegiSn token victory. The All
Stars empoyed th> ir whole bench
in the contest.
In the Bath game, a pair of
pitchers and catchers will share
the duties if present plans are
carried through. Bobby Thompson
of St. George and Charley Mahoney
of Rockland will do the hurling
for the local county group and

&

Hundreds of Items Priced Lower Than a Year Ago!

The United Nations is ten years old this week. During
these years it has many major accomplishments to its cred
it and may be on the doorstep of the greatest advancements
of all in the forthcoming Big Four Conference. Two entirely
different ideologies will be presented at this conference,
and in this meeting the whole structure of world peace for
the next decade will almost certainly be involved.
We do not wish to impose the ideology of the free na
tions on any other nation, yet we must see to it that no other
ideology is forced upon us. and this must be fought to the
last ditch.
It is the hope of this newspaper that in this enormously
important conference a way will be found to develop inter
national relations that will be for the best interests of all
the peoples of the world.

510 PAIRS OF WOMEN'S - GIRLS'

♦
♦

£

T>

TEN YEARS OLD THIS WEEK

The opening game in the Knox
Pony League found Camden re
cording a 13-2 victory over Rock
port at Rockport Tuesday evening.
It was a story of too much Walt
Drinkwater as the Camden pitcher
struck out 13, walked none, and
at the plate banged out a double
and a single.

4

«

of Big
Savings!

EDITORIAL

Phcto by Kelley
The opening game in the eastern division of the IJnnxxx Pony League was played at Rockport Tues
day night with Camden defeating Rockport by a 18-2 score. Coaches and batteries are show n getting in
struction on ground rules from umpire Carl Cottrell before the game. In the group from left to right are
roach "Foggy" Bennett, pitcher Walter Drinkwater, catcher Carl Milliken, coach Roy Morong, umpire Carl
Cottrell, catcher Dick Turner, pitcher .Maurice Kennedy and coach Doug Ladd.

*

2?

PKG OF <8

TOILET SOAP

Prices shown in

1l»

, this ad guaranteed
through Saturday,

Mar|<ets

June 25 and

effective In this
community and

49

vicinity

LEW coil LABEL 3

TOILET SOAP NEW GOLD LABEL

’EG

25

Silverdust Blue

«««MtK“' 32'

BAtH CAKE

]2

Silverdust Blue

t,‘NT

77'

Mass., were recent guests of Miss
WILSON'S

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
14 FT. Boat for sale. M. L.
YOUNG. 35 Broadway.
75-lt
HORSES for sale, will trade or
buy. also one Case tractor with
front loader.
Trade tractor for
a good dump truck Tel. TE 2-9217,
Waldoboro.
ALMON
BURNS.
Friendship, Me.
75*77

AN ALL-PURPOSE SOAP

Chopped Beef

2,SK“NS69'

PURE FRUIT FLAVORED

Cott's Syrup

LARGE

Pl 29

l«r«31c

«■«"«« 75'

FOR BAKING and FRYING

»<hbot27c

Spry

’l«can33c

3ibcan9qc

BRILLIANT NEW WHITENESS

CUTS WASHDAY TIME IN HALF

Surf

Rinso Soap

CIAKTPKS^S'

Oxydol

large PKG

C ANT PKG

75'

t,4*T rACKAM

74'

31'

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

417 PAIRS

CASUALS
LEATHER - MESH. WHITE AND COLORS.
Values to 5.99
All Sizes In Lot But Not In Every Style.

DISPLAYED ON EASY SELF-SERVICE RACKS

MILLER'S

♦
♦
♦

ROCKLAND - CAMDEN - UNION • VINALHAVEN

Rinso Blue i»««r«31c

GARAGE

Greetings To The

The Best Place To

MAINE LOBSTERMEN'S CONVENTION

Buy a

GOOD

USED CAR

25-81 Ranlua Street
34-ThAB-tf

DUZ DOES EVERYTHIN©

BLUES WHILE IT WASHES
s'a«p«75c

74-75
Jr-ir-Jr’r-irJrTrJrJrJrJrJrJrJr-irJrJrJrJrJrJrJrJrJrJrJr-ir-ir-ir-irlr-lrJ

Lux Liquid ute“ 39'

l**CE ’*c**ct 31'

A LEVER BROS. PRODUCT

FOB REALLY FAST. THRIFTY DISHWASHING

Member of
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURAXf E CORPORATION

Duz

69

Breeze

32'

tli*T77'

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, June 23, 1955
The Rockland Fire Department
reported a small fire resulting
from a flooded oil burner at the
residence of Philip A. Dyer of 87
Tillson avenue. Rockland. Tuesday.
The department was called out at
7.45 p. m. and returned at 8.04
p. m. No equipment was used to
extinguish the blaze and no damage
was reported.

TALK OF THE TOWN

A

Joshua N. Southard, director of
stration’s record i3 good in this
public welfare, offers government PRESIDENT VIGOROUSLY FIGHTS
field, he thinks few have been Municipal Court
cheese to persons authorized to re
better.
FOR ARMY RESERVE PLAN
A fine of $100 and costs of $3.70
ceive such gifts through old age
The President has rarely shown was appealed by Ralph F. Munro,
assistance, aid to dependent chil
With evidence of strong feeling. emphasize at his press conference
dren and relief cases. The food President Eisenhower appealed to that a ready “ready reserve” is greater emphasis. He clasped his 34. of 18 Glenn Street. Rockland,
hands to stress his points and after he was found guilty in Muni
may be obtained at his office in
Congress to pass the military re more essential to national security leaned over his desk.
We just cipal Court Tuesday morning of a
the city building.
(han ever before.
serve program which has been
must have the reserve bill, he said, charge of operating a motor veh
The President opposed as ex because it is terrifically important.
icle while under the inflence of in
Wilbur Senter, Jr., who recently' shelved in a controversy on segre
traneous the Powell amendment
returned from a trip to the West, gation.
Leaders of 10 veterans* groups toxicating liquor.
which has stalled, and almost
The Rockland man was taken
was guest speaker at the Monday’
Mr. Eisenhower went further killed, the reserve plan.
He ex support the President’s bill.
into custody by State Trooper
meeting of the Kiwanis Club.
and critized the legislative process pressed hope that the Senate can
Some Democratic leaders favor
Maurice Kirby in South Thomas
by which amendments. like segre break the stalemate.
the President's position, notably
ton during the early hours of Sun
Ronald Orcutt is employed by gation. are affixed to other pieces
Senate
Majority
Leader
Lyndon
B.
Every city and hamlet these
day morning. Munro was freed un
the city public works department of legislation thereby tending to
days, Mr. Eisenhower said, is a Johnson of Texas, and Representa der $200 bond for his appearance
as an office worker during vaca stall them.
tive
Carl
Vinson
of
Georgia,
chair

possible front line of defense and
at the November term of Knox
tion from high school.
The President comments car
people must be taught what to ex man of the House Armed Services County Superior Court.
ried him into a delicate field. With
pect and what to Jo. He called it Committee.
The children and attendants of
• » • •
the executive controlled by one
For his part. Mr. Powell’s posi
unfair to place the continuing bur
Bancroft School have moved from
party and Congress by another,
Franklin
Wyman
and Clara Wy
den of defense on veterans who al tion is simple. He wants segrega
Haddonfield, N. J., to Garthgannon
the President has been able to get
man.
both
of
Union,
failed to ap
tion
eneded
in
the
National
Guard.
ready have done their wartime
Lodge in Owls Head for the sum
his measures passed by a coali
Mr. Powell just returned from the pear at Rockland Municipal Court
stint.
mer months.
tion which includes the South.
Tuesday morning to answer to
The President spoke with feel Asian-African Bandung Conference
When
Negro
Representative
charges of neglect of a minor
Maynard Young. 51. of Thomas
ing. He said flatly it is a mistake where he stressed the fair treat
ton street. Rockland, was treated Adam C. Powell, Jr., (D) of New to tack the segregation issue on ment given to members of his child and the couple were found
guilty of neglect. Custody of the
at Knox County General Hospital York got sufficient votes in the to the House bill. If the legislative race in the United States.
seven year old child was given to
on Tuesday for lacerations of the House to require that segregation situation in the House has become
forearm received when he slipped be climated in the new reserve so difficult, he hopes that the
Those bundled newspapers which the State Department of Health
and fell on a glass jar in his yard. program, his amendment stalled Senate will act.
serve a hundred useful purposes, and Welfare.
He was treated by Dr. Barbara the bill because a bloc of south
are available, though In short
Mr. Eisenhower made his com
ern votes joined the bill’s oppo
Fuller and released to his home.
supply, at Tne Courier-Gazette of
ment after talks with Republican
nents.
fice. Six pound bundles of print
D. & S. Auto Sales
Mr. Powell argued that the congressional leaders.
( ARI) OF THANKS
ed papers 15c per bundle. Six
most
conspicuous
example
of
ra

The
defense
measure
is
one
I wish to express my sincere
USED CARS BOUGHT & SOLD
pound bundles of unprinted plain
thanks and appreciation to all my cial tolerance should be in the thing and segregation another, the
700 MAIN ST.
TEL. 8378
white
news
papers,
25c
per
bundle.
friends and relatives for the beau armed services. “We’ve got to President feels, and it is unwise
118-tf
tiful cards, gifts and flowers also make up our minds,” he declared,
Located at Smith’s Texaco Sta.
to put the two into conflict. He
to my classmates for the lovely
19-19 ( hevrolet Convertible
sunshine basket. Special thanks to “if national emergency is more could not endorse the idea of sub
1948 Chevrolet 2 Dr.
FOOD SALE
Doctors Allen and Wasgatt and important than state rights.”
ordinating defense to what indivi
1948 ( hevrolet 4 Dr.
the nurses at Knox Hospital for
The deadlock threatens the duals might want, or of adding ex
1948 ( hevrolet Convertible
MEREDITH FURNITURE CO.
the excellent care I received.
19t7 ( hevrolet 2 l>r.
measure whose purpose is to traneous legislation to the defense
75*lt
Pamela Johnson.
Saturday, June 25-9.30 A. M.
1938 Chevrolet 2 Dr.
create a compulsory ready reserve bill.
Auspices Reorganized Latter
OTHERS TO CHOOSE FROM
of 2,900,000.
As to segregation, the Presiden*
( ARD OF THANKS
Day Saints Church
The President’s answer is to added that he feels the admini
We can only say “Thank you.
we appreciate it very’ deeply” to
our friends for their help, kind AVVWYVYVYVYVVV\YYVVY\V\V\WVWVVYVYY\V\\VYVYY\VVYYVYVY\VYWYVY\YVVYVVV\VYVYV\VYVYVYYVVV
ness and sympathy during the ill
ness and death of our loved one.
We should like to mention Dr.
Barbara Fuller, Mrs. Katherine
Flint, Mrs. Madeline Hanley. Mrs.
Leah Brooks, Phillip Fernard and
the Dragon Cement Co., Inc., and
workers for being especially kind
and helpful during a sad and diffifult time.
The family of Mrs. Josphine
Tabbutt.
75-lt

To be added to the list of Rock
land High students winning honors
[Social and community evente for the final ranking period of the
are solicited for this calendar. All year are the names of freshmen
are free and apace here canaot be Arthur Lawrence and Samuel
purchased.
Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can Glover who had ranks with nothing
not be accepted. The decision of below B. Also, Edward Miller and
Mary Cullen. 13. daughter of Mr.
the editor is final.]
Margo Guay who earned three A’s.
and Mrs. Arthur Cullen of Thom
Billy Small
and
June 23—Vinalhaven Alumni Assn, Sophomores
aston is improving at Eastern
at Union Church vestry.
Dorinda Coughlin had six and five
Maine General Hospital following
July 4—Independence Day
A’s respectively.
an attack diagnosed as polio a
July 6—Canton Lafayette Auxili
ary meetsOdd Fellows Hall.
week ago. It is now believed that
Foot injuries accounted for two
July 7 Emblem Club meets Elks
she escaped polio, although suf
Home 8 p. m.
of the accident cases treated at
July 15. Union—American Legion the Knox County General Hospital fering from a condition with simi
lar symptoms.
Auxiliary Fair on the Common,
on Monday afternoon. Six year old
T’nion 3 pm.
July 23—Legion Beanhole Bean Beverly Achorn, daughter of Mr.
Lester Shibles of Rockport has
Festival and Fair. Winslow-Hol and Mrs. Clyde Achorn of But
returned home after treatment at
brook Merritt Post grounds.
termilk Lane, Thomaston, was ad
Aug. 5-6-7—Maine Seafoods Festi mitted to the hospital for treat the Eastern Maine General Hos
pital in Bangor.
val at Rockland.
Aug. 11-13—North Haven American ment of a fracture and contusions
of the right foot received when a
Legion Festival.
Camden police reported Wednes
Aug. 13—RHS 1948 Class Reunion heavy stove fell on her foot while day that they were investigating a
at Crescent Beach Inn. 6.30 p. m. she was playing in a barn. Robhit and run accident which oc
Aug. 17—Community Fair at South 1
eit Say ward, 16, the son of Mr. curred on Tannery Lane shortly
Thomaston.
and Mrs. Earl Sayward of Rock before noon. According to the po
Aug. 23 to 27. inc. Union Fair
Aug. 24—The Maine Three-Quarter land, was treated for a severe la lice report a parked car owned by
Century Club on Bowdoin Cam ceration of the left foot which he Hollo Gardner of Camden was
pus, Brunswick.
received
while
swimming
at struck on the left side and damage
Chickawaukee Lake on Monday was estimated at $70. The Gard
Second Lieutenant Henry R.
afternoon. He was treated by Dr. ner car was parked near the FoodSleeper, Army Reserve, son of
Edward K. Morse and released to liner and it was believed that the
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper of
his home.
vehicle which struck it had backed
Talbot Avenue, has been released
from the parking lot across the
from active duty returning this
Whether it was intentional or road.
week after nearly two years ser
not will probably never be known
vice, which included 11 months in
Mrs. Robert Hill and daughter
but a Rockland cat came off best
Japan as a military police officer.
in an encounter with a car Sat Pamela of Fort Wayne, Indiana,
urday night with the result that a are spending several weeks with
Judith Burns, daughter of Mr.
Rockland motorist has a broken Mrs. Hill’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Erroll W. Burns of 130
windshield and a broken vent win Earle B. Porter of 30 Granite
South Main Street, has been named
dow. Ronald Kenniston reported to Street.
to the Dean’s List in the home I
police that something struck the
Mis. Mildred Hutchinson, service
economics department at Farm
windshield as he was driving in
representative for the New Engington State Teachers College for
the Suffolk Street section of the
gland Telephone Company at the
the spring semester.
city. Looking around he saw a
Rockland business office, observed
cat making a quick departure and her 30th anniversary with the comMrs. R. J. Meehan was elected
found cat hairs stuck in a chrome I pany this week. She was present
president of the Maine Osteopathic
strip around the window. It was as ed a gold pin with an emerald by
Auxiliary. Friday, at the Samoset
sumed that the cat must have ! company officials. Employees in
Hotel Dr. Meehan was also rejumped from a truck parked at the Rockland business office pre
appointed chairman of the Vet
the scene connecting with the sented her with a “money tree.”
erans Affairs Committee.
Kenniston car on its way to the Mrs. Hutchinson came to the
( ARH OF THANKS
ground.
Rockland office last September
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Cole, Sr.,
I wish to express my sincere
|
after
29
years
of
service
in
the
appreciation to Dr. Allen, Dr. Luce
of 21 Camden Street greeted their
Rockland firemen were called Houlton office whdre she first and all the nurses for their kind
28th grandchild last week, a
Monday morning to the home of started her telephone career.
nesses and excellent care while I
daughter born to Mr. and Mrs.
was a patient at Knox Hospital.
George Young at 15 Washington
Millard Cole.
Street for an oven fire. Firemen
Two cars were damaged but no I also wish to thank all my rela
tives and friends who sent cards,
discovered that leaking oil in the one injured in a two car crash at j gifts and flowers.
One year age: Charles Raymond
combination range had run under the intersection of Washington and “5*lt
Martha Fraser.
Norton of Vinalhaven joined the
the oven and became ignited when Mechanic Streets in Camden Wed
armed forces at Fort Williams as
the gas oven was turned on. The nesday afternoon, according to the RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
a volunteer. — Rockland Garden
Chester Hannan
fire was confined to the stove it report of Camden police. A car
Club announced that its annual
self.
operated by David O. Smalley ,of Medomak Valley Grange, No. 175
Flower Show would be held Aug.
Whereas, the Divine Master in
Bangor had stopped on Washington
His infinite wisdom and love, has
1 at Bok Nurses Home. — Birds
Street for the traffic light and was again entered our midst and called
BORN
Eye trawler Calm arrived with
Pierce—At Carrole, Ohio. June struck on the left front fender by our brother Chester Hannan to the
222,000 pounds of fish, putting 150
14. to Mr. and Mrs. John Pierce a vehicle which was making the Great Grange Above,
idle workers at their tables again, (Lillian Williams of Union), a
turn from Mechanic to Washington and
—Vinalhaven Health Council voted daughter—Kimberly Ann
Whereas,
Medomak
Valley
Street. Police identified the driver
to again operate dental clinic.—
Grange No. 175 has lost a respected
of the second car as Mrs. Bessie
MARRIED
member
Battery D departed for annual
Bean of Warren. Damage to the
Therefore be it resolved that we
Marshall-Pendleton — At Rock
♦ raining period at Camp Wellfleet,
Smalley
vehicle
was
estimated
at
extend our heartfelt sympathy to
Mass. — Camden Lions observed land. June 15, Albert Marshall of
the bereaved family and that nur
East Providence, R. I., and Miss $70 and to the Bean car at $100.
25th anniversary at the Samoset. Daphne Lucille Pendleton of St.
charter be draped.
Be it further resolved that a copy
George, by Rev. George Goudreau.
Emergency sale of household fur
Martin-Brown — At Vinalhaven, nishings. I must sell all the fur of these resolutions be sent to the
Don’t forget the rummage sale at
the Universalist Church Saturday June 18, Robert Martin of Vinal nishings in my home by Monday family, a copy spread upon our
records and another one sent to
morning at 9 o’clock. Rockland haven and Irene Frances Brown noon. It is used furniture but
The Courier-Gazette for publica
of North Haven, by Rev. Floyd
Emblem Club is in charge and Young of Vinalhaven.
good and clean. Will sell cheap tion.
many bargains will be offered.
Keene-Farri*—At Union, June 19, for quick sale. Will be on the
Nettie Grinnell,
Weston
Carrol
Keene
of
Chatham,
Richard Linscott,
75*lt
premises all the time. Cash only.
Mass., and Miss Sylvia Anne
Elmer Turner,
Call at 34 Granite Street, home of
Farris
of
Union,
by
Rev.
Jesse
Committee on Resolutions.
TRAVEL SERVICE
the late Fred French.
75-lt
Kenderdine.
75-lt
Long distance travel trips arCreamor-Wllfton — At Washing
langed by Rockland Travel Ser ton, June 19, Ronald I. Creamer,
vice, includes schedules, hotels, and Kirsti A. Wilson, both of
tickets, reservations,
etc. Tel. Washington, by Rev. Harry Trask.
Jr.
563-R or call at the State News
Thibault-Higgs — At Mallett’s
Company.
59-E.O.P.-Tf Bay, Vermont. June 18, Paul Thib
ault of Mallett’s Bay and Water
UPPER PARK SE
S7~R
POCKLAND, ME.
bury. Vt., and Lucille Rose Higgs
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
of Rockville, Maine and Keene,
Mixed group meets Wednesday N. H.. by Rev. Joseph Joy.
and Sunday, 8 p. m., G.A.R. Hall,
FRESH NATIVE CHICKEN
FRESH NATIVE FOWL
Limerock St., P.O. Square. For
DIED
To broil or fry — 39c
37c
information write P.O. Box 711,
Young—At North Haven. June
Rockland, Me.
138-Th-tf 22, Mrs. Harold Young (Manetta
Calderwood), age 68 years. Fun
T-Bone
Top Round
eral arrangements not completed.
Hupper—At St. George, June 20,
STEAKS
PUBLIC PARTY
Malcolm “Jackie” Hupper, age 21
years. Funeral services Thursday
EVERY FRIDAY at 7.30 P. M. 2 p. m. Ridge Baptist Church. Mar
Tower Room - Community Bldg. tinsville with Rev. John Sawyer,
Cube
69c
Porterhouse
officiating. Interment in South
Auspices Knights of Columbus
Parish Cemetery.
47-T&Th-tl
BONELESS CHECK
Dean — At Rockland, June 21,
CORNED BEEF
Frederick C. Dean of 26 Shaw
POT ROAST or STEW BEEF
Lean, Boneless Brisket
Avenue, age 83 years.
Funeral
serlces Friday at 2 p. m. from
H 0 R N D I K E
45c
45c
Russell Funeral Home, with Rev.
HOTEL
Charles Monteith, officiating. In
Complete Luncheon
LINK SAUSAGE
FRESH BEEF LIVER
terment in Sea View Cemetery.
Wright — At Camden, June 21.
9 8 c
39c
29c
Mary Burgess Wright of Hope, age
Serving 11.SO to 2 p. m.
75-lt
43-tf 68 years, Funeral services Thurs
day 2 p. m . from Gilbert C. Laite
Funeral Home, Camden with Rev.
II III
Melvin H. Dorr, Jr., officiating.
Interment will be in Oak Hill
Cemetery.
Tiffany — At Camden, June 21,
Lue Accton Tiffany, age 84 years.
Funeral services Friday 2 p. m.
BURPEE
from Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
Home. Camden with Rev. Melvin
Funeral Home
H. Dorr, Jr., officiating.
Inter
266 MAIN STREET
PHONE 1691
BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop., ment will be in Mountain View
Cemetery.
Established 1830
Mcl^ain — At Bremen, June 20.
OPEN SUNDAYS
AMBULANCE SERVICE
James S. McLain, age 84 years.
TEL 390
____
Funeral services this afternoon
110 LIMEROCK STREET
(Thursday) at 2 p. m. from the
PICK UP YOUR
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Flanders Funeral Home in Waldo
boro.

Coming Events
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Money

Shop Here • • Save Trouble !
Save Double!

i

w

▲

$MALL '§

Tweet's Htfet.

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

HOMES FOR FUNERALS

ROCKLAND
558 Main St.

THOMASTON
22 Knox St.

<

58-tf

EASY TO PREPARE—VERY TASTY

GROCERIES and FRESH MEATS

RIB CORNED BEEF —23c lb.
AU MEAT CUT AS ORDERED

You

Get LOW, LOW PRICES

GREEN STAMPS

Redeemable in

ot No Extra Cost

75*lt

59c

POUND

HEAVY WESTERN BEEF

LB.

BONELESS—WASTELESS

LB.

CHUCK ROAST

35c

POT ROAST

49c

PIG LIVER-sliced
HAMBURG
SAUSAGE, pure pork

MARVELOUS MERCHANDISE

lb. 19c
2 lbs. 69c
lb. 29c

lb. 29c
lb. 29c
lb. 39c

FRANKFORTS, skinless
MINCED HAM, sliced
HONEYCOMB TRIPE

CUT FROM PENOBSCOT RAY’ FISH

LOW, LOW PRICES "PLUS" S. & H. GREEN STAMPS

EGGS

FROM NEARBY FARMS
MEI). SIZE UNGRADED

SWIFT'S
ALLSWEET

VEAL

dz. 37c

5 Quart Package

KRAFT

59c
49c
59c

39c

Deviled Chicken

With Gravy

tin 49c

DONALD DUCK — FROZEN

39c

Westchester—Spread

Sliced Beef

45c

Olive Pimento, Pimento, Relish, Pineapple

ORANGE JUICE

BROOKDALE
FOR SALADS
TALL TIN
SUCED
IN SYRUP
*54 TIN

SALMON
PEACHES

8 oz. jar 31c

2
07
. 5JARS
JJARS

85c

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

Come In and Try This Delicious Product

KRAFT

CHEESE SPREADS

CHOPS, loin
CHOPS, shoulder
ROAST, leg or rump
PATTIES, delicious

Sale and Demonstration Thursday-Friday-Saturday on
28c
STARLAC 3 Quart Package

BUTTER aoZooM lb. 63c
CHEEZ-WHIZ

lb. 23c

HADDOCK FILLETS

2 lbs. 37c

tin 19c

WALDORF
4 rolls 31c CUT-RITE
2 pkgs. 49c
CORNED BEEF 12 oz tin 43c LIBBY KETCHUP
hot. 19c

2 12-oz. tins 49c

GET THE NEW 1935 GRAND NATIONAL COOK BOOK HERE!!
BANQUET — FROZEN

PILLSBURY'S BEST FLOUR

CHICKEN - TURKEY
BEEF

PIES

2 for 45c

BANQUET — FROZEN-

TURKEY DINNER

ea. 69c

WE ARE NOW STO< KING THE DELICIOUS

MORTON

PIES

Apple - Blueberry - Cherry
- JUST BAKE AND SERVE -

APPLE

PILLSBURY'S CAKE MIXES

5 lb. bog 55c
10 lb. bag 99c

Chocolate, White, Golden
2 pkgs. 55c

OUTDOOR GROWN
pk.
NATIVE
SOLID
TOMATOES RED
2 cello pkgs.
FANCY
CAULIFLOWER
lb.
WHITE
NEW
POTATOES
5 lbs.
THIN SKIN

BEET GREENS

FRUIT SYRUPS
TUNA FISH

In

Hank

29c
33c

29c

tin 37c

12 0Z.
GLASS

OveNhtesH -

39c

bot. 25c

Fancy Uh. Meat
Solid Pack

XfttfCAKE IN CANS! SANDWICH SPREAD
j

Boitle

All Flavors

IN DAVY CROCKETT
GLASSES

JELLY

19c

CR“Mr

29c

POUND CAKE
Timco

Sunshine

Karo

Mazola

Dog Food

Krispy
Crackers

BLIE
IS I.B. JAR

VACUUM BAKED
12 0L CAN

2 tins 25c

1 lb. pkg. 25c

RED
I’i LB. JAR

39*

Unit Liquid

Red Cap

Red Cup

Red Cap

Starch

Bleach

Refresher

Ammonia

qt. 17c

qt. 17c

4 oz. bot. 26c

qt. 17c

KEEPS FRESH
INDEFINITELY

Try the New
RAISIN CAKE or MARBLE CAKE

WESTERN BEEF

ARMOUR'S

COTTAGE HAMS

Ready to eat 1

— FRESH HALEY —

Leah Davis Brooks
Serving Knox County (Ince 1875

IT PAYS TO SAVE "TWO" WAYS!!!!

golden

HERE FOR THAT SUNDAY PICNIC

DAVIS

PERRY’S

For Frying Chieken
QT.

GAL.

73c

$2.39
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FOR SALE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

Tuesday-Th ursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, June 23, 1955
WANTED

EXPERIENCE Unnecessary. Op WARREN
erate your own business from your
ALENA L STARRETT
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
Correspondent
home without capital investment,
FOR SB.LING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Telephone CRestwood 3-2491
i Car or light truck needed to service
nearby rural customers. Demand
BERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
i for Watkins Products steadily in
Advertisement. in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
creasing through National Adver
A meeting of the selectmen and
once (or 50 rents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
LOT of land for sale. 110 ft. x
tising. Income of $5000 and more budget committee will bp held Fri
cents (or each line, half price each additional time nsed.
300 ft. and building 12 x12’. TEL. i
Five small words to a line.
possible first year. Write J. R. day at 7 30 p. r»i in the town office I
642-M.
75*77I
Special Notice! All "blind ads" so called, 1. e., advertisements
WATKINS CO.. Box No. 367R.
ANTIQUE Franklin Stove for I
which require the answers to be sent to The Conrier-Gazette
| Dept. EL. Newark. N. J. 75*Th*78 to draw up tow’n ordinances which
will be acted upon at a special!
office (or handling, cost 25 rents additional.
sale. $75. TEL. 1104.
75*77;
C APABLE FAMILY COOK
A name should appear on all riassKied ads to secure best results,
FULL
size
Elec.
Stove
for
sale,
A Capable Woman is wanted to town meeting.
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.
The Tri County Button Club will J
in excellent cond. For information
‘ cook for small family at North
REAL
ESTATE
AIX CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
TEL. Warren, CRestwood 4-2591.
Haven during July and August meet Saturday at Grand View;
No riassKied ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
House in Warren Village, for State wages expected, previous Grange Hall. Northport, with Mrs. '
keeping will be maintained (or these ads.
TWO standard size inside doors sale. Two apts. all modern, com experience and give character ref- Hazel Leach of Union the speaker,
ALL WIST BE PAID FOR
for sale, both for $15; 40 GLEA pletely remodeled in past 3 mos.. j erence.
as received except (rom (irms or individuals maintaining regular
Write MRS. JAMES R. REY her subject. "Roses On Buttons.”
SON ST.. Thomaston.
75-77 both inside and out. Will net $850
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
income property. Price $6500. Tel. NOLDS. care The Courier-Gazette. Dr. Hazel Bird and Mrs. Catherine
Line.
WHITE Enamel Wood or Coal (7R3-2831 oi- call at house. A. J. ______________________________ 75tf Breslin of Lincolnville will be hos
Range for sale. Has been con
El Warren ICe.
75 n
DRIVING
wanted.
Reliable tesses for the day. Birthdays of i
verted to oil. Excellent condition.
service. DON FOGG. Tel. 132.
jmt
members born in April. May and
Grates included, $65. TEL. Thom
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Eight rm. house for sale on Rt.
TO*77 June will be observed. Birthday
aston 126-13.
75-77
1.
Rockland.
Property
in
excel

UTILITY trailer for sale in good
SPECIAL Prices On The Fol
( I.DAR—15 CORD W ANTED
cakes for the occasion w’ill be
cond. TEL. 1876.
73-75 lowing Paint. Eaglo Outside White, 1 NEW canvas covered Boat for lent condition throughout, hot air
7” to 11” diameter. I will pay made by Mrs. Margaret Newbert of
sale,
12
’
8
”
long,
all
cedar
plank
oil
heat.
An
excellent
guest
house
Rig. Price $5.25 gal.. 5 gal. can.
SILYERTONE Battery Radio per gal. $4.50, single gals. $4.75. and with 42“ deck.
CHARLES or easily converted to two family. $20 a cord delivered in Rockland. Waldoboro, Mrs. Velma Flanders
Write C. D. PRATT. Matinicus.
for sale, in good cond. Good for ! including all colors. We also have LUNDEN, Warren, Tel. CRestwood Financing G.I. or FHA.
75 78 of Belfast, and Mrs. Will Harding
______________
campers, also blueberry dusting the following paints. Carmote Lob 3-2066.
75-77
DON HENRY,
• HrLDREN wanted to board by of Brunswick and Mrs. Marion
machine and 2 rakes. Reasonable. ster Buoy paint. McDougall-Butler
Insurance
—
Real
Estate,
ONE-Man Racing Car for sale.
ALICE Wood of Bangor.
156 NEW COUNTY ROAD. Rock Bulletin paint. Admiral and Mill
99 Park St..
Tel. 599 hour, week or day.
DODGE. 45 James St.. Tel. 429-M.
land.
73*75 End Paints, all colors. $1.29 to $175. ROBERT BURNS. 485 Old
Mrs. Esther Long, RN. will con
Listings Wanted
County Rd. Tel. 1439.
75tf
75*77
7541
NOVA Scotia Model Boat for $1.89 per gal. Grumbacher Art
duct classes for the mother and
TAN Kalamazoo Cook Stove for
1 PENDABLE Man wanted on
sale, cheap, 42x10% with flush Supplies. CARR'S WALLPAPER &
baby at Warren- it is announced.
REAL ESTATE
poultry-dairy farm. House, fuel,
trunk and enclosed wheel house. PAINT CENTER. 586 Main St.. sale, in good cond.. burns oil or
Warren:
Two-family
house,
just
A total of 15 hours will be given
wood.
TEL.
Union
5-23.
75*77
eggs,
milk
and
good
salary.
Write
75-77
Built in 1934. Oldsmobile engine. I Rockland, Maine.
painted, just re-decorated, just had TUV, c/o The Courier-Gazette.
over
to the instruction, each class J
Hull and engine in fair condition.
STRAWBERRIES for sale. Cat- new bathrooms, just $5750.
14 CU. FT. Coolerator Freezer for
75*77 to take about two hours in time.
JASPER WYMAN & SON, Mil- sale, two yrs. old. best grade, cost skills and Maine 55’s, wholesale
Rockland Large house, four bed
Complete building or Carpenter Place and date of lessons will be '
bridge. Maine.
73-78 . over $500. will sell for $325. A. J. price by crate.
Picking starts rooms. shed and one car garage at
Tel. about June 26. Fancy pack guar tached. oil hot water heat, com and Elec. Work wanted; also in announced. Those interested to en-J
LENOX Air Conditioner, store PENNEY, Warren, Me.
Superior varieties for plete storm sash, newly painted, side and outside painting, remodel roll will contact either Mrs. Jose75*lt anteed.
size, for sale, excellent condition. CR3-2831.
ing and tile work a specialty. Call
freezing. Two dollars by mail re extra large lot, $15,000.
TEL. 288 before 5 p. m.
71tf
LARGE amount of horse drawn serves a crate. M. J. FILES. Ap
Rockland 2 living rooms, dining now for fast dependable service.
ICE—When and how you want Farm Mach, for sale, excellent! pleton Center. Tel. Union 5-25.
room, butlers pantry, large kit A. J. PENNEY, W’arren, Me. Tel. LOST AND FOUND
it.
Block or crushed to your cond. IVAN SHERMAN, Union.
75* lt
____ ____________________
75 77 chen, five bedrooms, 3% baths, CR3-2831.
order. We deliver within reason _ ___________
75*77
PAIR of plastic rim Glasses lost
ALL round Cook wanted at once,
GOOD buy in 27 ft. used trailer. good cellar, forced warm air heat,
able distance, 25 mile area, BUT
COMB. gas. coal and wood Stove Excellent cond. Very reasonable 2-car garage, a luxurious home. also waitress. KING’S DINETTE, at Schofield-White Park Wednes
YOU SAVE, by calling at our plat
26 Washington St.. Camden. 75-77 day. June 15. Finder please call
price. TEL. 783-W3.
75*77 Price on inquiry.
form.
Conveniently located on for sale; also CBS 21” TV and
LOST!’ IjOST!! LOST!!
WANTED To Buy: Discarded or CAROL ANN BICKNELL. Tel.
Route 1. For prompt, courteous other household articles. Contact
Another good listing lost. The outgrown
75*77
Bicycles.
RAYES 1647-R.
service Call NORTHEAST ICE MRS WALP at the Sherman H.
REAL
ESTATE
Rockport house advertised was CRAFT Shop Prescott St.
White residence, Glenmere, before
75*80
$5.00 Reward for black cat with
CO., Crestwood 4-2800, Warren.
listed on Saturday and sold the
SIX-Room House with two-car
MAN Wanted for stock work w’hite throat, whiskers and feet,
____
70tf Saturday p. m. Tel. Ten. Hbr. 7C-3.
Friday.
Remember!
__
75*lt garage (Priced Jor quick sale). following
and delivery. WRITE Stock Man, lost at Sandy Shores. Warren, Sat.
Start packing when you list with
17” Console Television for sale.
P. O. Box 666. Rockland. Me. 74-tf CALL Warren Cr- 4-2401. M. Ram
MAKE your headquarters for Located in Warren. TEL. Rock
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, H,
Very good condition. SAM GRAY,
74-76
land 1430-W.
75*77
CHAMBERMAIDS wanted, good sey.
Realtor
103 Camden St. _____
74-76 wallpaper at Carr's. 12c per single
hours,
wages.
6
day
week,
meals.
roll and up. Our well known bet
IN Rockport., overlooking harbor, 497 Main St.,
BLACK
English
Shepherd
dog
Tel. 1647-W
A Pool Room business and equip ter papers are washable. We have 8-rm. House for sale; large, light
Please call in person. THORN lost, with brown feet and spots
J?
5-77
ment for sale in Camden. Tel. the largest display of decorating rooms, new bath, all new plumbing.
DIKE HOTEL, ask for Mrs. Luce. over eyebrows. Answers to name
All new listings:
Camden 717 or contact R. A. BER paper east of Boston at the low Price $8000.
__________________ 74-76 of "Pal.” No collar. Reward.
SECURITY REAL
Rockland.
Outskirts:
2-apartment
RY, 6 Brookside Ave., Camden. est possible prices. We have a ESTATE CO.. Dorothy Dietz, Cam
GOOD Homes wanted for 3 kit TEL. Camden 739.
74-76
house;
1st
apartment
has
kitchen,
73-75 full line of everyday kitchenware, den 2117 or 8897.
tens, 1 tiger, 2 black.
TEL.
75-lt
with
Dutch
oven
and
marble
man

Thomaston 81-2.
7 1 76
NAII^S, id common through 60d Revere ware, pyrex and white
4-ROOM House for sale or swap
EGGS & CHICKS
common, $9.85.
SUTTON SUP enamel ware at the lowest possible at 17 Broadway, Thomaston. AL tel, living room with fireplace, 4
WANTED:
bedrooms;
2nd
apt.
kitchen,
dining
PLY, Camden 478. __________ 68-tf prices. Trade at CARR'S where BERT E. CROCKETT.
25 First-Class Carpenters for
74 TO room, living room, 3 bedrooms,
WHITE Emden
Goslings for
General Contracting Work. Year sale, $1.25 each.
GAS Refrigerator for sale, also you save dollars, 586 Main St.,
GREENLAW
Keag River Cottage: here is a large storage room.
Complete
75-77 nice little four-room cottage with
Round Work Assured. PAUL B.
mahogany drop leaf table and Rockland.
cellar under whole house, 3 acres McLELLAN CO.. General Contrac FARM, Lincolnville Ave., Belfast,
Easy Washing Mach, in good cond.
Maine
40-77
13' Liberty Boat for sale. 25 h. p. sunporch and attached shed on a land, $6500.
tors. 52 Marginal Way, Portland,
$10. TEL. Tenants Harbor 17-2. Johnson, Little Giant Trailer; also 200-foot lot, located on the river
Rockland, Southend. Ingraham Maine.
73-75
73*75 Westinghouse Ref., Royal Hand only a short distance from the out
Hill section: 7-room house with
MISCELLANEOUS
PART-Time Sales Clerk wanted
Vacuum; 21 BEECHWOOD ST.. let on the ocean. In excellent con bath, 3 bedrooms, city water, com
Thomaston.
75*77 dition, has a never failing spring, plete cellar, large lot. Tax $65; for summer in Rockland. ReferWM. T. EDWARDS, stone fire
QUARRY VIEW
, ences. Write R.G., c/o The Cou- places, chimneys built and re
LINOLEUM for sale, 6'. 9' and a separate one-car garage and $6800.
73*75 paired. Tel. Rockland 1784-M.
TRADING POST
Rockland, central: 5-room house ■ i ier-Gazette.
12' widths. Inlaid available in 6' taxed at $39. A steal at $3700.
Rockport: A beautiful 6 room and with complete modern kitchen and
75 77
MIDDLE-Aged Woman wanted to
widths. Free estimates on instal
"Trash and Treasures"
lations. SEARS ROEBUCK and bath with attached garage. Hard modern bath located in section care for aged lady. Some light
LAWN Mower* Sharpened, quick
Antiqnes, China, Rags,
73*75 service and precision work. RILL
COMPANY, 285 Main St., Tel. wood floors, copper plumbing, hot where one part of lot could be used housework. TEL. 332-R.
Wagon Wheels, Wrought Iron,
74*76
1770. Rockland, Maine.
75-Th-81 water heat, electric hot water heat for commercial purposes. Com
OLD Guns, Lamps. Glass, China, BLACK. Old County Rd.
Hood Carved Souvenirs
er, electric range, knotty pine kit plete cellar, central heating, $8500. Dolls, 2-and-l Draw Stands, Dress- " SPIRITUALIST READINGS daily.
NEW
Milch
Cow
and
Calf
for
Open Daily 1 to 10 P. M.
chen and everything is immacu
Rockland. Southend 7-room house , ing Tables, Pine Lift-top, 2-door Circles Thurs. eVS- REV. GEORGE
sale, 4 years old. Also 10 h.p.
36 OLD COUNTY ROAD
late. Ten acres of land and only in excellent repair, very well deco and Marble-top Commodes, Tables, JONES. Cottage St.. Belfast. Tel.
elec, motor and starting box. WAL
TEL. 1894
ROCKLAND, ME.
one mile from stores. Taxes $72. rated, kitchen with stainless steel Walnut and Gold Frames, Old 886. Letter readings 2 questions,
TER SPEAR. 236 Rankin St.
73*75
Priced to sell at $9500.
sink and other modern features. i Prints, Post-beds. Old Chests, etc., 50c. up to JO questions, $1.00.
___
75*77
PHOOEY! PHOOEY !!
Double living room, dining room, wanted. Tel. Thomaston lit 12 or
73*75
ONE
Pair
Garage
Doors
for
sale
I could get rich if these listings 3 bedrooms, bath with shower, write WEAVER’S ANTIQUES. 20
ANTIQUES, Furniture, Glass,
DON’T DIG!
6
ft.
10"
by
4
feet
with
hardware,
Chinaware for sale. HOBBY AN
came in—Small duplex or 10-room storage room, excellent closet Erin St., Thomaston.
73*75
Sewers. Drains, or any size pipes
TIQUE SHOP. Union, Rt. 17. $25. Two inside two panel doors, house at $5500; 6-7 room house, space. Complete dry cellar with
cleared of any stoppage electric
Closed Sundays.
68*104 6 ft. 6 inches by 2 ft 6 inches with $7500; salt water farm, $7500; good new Timken oil burner, hot water
ally without digging! Call PETER
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale; regu lock sets and hinges, $15. One 3-bedroom house, $10,000; good heat with oil. Screened porch,
ALEXANDER.
Tel. Belfast 797.
Picture Framing
lar $10.95 for $6.95. NORTH EAST- electric Fan $5.00. TEL. Tenant's 5-room house, $7500 ; 6-room house, 1-car garage.
Newly painted.
71*106
75-76 $5000-$5500. I’ve got the custom Will FHA $11,000
LAND TRADING POST, Thomas Harbor, Me., 20.
BEAGLE Pups for sale from ers—Do you have the house? Uncle
ton.
67-tf
Rockland, Central Excellent spot
MOTORCYCLE for sale, 1950 excellent hunting dogs. LEACH'S Sam wants me to pay him more for rooming house, 9 rooms, lots of
PLUMBING and HEATING
closet space, full bath up. flush
Harley-Davidson, 74.
Excellent BEAGLES. Upper Beechwood St., taxes—help your poor old Uncle.
FREE ESTIMATKS
75*77 j Smail home with plenty of land down, corner lot; 5 minutes walk
condition. CHASE, 172 So. Main Thomaston.
ARTHUR CULLEN
1950 6 FT Frigidaire Refrigera-' at the Head of the Bay. Four from P. O. For further information
Street_______________________ 74*77
LICENSED PLUMBER
rooms
and
sunporch
on
black
road.
tor
for
sale
in
excellent
cond.,
used
call
at
the
office.
1952 FULLY Equipped Nash
12 North St.
Thomaston, Me.
Rockland, Central: Corner lot
Rambler Convertible for sale. only 4 summers. Price reason Kitchen is in very good shape with
Tel- 234
75-77 large window overlooking the bay, ; 100x160.
Down, kitchen, dining
Just the thing for summer driv able, TEL. 366-M.
74-tf
ing, 20-22 miles per gallon. Ideal
SQUIRREL Dogs for sale; also ’ good size living room, two bed- . room with built-in closets, double
CROSS
rooms,
$3500.
furnished
or
$2800
living
room
with
fireplace
and
An

**MCOOd** CM. TEL. 229 .
71*76 Cnon.
Opossum
and
Beagle
(Tel.
Up 1 Flight Left
Tel. i
unfurnished.
HAVE your Floors beautifully
derson picture windows. Up. 4
“PIANOS FOR SALE, Chicker Hounds and Rabbit Dogs. $25 a
1335
.1139
406 MAIN ST.
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, H,
sanded and finished by HAROLD
bedrooms,
full
bath,
front
and
back
pair.
DON.
U.
GREEN.
P.
O.
Box)
ing, Steck, Cable-Nelson. Small
25-Th-tff
Realtor
ACHORN, Thomaston. Maine. Tel.
stairs, ample closets, complete
down payment, easy terms. GIF 451. Wilmington. Ohio.
72*Th*78
497 Main St..,
Tel. 1647-W; cellar with cement floor, 2-car ga
131-3.
69tf
FORD'S, Rockland, Me.
62tf
FIELD Grown Cabbage Plants
WAITRESSES wanted, experi ' SITtECHEN sre
73-75 rage. House very good condition.
DEUTSCH?
‘ IkJAM f-.r -.le
NETI. RUS- for sale, 75c per hundred; also
East Union: Unusual buy, 5-room enced. Apply In Person after I Translations and private German
SELL. Rockland. Tel. 1544-W. 53tf Flower Seedlings. STILES FARM, i
EDGAR'S RESTAURANT, Lessons.
Contact CHARLOTTE
house with 2-car garage. Com p. m
FOR sale at Haskell & Corthell Camden Road, opposite Oakwood
AUSTIN
D.
NELSON
70tf UPTON. Camden 2088.
67-tf
plete cellar with cement floor, gas Warren, Maine.
74*79
in Camden. 3 speed Lightweight Inn.
hot water heater, hot air furnace.
TWENTY-FOI R HR. Photo Ser
FLOOR Sanding and Finishing a
Real Estate Broker
ANTIQUES for sale.
OUTS
Bicycles, $39.95. Convenient terms.
Dug well, electric pump, 5 acres vice. Ask for it at your local store specialty. Inquire about our price.
57-tf HEAD ANTIQUE SHOP, Owls] DIrL for Universal Homes, Inc.
or at Gifford’s, Rockland, Me.
All work guaranteed.
SUTTON
Head Village.
74’79 Brownlee Sectional Log Building* land. Tax $49; $4500.
57-tf SUPPLY, INC., Tel. Camden 478
Cottages, Alford Lake: 2 cottages
MILLWORK
175 CAMDEN ST.
TEL. 1574 in first class condition, right on
_________ , 66-tf
IX5BRTERS and Clams wanted
Honse Phone 928
138-tf
WINDOWS - FRAMES
shore
of lake with excellent bathing SPRUCE HEAD LOBSTER CORP..
- LARGEST beach for either children or
Linoleum Selection In Town
SERVICE STATION For
SPE4HALS A SPECIALTY
75' x 125’ lots at the seashore. adults. W’ill sell the 2 together Spruce Head, Tel. Rockland 420
117 tf Briggs & Stratton
Power Prod.
6
Ft
9
Ft.
12
Ft
Widths
$500
to
$700
each.
WRITE
C.
R
%
R. L Winchenbach
or separately as desired.
Mercury
IF you want the best auto body Iron Horae - RPM
Courier-Gazette
41-tf
Expert
Mechanics
For
25 Court St.
Tel. 1430-M
Lermond Pond: Cottage, 9 years and fender work, come to ROWL Dlsston
Sears - Elgin
Installation
If
Desired.
REAL
ESTATE
Rockland, Maine
old with 100 ft. shore frontage,
Tel. 939 For Free Estimates
IF you want to buy or want to completely equipped with electric ING’S GARAGE 778 Main Street
72-tf
Rockland
47U LEADBETTER'S MACHINE SHOP
sell
call
H.
S.
SAVAGE,
Licensed
UNITED
HOME
SUPPLY
CO.
CAMDEN 2439
“QUALITY ALUMINUM WIN
stove, elec, refrigerator, bedding,
PAINTING and Paperhanging,
Where
Willow
and
Rankin
Real
Estate
Broker,
1
Fogg
St.,
_______ 51-ThAS-tf
DOWS AND DOORS; estimates
cooking utensils.
inside and out. all work positively
Tel.
1046
40-tf
Streets
Meet
without obligation, no down pay
“ FI.Y~Anywhere. Plane and hotel
Ingraham Hill: In colony of cot
179 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
LAND and Buildings for sale. tages, wonderful view of harbor, guaranteed. Will furnish materiel. reservations, tickets, information.
ment. Up tn 36 months to pay.
48-Th-tf $3,000.
Corner of Route 90 and right on water, city water, flush, Work accepted Warren to Camden. U(M KI.AND TRAVEL SERVICE,
HOWARD KENNISTON, Tel. Rock
Estimates free.
VAN E. RUS
Simonton Road. Rockport.
Suit
land, 1430-W.__________________ 3tf
living room with fireplace, veran SELL Phone 25-W or 710. P. O. Stale News Co., Tel. a68-R. 58-tf
able
for
small
business
or
with
a
120
BASS
Piano
Accordion.
9
~~CHEVROLET one ton stake
das up and down.
BURGESS-FOBES House Paints,
Box 701. Rockland.
73tf
truck (1947) with dual wheels, treble switches, “Accordiana by little work, a nice house. 6 acres Coopers Beach: 4 rooms, fine view
DON'T discaru your old or manufactured by Maine people for
Call
KNOX
LUMBER
priced for quick sale. TEL. 939 Excelsior” for sale; also good land
of Rockland harbor, veranda for antique furniture
weatherROCKLAND
Call H. JOHN Maine
or Tel. 1219.
52-tf used Norge refrig., 8 cu. ft. TEL. PRODUCTS, Cmdn. 402 or Cmdn. comfort.
2204.
67-tf
NEWMAN for restoring and re BOAT SHOP, Rockland. Me. 58-tf
590-W.
74-TO
BABY GIFTS
COUSENS REALTY.
Fly Northeast Airlines, connec
freshing: 48 Masonic St
Tel.
buck Etake ter a Ford tractor]
For sale, everything for your
James S. Cousens, Realtor,
1106-M
ltf tions made for all lines Giffords
"Littlest Angels" at our new In for sale; also a back-hitch mowing
21 Limerock St., Across from PO,
COUSENS' REALTY
IRON, Steel, Metal, Rags and Travel Service, Rockland, Me.
fants’ Department. CHILDREN'S machine for a Ford Tractor. $75
Tel. 1538
574f
JAMES S. COUSENS. Realtor
Batteries
wanted.
Call
123.
SPECIALTY SHOP. City.
48-tf each. HARVEY POST. Warren
7541 MORRIS GORDON * SON. Cor.
Antiques bought. sold and re
Business
Opportunities
Tel
CR<
stwo<
d
3
3M
74
76
AKC Registered Cocker Spaniel
Leland and Tea Sts., Rockland. paired. IjOuis parreault, Warren,
Cottages, Lots and Duellings
ALL Metal Chase Shingle Ma
Puppies for sale, all colors and
38-tf Tel. Crest. 3-2388 ___________ 57-tf
chine,
for
sale,
$100,
1946
Mercury
COTTAGES
21 LIMEROCK ST.
TEL. 1538
sizes to choose from. REED'S
I
will
pay
top
prices
for
old
sec
5
pass,
coupe.
$100.
New
Colum

Across
from
Post
Office
35-tf
COCKER KENNELS,
61 Pearl
COTTAGE to let at Owls Head ond-hand painted commodes of
Street, Camden.
Tel. Camden bia garden seeder, junior size, $25.
Village for week of Aug. 7, Aug. 14 all kinds; $8.00 each for the lift top CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
3093 .
36-tf Also heavy duty winch. $25. FOR SALE IN CAMDEN’
and Aug. 28. JAMES FARRELL. type. I also pay from $10 to $25 Cleaned by Machine—Also Rebuilt
CHARLES DOLHAM. Warren, Tel.
KENWAY and Liberty Boats for ' i;. -• ■ od I 840]
Near beach and short distance | Tel 385 W3
71 TO
75 77 each for marble top tables. If you
C L FENDERSON
sale. Also Boat Trailers, Evinrude
from center of town, 5 bedrooms, j
CALORIC Gas Range, 2 broilerNEW Cottage to let at Crescent have any old wagon scats, spindleMotors, Used Outboard Motors.
3
baths,
pantry,
den,
large
modi
TEL. 1314 ROCKI-AND or
back settees or antique furniture
for
sale,
like
new,
cost
$245.
Sell
Beach
by
2
or
3
weeks,
month
or
W. D. HEALD, "Next the Village
6-2081 OLD ORCHARD BEACH
for $115. MAUCH, 87 No. Main ern kitchen, large living room with ; season, accommodates four. Mod. or dishes, etc., in any quantity,
Green”, Camden, Me., Tel. 460
.58-tf
74-76 fireplace, dining room with fire
A;
. c J BI WI RY TO which you would consider dispos
30-tf St.
place, large screened-in porch, oil
ing of at real good prices. Write,
WELL!
WELU
WEIL!
Granite
St.,
Rockland.
Tel.
1976.
WINKLER LP. OlT burners,
heat, large basement, 2-car ga
or phone W. J. FRENCH. 10 High
If it is water you need, write
USED OUTBOARDS
75tf St Camden
Furnaces, Boilers and Am. Stand
rage connected to house. Located
12tf R. W DRINKWATER, Well Drill
All
Makes
—
All
Prlcee
ard Fixtures for sale. M PEAR
COTTAGE at Crescent Beach to
on large, beautifully landscaped
GENERAL Home Maintenance, ing Contractor. P- O Bo* '55,
SON JEWETT, Plumbing and
let. Fireplace, mod. conv., full and light trucking
Good Selection
lot with fruit trees.
Installment
Call 1594 or Camden. Tel. 2768.
Heating
Tel 1618.__________ ltf
Accommodates stop at RALPH McLAUGHLIN, plan also available, no down pay
A new house on the shore hath, oil heat.
PIPE FOR ■'A1X
LEADBETTER'S MACHINE SHOP next to beach. Can be used 2-6 Write SAW’YER. 235 Broad 242 Old County Rd
55-tf ment necessary. Member of New
72tf
Black
and galvanized
AU 1
as one family house or two apart- i way, or tel. 1976.
England and National Association.
CAMDEN 2439
sizes
low prices.
BICKNELI.
34-tf
FURN. Cottage to let. on water
51-ThAS-tf ments. Two bedrooms, bathroom,
MFG CO.. Lime St
22tf ]
“MAKE Carr’s your headquarters living room with dining space, front. Owls Head. Mod. conv. Tel.
BABY Parakeets, full Uns of for Picnic Supplies. Hot dog roast kitchen with breakfast nook, den 383-R ICRS LDON WHITE
72U
CROSS
SERVICE ON SEARS' EGIN
parakeet foods and mineral health ers and forks, hamburg roasters with half bathroom, porch closed ""COTTAGE to let at Norton’s
grit. GRACE'S GARDENS, Mrs. and broilers— 25c to 75c each. TEL ! in with jailousies. also finished at Pond during July. Inquire 12 Knox
PARTS FROM STOCK
PHARMACY
Charles A Swift. 9 Booker St.. 25-W
Lower floor: two bedrooms, St . TET. 1382-M.
7341 tic
Tltf
St Thomaston Tel 374
ltf
bath, living room with dining
LEADBETTER'S MACHINE SHOP
THE f ft age of J F Burg< is,
MrPHAIL Up. ght
Mai space, kitchen with breakfast nook,
MILL Slabs cut store lengths,
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Piano for sale with bench and cab zone hot water heat with base ra loeated on the waterfront at Coop
CAMDEN 24S9
for sale
Large loads. Inquire
inet. TED letFOLLEY, Sea Street. diation. 2-car garage on street er’s Beach for sale. TEL. 426.
5l-Th*S-ti
DRUGS ■ SUNDRIES
(or prices, delivered.
STAR- Rockport.
73-781
70tf
( ESSTOOL” and Septic Tanks
level and 1-car garage on lower
RETT’S MILL ".all CRestwood
FOR Sale or Rent. Furn. 4 rm.
WHITE Flor< nc( gas range for level. Many other modern con
TEL. 1204
Cleaned, repaired and Installed,
8-2589. Warren
138tf
cottage.
Hobbs Pond.
TEL.
automatic cleaning
equipment.
WINDOW SHADE8 and BLINDS sale, completely automatic with veniences. Must see to appreciate
373
MAIN
STREET
UNION.
50-22.
75*78
Free Inspection and estimates.
for aale; custom made. Call us; { Bri" on top. used less than one Lower floor not finished. Contact
FMX
KI.AND,
M.UNE
SANI
SEPTIC
SERVICE,
locally
tree
Installation
Tel
801. year, $100 MRS PERLEY MIL- owner, A. J. LALIBERTE. 140 ~FURN Cottages to let. MRS.
92-Th-tf
owned and operated. Tel. Caznden
MILLS,
Pleas ant
SEA COAST PAINT OO.
440 LER. 20 South Main St, Tel. 1797. Bay View Street, or Phone Cam LLEWELLA
2687.
72tf
73-75 den 2847.
63-75 Beach, So. Thomaston.
— 66tf
Main Bt.. Rockland.
Mtf

FLAT bottom Skiff for sale, suit
able for outboard motor. Guaran
teed in good cond. Price reason
able.
MRS. RUTH H. DOW.
Friendship. Tel. TE2-9112.
75-77

7

daughter, Rebecca Trask, also
Miss Eileen Howard and Mrs.
Helen Cramer left Tuesday for a
few days at the Nazarene College
in Wollaston. Mass.
Children’s Day will be observed
Sunday. June 26. at the Methodist
ney Wyllie Saturday.
Arthur Young of this town and Church at 10.30 a. m.
Mrs. Alice Wyllie of Rockland were i
dinner guests Wednesday of last1
week of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney I
WALDOBORO
Wyllie.
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Alton Gammon, son of Mr. and I
Correspondent
Mrs. Irving Gammon is attending;
Telephone Temple 2-9261
Boys’ State at the University of I
Maine this week. He is sponsored i
by the White Oak 4-H Club of North 1 Sharon and Charlotte Bragg of
Farmington. are spending two
Warren.
Mrs. Mamie Beal of Lisbon will weeks with their grandparents, Mr.
teach Grade Four in Warern and Mrs. Elroy Gross.
Shirley Creamer of Quincy,
schools this coming year. MJs.
Beal has had 28 years of teaching Mass., is visiting her parents, Mr.
experience in Lisbon and taught * and Mrs. Glen Creamer.
grades one and two in Warren I Mrs. Cora Johnston and grand
schools the 1953 and 1954 school daughter Reta McLain have re
year. She did substitute work in turned from Methuen. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis H. Crorwell
Lisbon schools last year.
Weekend guests of Mrs. Alice returned home Tuesday from
Mathews were ‘her daughter Mrs. Portsmouth. N. H.
Mrs. Eva McLain. Miss Dorothy
Genevieve Pearson of Boston,
and Chief Carpenter USN Clar* Johnston. Mrs. R'uth Hinkley were
ence Melanson and Mrs. Melanson in Rockland recently.
Donna Sylvester of Thomaston
of Baltimore, Md.
has been an overnight guest of Miss
( amp Damaged By Fire
Sally Schwartz.
A three-room camp occupied by
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Metcalf at
Pleasantville was damaged by THORNDIKEVILLE
smoke and water at 6.15 this morn- I Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Grinnell
ing as Warren firemen put out a and children of Orono are spending
blaze in the attic. The alarm was the summer with Mrs. Grinnell’s
given by a passing motorist who parents. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
noted smoke coming out from un Crabtree.
der the eaves. The fire was out
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Lugdon
within a half hour. Two hundred t and children have moved from
feet of hose was laid from the tank : Connecticut and have their trailer
truck and the booster pump used. parked on the land of Lewis Up
Fire Chief Richard Butler reported ham. where they are staying for
that apparently the flames were i the summer.
started by .spontaneous combustion1 Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Childs were
in the past two days’ heat. The in Hope Thursday evening to at
extent of the fire was held back tend the 25th wedding anniversary
by its confinement in airless! of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ludwig.
space. Mr. and Mrs. Metcalf were
Miss Barbara Richards of Bos
away at the time.
ton was weekend guest of her par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Richards.
Dr. and Mrs. Leslie Spaulding
of Fairfield and Mrs. Shirlie Bogle
UNION
of East Union recently called on
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Croteau.
Correspondent
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pushaw,
Telephone 10-24
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Pushaw, Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Pushaw and
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Leonard daughter Mrs. Douglas Miller,
have been visitors of their son and Mrs. Emily Pushaw. Mrs. Lucretia
family. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Pushaw. were in Camden Monday
Leonard. Jr. in Florence Masus.
to attend funeral services of Wilbur
Miss Betty Lou Austin is attend Mills.
ing Girls’ State at Colby College,
Mrs. Douglas Miller has finished
Waterville.
| work at the Travelers’ Ins. Co.,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Peckham Rockland, and is now employed at
and family of Newport, R. I., ar ‘‘The Red Barn” Camden.
rived Sunday and will visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pinkher parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil ham and daughters Yvonne and Lu
liam Gleason.
Ann of Pennsylvania, came Satur
Mrs. John Moody left by car day to visit Mrs. Pinkham’s par
Monday for Fort Sam Houston, ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Childs.
Tex., where her husband. Pvt. Mrs. Madelene Bradley and son
John Moody is attending the M T.G. Clifford of Worcester, Mass., are
for the next few months.
also guests at the Childs’ home.
Mrs. Fanny Jauvin of Revere,
Mrs. Blanche Robinson, Mrs.
Mass., has been a guest recently Lizzie Chatto, Mr. and Mrs. Ly
of Mrs. Myrtle Fountain.
man Chatto o-f Bluehill were re
Jimmy Burns of Rumford will cent callers at Lester Merrill’s.
visit during the summer with Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Burns.
LOUDVILLE
Rev. and Mrs. Earle Trask and
Kenneth Gifford had the mis
fortune to fall and break his shoul
TO LET
der. Much sympathy is extended
to him and we hope he may have a
HOUSE and Cabin to let. reason
able, near water. Adults pre good and quick recovery.
Lettie Garland is a patient at
ferred.
Write h.F.R , c O Tile
Courier-Gazette.
75-77 Dr. Berry’s Nursing Home.
3 RM. Furn. Apt to let, also
Mrs. Cecil Prior was called to
1 furn. rm., kit. priv. 29 BEECH Port Clyde on Friday afternoon be
ST Tel 1116-W or 16^-M.
75 77
cause of the illness of her mother,
KFaN’T A ( HAIN SAW
Mrs. John Anderson. Mrs. Ander
We supply saw with expert op
erator, gas and oil, all for only son was able to return here with
$3.00 per hour. Saw over a cord her on Sunday. Last Wednesday
an hour. CALL Tenants Harbor evening, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Prior
118. Write P. O. Box 95, Port
Clyde
74*76 and son John and I/Cttic Prior at
tended the graduation exercises of
Rockport High School at Rockport
RENTAL OUTBOARDS
5-7<4-l«-16 H. P.
Town Hall. Miss Diana Anderson,
Minimum Rental Week-End
a niece of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Prior
Rates on Request
and granddaughter of Lettie Prior
LEADBETTETS MACHINE SHOP was one of the graduates.
CAMDEN 2439
The Heber Polands had as guests
51-ThAS-tf Sunday, Miss Clarabel Poland and
THREE Room, unfurn. Apt to
let, bath, cab. sink, stove, heater, Molly Sue Hanna ol Round Pond
hot water, fine loc., adults. 87 NO and Muss Addie Poland. Leland Po
MAIN ST., ring 2nd bell.
74 TO land. Mrs. Elva Chamberlain and
7 RM. Duplex to let. 10 HIGH Master Brian Sawyer, all of New
ST., Thoftiaston.
74-76 Harbor.
HEATED and unheated furn
Daniel Ellsworth and Mr. and
apts. to let, from $7 to $15 a week.
Mrs.
Frank Ellsworth and chil
Fully equipped with bath, free hot
and cold water, some with elec, dren. Constance, Barbara and
stoves, rubbish removed free. V. James of Portland were at the
F STUDLEY. 77 Park St.. Tel. Ellsworth cottage here a few days
8060 and 172 Broadway, Tel. 1234
47-tf last week.
Stephen F. Carter is visiting his
“SUTTON’S RENTAL SERVICK
Includes Power Lawn Mowers, ount and family, the Martin
Lawn Spreaders, Lawn Rollers, Creamers, at Waldoboro.
Garden Sprayers, Paint Sprayers,
PHONE CAMDEN 478 for informa
tion on Sutton’s Expanding Rental
Service Open Saturday evenings.
A
UNFURN. Four Room Heated
Apt. to let. Hot water. 34 Fulton
St. TEL HTML
74-tl
~AT 81 Union St., large modem,
heated, 3 room apt. with bath.
Call 893 dave. 233 evenings
28-tf
phine Moody or Mrs. Ernestine
Ingraham.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Moody, Sr., |
of Portland, and Mr. and Mrs. !
Harold Moody of Waldoboro were
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sid-j

r

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS

con AGE LOTS oh GEORGES LAKE
$199. to $599.
$25. DOWN - 3 YEARS TO PAY

RALPH M. ROBERTS
LIBERTY, MAINE

75-76

<

k

♦

I
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Vinalhaven Group a Hit at Augusta

MEAT QUALITY YOU CAN TRUST
AT PRICES THAT ALWAYS PLEASE!

number of

MRS. ALIJE F. I^ANE
Correspondent
Telephone 96-2

Shirley

have

and Mrs.

Andrew

returned

from

Bennett

eral

of

services

the greater value . . . when you

Bennett’s

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. George Clouatre.
J

-

have

who

shop for meat at your First

Clouatre’s parents.

National Store.

Ross

Gray,

of

guests

been

LOVELY CHURCH CEREMONY

left

by special boat with busses from

Southwest Rockland to Augusta, where they

Harbor where thew attended fun

. you will be pleased with

RONALD I. CREAMER MARRIED IN

Betty

Davis,

Glennis Beckman,

and

Gray

Mr.

American Legion

Vinhalaven Band of 29 pieces, with

aunt. Mrs. Vienna Lawler.

rones

the

MISS KIRSTI A. WILSON AND

and Auxiliary, accompanied by the
majorettes,

You can be sure of the top qual

ity .

At 6.30 Sunday morning, a large

VINALHAVEN

Mr.

Mrs.

and Mrs.
Sunday

returned

to

their home in Auburn. Mass. Their

took part in the Legion Parade.
The Vinalhaven unit make a big

hit in

the

haven

Band

parade and the Vinal

organizer

with

Allen

director

and

received

Simmons

much applause all along the line of
for their splendid appear

march

ance

and excellent music

played
Joseph will re for the march.
main with their grandparents for Children's Day Happily Observed
a longer visit.
Children’s Day was observed
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Carlson and Sunday June 19 at Union Church

sons George and

Roast
Chuck

Choice — Face Rump or Top Round
Heavy Steer Beef

Roast

RIB ROAST
LAMB FORES
HAMBURG
FRANKFURTS
LUXURY LOAF
BACON

Choice — For Oven
or Pot Roast

LB

BONE
IB
IN

39

c

bone

Mrs. Leon Arey were in Orono re with Rev. W. S. Stackhouse, mini- i
cently to attend the graduation of ster; Mrs. Louise Anderson, organ- J
Mrs. Sidney Smith (Priscilla Carl- ist and pianist, Mrs. Ellen Con-.

LB

LESS

sen Smith) from the University of

Maine.

CHOICE - 7" CUT

FRYERS or BROILERS, l'/2-23.4 lb Avg

LB

HEAVY WESTERN STEER BEEF

3‘»$i°0

LEAN BEEF

FINAST SKINLESS U S NO

1

i.

LB

ing

CHICKENS

LB

IF DESIRED

FRESHLY GROUND

Bachelor

35‘
49‘

FOR PICNICS

Mackerel

LB

jim:

Robert

great

CHEDDAR

at

attended the

program

Bennett
and

aunt

is

Ernest Tolman
Worcester, Mass.,

Mr.

and

Con

Roberta

tory Prayer. John Buteau; Presen

John

Special,

Jones;

Roxanna

Karen Lloyd, Lillian

Calderwood.

Sunday for Philbrook and Arlene Hutchinson;
he has pastoral prayer, Rev. W. S. Stack-

where

employment.

William Malbeouf has re

Mrs.

Special,

his Karen Lloyd, Ronald Walker, and

visiting

uncle,

left

Headley;

tation of Offerings, Barbara White,

house; Recitation and Songs by
Beginners; teachers, Mrs. Erma !

Mass., hav Holbrook,
superintendent,
Mrs.
Louise Anderson, Mrs. Marjorie !

tion

Presentation

Testaments by the

2 LB
LOAF

LB

1 -LB CTN

2

Q7

LB

50Z 4Cc

JARS

CLOVERDALE WHITE
COLORED, SWISS

’/2 LB
PKG

I4'/i OZ

EVAPORATED MILK

49c

CANS

AfC

2/

49c

CAKE MIXES

WATERMELON

PKGS

‘

Finest — Fancy Maine Pack

LB

FOR COOL REFRESHING DRINK
15-OZ
CANS

BLUEBERRIES

LEMONS

Sliced

6

FOR

FIRM GREEN HEADS

COMSTOCK APPLES

I I B 4 OZ
CANS

1

CABBAGE

Semi-Sweet

their

bene

pastor;

of

the

testaments

and

processional

Uzzell photo
Mrs. Ronald Irving ( reamer (Miss Kirsti Annikki Wilson)

and

certificates

Miss

Kirsti

Annikki

daughter of Mr.

Wilson. ' You Truly” was sung by Kenneth

Mrs. Toive

and

a

Order of Eastern Star will attend

charming picture as they marched

ald Irvin Creamer, also of Wash-

in a body at Union Church at the

down the center isle.

ington. son of Mr

and Marguerite

Chapter,

tiny

plants,

potted

presented

S.

Program of the evening service

Stackhouse, the pastor, will preach.

was by the Primary Department-

His

Processional,

o’clock

Rev.

service.

subject,

“Masons,

W.

Quarries,

Welcome

Mrs.

by Super

Stones and Tribes.’’ There will be

intendent

special selections by

Bible Memory Verse Class No. 1,

the

choir.

CASLON PRESS

PRINT SHOP
FOR SALE
Complete printing establish
ment, could start operating to
morrow. Partial list: Kelly B
Press, 2 Golding Presses. Bos
ton stitcher, check perforator, 5
makeup stones, brass galleys,
25% inch paper cutter, 9 oak
cabinets with 225 cases assort
ed type. All office equipment
needed.
Make offer.
Contact
Willis Lufkin, 34 Crescent St.,
Rockland, Me., Tel. 1035-W.
72*tf

JUICY AND SWEET

1 -LB 1-OZ

and

ones

Miss

'''■'yi. 6
White, Golden, Chocolate Fudge

little

of

W. Wilson of Washington and Ron

11

SLICED—WHITE, COLORED
PIMENTO, SWISS

PIMENTO, PINEAPPLE

79

LOAF

diction

Church Notes

In observance of St. John’s Day.

)C

QUARTERS

Eliz Conway and Mrs. Isabelle Osgood;

Mrs. Ross Gray.

Masons

Processed Cheese
Cheese Spreads
Sliced Cheese
Evangeline

LB

of her granddaughter.

abeth Gray, daughter of Mr. and

WHOLE OR PART

PILLSBURY

a

o'clock,

11

way,
Cora
MacDonald.
Philip ’
Poland Crossman and Clyde Orcutt; Offer-|

Mrs. Ralph Brown in Rockland.

S DAIUY

LB

KRAFT CHEESE FOOD

the

ing been in town for the gradua

CHEDDAR

FIRST NATIONAL

a

was

Libby

turned to Worcester,

UTTER

Aged Cheese
Mild Cheese
Cheese Food
Velveeta

also

Shriner’s Ceremonial.

Fine Quality Table Butter
BUTTCR

E.

A.

BROOKSIDE Fresh Creamery —A High Scoring

Cftiomiav

list and

Springs, Friday and

23‘

LB

Dressed

At

was given by the Juniors and Be- l

attend ginners of the Sunday School: ;
the Prosccssional, Invocation. Karen j
member Lloyd; Scripture. Psalm 67. Cheryl

Sigma.

Haddock Fsilets - «35c

CLOVERDALE SLICED SUCAR CURED

While

of Phi Kappa Phi and Sigma Mu

WONDERFUL
LB

in

Degree

way.

college she has been on

Dean's

55‘

READY
TO COOK

Science

of

the

received

Smith

Economics.

Home

BONED AND ROLLED

Mrs.

Marcia

Webster,

Donna

Davis;
teacher;

and Mrs

Elmer

NESTLES

at 2 p. m. on June 19 at the Wash-

ington

Methodist

Church.

Harry Trask. Jr.. officiating

double ring

ceremony

was

Rev.

3

Chocolate for Baking

CELLO
PKCS

B OZ
CAKE

CELLO

CELERY

Finest — Regular Grind

PKG

KC

2>a<?

QjC

2u V

FIRM, RED RIPE
l’/a-LB

PEANUT BUTTER

To°19‘

TOMATOES

JAR

SPAM, MOR, PREM, TREET
Adds So

12 OZ
CAN

used,

gown

riage by

kle”, Charlene Polk, teacher, class

was

her father.

charmingly

The church

decorated

MAYONNAISE

White Bread

BETTY ALDEN

BETTY ALDEN

ses, class No. 5, Mrs. Marion Pen
dleton.

teacher;

Verses,

class

No.

Bible

Fina»t

MAYONNAi#

moist

A

longer.

A favorite for many

fresher

and

Qvute*.

rfflrs

sand

wiches

r"

summer salads.

J

Fresh

6,

Award of certificate and Bibles by

wore white nylon with a colonial

the pastor; Presentation of flowers

bouquet of yellow carnations. The

Mar

to the Primary Department, Mrs.

Mrs.

guerite Mills, teacher; 23rd Psalm,
class No.

7,

teacher.

Mrs.

Ruth

Osgood; The Beatitudes, class No.

8,

Mrs.

teacher,

--------------were red roses.
Dr. Conley will be at his Vinala recaption was held at the home

Geary;

haven office from the arrival of the

Of

boat Tuesday afternoon. June 28,

tions as at the church. The guest

9.

all day Wednesday and leave on the

book was pa8sed by Mrs. Marge

teacher,

Offertory
Headley,

Bessie

Anthony

Tamoosh;

presentation,

Dora

Tupper.

Cheryl
Philip

Crossman and William Wadleigh;

JAR

JAR

17c

I-LB 2 OZ
LOAF

15c

PKG
OF 6

For appointments call Dr. Earle’s

75-77

office, 95, Vinalhaven.

BUY OF BUYS!

ll-Pc. Bunk BED Outfit

SOMETHING NEW
4’ , OZ nrC
CONT

□□

100 WATTS /)OC
EACH
XT

New Economy Size

Strawberry

mirabk—rubi rresebvi

jar

Buy 2 Cans Liverwurst—Free Can of Ham, Corned Beef

Stahl-Meyer Spread

FREE OFFER

3

69c

3%-OZ q-jC
CANS

Boraxo

FROZEN

SUMMER FAVORITE
BROOKSIDE ICE CREAM

Maplenut, Harlequin

C
PINTS

Miss

Grace

j Blanche

Grierson.

Myrtle

Mrs.

J Peabody. Mrs. Ruth Clark, Mrs.
| Mildred Griffin. Mrs. Phyllis Grif
fin. Mrs. Blanche Wilson and Mrs.

Dorothy Lainio.

After a

brief wedding trip,

bride

wore blue

on

with

white accessories, the couple will

Finnish

Congregational

Church

| will hold a picnic at Hjalmar I^ampinen’s shore, June 26.
Lunch

will

served

be

noon

at

a

(today)

time.

mid-week

service at 7.30 p. m. at the church.
Mft
Lots

of

merchandise

marked down, but

“Slow Down And

2

ZO

is

being

you can’t buy

Live!”

PILLOWS

Crax

33
1?-OZ
CONT.
12 OZ
CONT.

CTN

29

1 l B , qC
PKG

MULE TEAM

MULE TEAM

CANS

Angel Soft

43

CHOCOLATE CHIP PECAN

INSTANT —

■O
35c

PRICE SALl

• PKGS

2

FACIAL TISSUES

BOXES
OF 400

47c

l-LR U OZ
CAN
*3 ■

PINFAPTLI PIE FILLING

IA OZ e>oc

Za-Rex

fruit flavored struts

Salad Dressing

wishbone

_ ,«

Take advantage of this powerpacked value! The smart beds can
be used as twir or bunk beds, have
amazingly comfortable mattresses,
springs and pillows! Roomy, har
monizing chest completes the outfit.

sau

2

*07
BOT

; 4oc

BIJVCK

LOAFERS
Long wearing, non-marking
Holes. Also comes in brown
moc-toe oxford.

Sizes 6 to 12

S3.99 pr.
SEAMLESS HACK

WORK SHOES

SPECIAL PURCHASE

Soft, comfortable elk tnps.
Non-marking sole.

'11

Sice* 7 to II

AND SALE

$4.98 pr.

a«yC

I? OZ O0c
CAN OY

SURE DEATH TO INSECTS

— at —

MENS BROWN OR

2 SPRINGS

I IF Q*jC
PKG

EDUCATOR CRACKERS

Fels Naptha

Dole

33c

ctns

BARGAINS

KILROY’S
COMPLETE CONVERTIBLE
BEDROOM GROUP FOR TWO!

10 OZ

Nabisco Cookies

x";

2 MATTRESSES

HOLLYWOOD BEDS

GENUINE GOODYEAR WELT

WORK SHOES

Complete with SERTA INNERSPRING MATTRESS

Only

Leather insole, heavy cord sole.

$49.50

$5.95 pr.

Buy I Bottle at Regular Price — Get I Bottle for 1c

Prices Effective at First National Super Markets in This Vicinity — We *teserve the Right to Limit Quantities

FIRST

by

Ruth Creamer and Mrs. Blanche
I Grierson. Serving were. Mrs. HelI vi Laino, Mrs. Alina Lainio. Mrs.

Thursday.

foods

BABY GREEN

29

Bug Bombs

Vanilla, Chocolate, Fudge
Ripple, Strawberry, Coffee,

over

Brann.

success at a bargain counter.

io-oz

Borax Powder

Westmghouse—Outdoor Use — Keeps Insects Away

Bug-A-Way Lamps

presided

which the

AT ONLY

Frozen Concentrated

Garden Peas

Topping for Ice Cream. Sundoes, Cokes

decora-

with

bridegroom

ST. GEORGE ROAD

l -l B 2-OZ
LOAF

PACKED IN SUGAR

Lima Beans

Chocolate Jiffy Gems

the

Thursday morning boat. June 30. Creamer, and the gift table was

$r>r\50

SLICED—PACKED IN SUGAR

Raspberries
QUART

mother of the bride wore a tur, quoise rayon dress and her flowers

Marcia Davis.

The Ten Commandments, class No.

/

LEMONADE 2

Peaches
16 OZ

colonial bouquet of yellow carna-

SHOE

find many uses for this fine

Keeps

with

Memory

So tempting, so good you'll

Mayonnaise.

lace

shade,

tions.
121st Pslam, class No. 3, : red roses, lupines and iris.
The best was Ralph Griffin, and
Kelwick,
teacher;
25th '
The wedding march was played the ushers were Kanka Wilson and
Psalm, class No. 4. Valerie Or by Mrs. Louise Ames and T Love Stephen Ludwig.
cutt. teacher; Bible Memory Ver ■ ............... —........... — --------- =
As flower girl. Florence W’ilson

EA

WONDERFUL
AT BREAKFAST

Bran Muffins

orchid

No. 2;
Betsey

You Will Enjoy This
Light, Tasty Summer
Dessert Trcot

Hearth Rye Bread

length

ballerina

with

LEMON PiE
39c

FINAST

in

of

maid

Knight,

of nylon tulle, bolero

and the bride was given in mar- jacket

Memory Verses and song, “Twin

a

be at home in Washington.

BAKERY TREATS

for So Little!

wore

A Better Bedding Time Sensation

CANTALOUPES

Muth

Miss Marlene
honor

PINK MEAT—JUMBO SIZE

Luncheon Meat

breath.

Assisting in receiving were Miss

THICK, CRISP STALKS

BAKER'S cr KERSHEY'S

with bolero jacket of lace and fingertip vcil Hcr colonial bouquet

The

IR

CARROTS

CELLO

CHOCOLATE MORSELS

Thc bride was lovely in a balle
rina length white nylon tulle gown

Creamer, were united in marraige j was white carnations and baby’s

CRISP, TOPPED AND WASHED
12 OZ

Boardman.

NATIONAL 1 STORES

MEREDITH Furniture Co.
313 MAIN STREET

TEL. 1425

ROCKLAND MAINE

KILROY’S
MUTY-NAVY CTOM
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operetta by Gilbert and Sullivan.
The large cast, including a chorus
of 25 voices has been hard at work
under the direction of Allan
Simons, director of music for the
Vinalhaven schools, and other
groups have been busy making cos
tumes and planning the stage set
tings. The two act operetta has
a romantic story of pirates and
pretty maidens and the lightheart
ed and lyrical music for which
Gilbert and Sullivan are famous.
This production is the first offerng of the Vinalhaven Choral Arts
Group which was organized last
winter by a large group of men
and women who enjoy singing.
Their future plans, while not defi
nite, include other forms of group
singing and choral work. Mrs.
Joseph Headley is secretary of the
group and Mrs. Albert Carver is
treasurer.
Proceeds, over and above ex
penses, will be used for the benefit
of the Vinalhaven High School
Choral Club.
See picture on page 14.

THOMASTON
News and Social Ifems, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST., TEL. 156-5
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Jordan,
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Fernald and
children, Andrea and Sharon, and
Leslie Copeland enjoyed a pincic
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
Olson in Cushing on Sunday.

the July picnic for all Girls Scouts
and Brownies. Leaders of each
troop will be responsible for each
child of their troop attending and
for transportation for the group.
| Each child planning to attend will
First Class Boatswain and Mrs. notify their leader and bring a box
Wills Spear of Kingsville, Tex., are lunch. Bevt rage will be furnished
spending two weeks with his par by the Coui cil.
Gray Ladies assisting at the
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Willis Spear,
Veterans’ Hospital in Togus Tues
Sr.
Mrs. Annie Rogers,
Mrs. Leslie Simpson of Corrina day were
is visiting her aunt, Miss Mar Mrs. Nida Cushing, Mrs. Ethel
garet Young, while here to attend Burgess and Mrs. Minnie Newthe meeting of the Garden Club bert.
Mrs. Anselm Lampincn is a sur
Federation of Maine at the Sam
oset in Rockland. Mrs. Simpson gical patient at Knox Hospital.
is the president of the Garden I Those winning prizes at the
; Bates Style Stow card party Mon
Club of Corrina.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Welch of day at the Masonic Temple were:
Brownville Junction spent the Mrs. Ralph Keyes, Mrs. Douglas
weekend with their daughter and Vinal Mrs. Lester Adams, Mrs.
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Ronald Messer, Mrs. Ormand Sta
ples, Mrs. Arthur Anderson, Mrs.
R. Noble.
Sardine Pack
Officers of the ( aniden Lions ( lub were installed Tuesday evening at the annual banquet held at
Twenty-four members of the Harry Sweeney, Miss Clara Spear,
Whitehall
Inn
in
Camden.
The
newly
installed
officers
shown
are,
front
row,
left
to
right:
Lester
Gross,
Friendly Circle attended the pic all of Thomaston and Mrs. Louis
Far Below Usual
Mrs. Albert secretary; Robert Laitt*, president; Ervin Ross, assistant secretary and Douglas Kelley, first vice presi
nic meeting Tuesday at the cot Cates of Rockland.
dent. Second row, Donald Richards, treasurer; Dean Fisher, second vice president and William Brawn,
Welch
was
awarded
the
door
prize.
tage of Mrs. Ruth Rockwell on
With total produrtion of only
third vice president.
Photo by Kelley
Hawthorne’s Point.
Plans were
about 125,000 cases as of midmade for a supper to be held on LAWRY
June, the Maine sardine industry
AT KNOX THEATRE THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY
At The Drive-In
Tuesday at the Federated Church
is witnessing one of its smallest
Mrs. Alice Novell has returned
with Mrs. Gledhill as chairman.
early season packs on record.
to her home in West Bath after '
The Williams-Brazer Post will hold
A shortage of fish was blamed
spending a few days at her Forest
a special meeting Thursday eve
for the situation by Executive Sec
Lake cottage.
ning (tonight) in the Legion
retary Richard E. Reed, who said
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Yattaw
Rooms. This meeting is important
that industry’s output was approxi
were weekend guests of her par
and all members are asked to be
mately 500,000 cases less than the
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Mink in
present.
last 20-year average for the same
Appleton.
Russell Young left Wednesday
period.
Leonard Clark who has been I
for two months in Europe as As
He stated that only 16 or 18 of the
spending several months at the
sociate Director of the Third In
state’s 44 plants had been in op
Keil Nursing Home at Cushing has
dependent School Tour. The group, returned home.
eration to date and that substan
consisting of three adults and 15
tial runs of fish anywhere along
Mr. and Mrs. David Washburn
students from New England priv are guests of Ruth Davis at her
the coast were still among the
ate schools, will make its 4000 Martin’s Point cottage.
missing. Due to cost factors pack
mile camping trip through Eng
ers are unable to operate without
Harold Benner who has been a
land, France, Italy, Yugoslavia, patient at Knox Hospital, Rock
loss until they can be sure of full
Austria, Germany and Switzer land. for several weeks, has re
production, he said.
land.
“It is anybody’s guess what may
turned home much improved in
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Wiseman of health.
happen from now on but at present
Southboro, Mass., were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Pallett of
the season has many of the ear
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Young on Philadelphia are occupying the
Fred Astaire—that grand old
marks of 1951 and 1953 when the
Beechwood Street. Mr. Wiseman Stenger cottage at Martin’s Point. Id man with the twinkling feet
total pack was 1.600.000 and
is headmaster of the French De
Eleanor Thibodeau and Mrs. tars in his latest picture, “Daddy
Faith Domergue and R»*x Reason run in terror as they are pur 1,800.000 cases respectively,” Reed
,ong
Legs
”
with
Leslie
Caron,
partment at Marks’ School in Thomas Thibodeau were in Boston
'his new CinemaScope production sued by Mutants, terrifying creatures from another planet, as they try said.
Southboro.
a few days recently.
tarts Sunday at the Rockland to escape to earth. A scene from I’niversal-Internatienal’s thrilling
Annual pack for the past 20
Work has begun on the new
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter Irive-In Theatre. Co-feature stars Technicolor science-fiction adventure, “This Island Earth” in which years has averaged about 2,750,000
the
pair
co-star
with
Jeff
Morrow.
Plus
Roy
Rogers
in
“
Song
of
home of Mr. and Mrs. Theodore were in Damariscotta one day re- eff-*\v Hunter and Debra Paget
cases and 2,900,000 were packed
Nevada.”
i “Princess of the Nile.’’
Koneliek on Lawrence Avenue. j cently on business.
in 1954.
Mrs. Charles Burke and son,
Miss Rosa Carter has employ-'
Records show that most of the
John, of Kittery were overnight ment with Mrs. Charles E. Stenger Theatre Guild To
SAVINGS BANKS AND BUILDING
canning has been in the Portland
guests Monday of Mrs. Lenora at the Lobster Pot.
and mid-coast areas so far this
AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS SERVE
Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Reed and Show On TV
year with no plants open east of
The Lions Club will hold the final sons Mark and Wade spent a few
Jonesport.
The Knox County Theater Guild MAJORITY OF MORTGAGE LOANS
meeting of the year Thursday eve days with her parents, Mr. and
Packers inventories which ap
ning (tonight) at the Knox Hotel Mrs. Ashley Genthner in Bremen. was chosen as the first Little
The savings banks and building •--------------------------------------------------- peared burdensome in April are
Theater
Guild
of
Maine
to
present
at 6.30. Daniel Webster, field repre
Bedfield Miller was a recent
and loan associations of the State
now on a level with or less than
sentative of the Portland Cement guest of his brother and wife, Mr. an original one-act play on tele together accounted for nearly 60 Island Choral
they were in mid-June 1954 and
Association,
and Elford Stover, and Mrs. Clarence Miller of Dutch vision, it was announced Wednes per cent of insured mortgage busi
will continue to grow smaller by
State Regional Director of the Neck, Waldoltoro.
day morning.
ness in Maine in 1954 with the re Group To Present
comparison until fish show up in
Mr. and Mrs. P. O. Wotton of
Portland Cement Association, will
“Dark Interlude”, written by mainder divided between national
quantity, Reed said.
Operetta July 8-9
be present to discuss with the Staten Island. *N. Y . will arrive Charles Emery and directed by banks, state banks and insurance
Lions Club members the swim at their summer home Friday for George Sleeper will be televised companies according to John H.
“The Pirates of Penzance,” ,
the summer months.
ming pool project.
Sunday at 12 noon by WCSH-TV on Magee, FHA Director for Maine. which has been in rehearsal for
Mrs. Alfred Russell is in ill the Touring Through Maine pro
The Girl Scout Council met Tues
In the State of Maine last year, several months, will be presented
BOYS’ CLUBS OF AMERICA
day evening at the home of Mrs. health.
gram of Kimberly Johnson on Mr. Magee stated, 17.9 per cent
by
the
Vinalhaven
Choral
Arts
Quite a number from this vici channel six.
E. Douglas Brooks with 12 mem
of FHA financing was made by Group at Memorial Hall on the
bers present. Plans were made for nity attended the graduation at
This play was presented Sunday, national banks. State banks ac evenings of July 8 and 9, it has
Waldoboro.
rlowerrc<v
June 19. at Sebasco, below Bath, counted for 11 per cent of the finan been announced by Mrs. George
— DANCE —
at the convention of the Maine cing with an additional 12 per cent Burton Dyer, chairman.
Spruce Head Community Hall
WEST WALDOBORO
Council of Little Theaters. It has by savings and loan associations.
— THURSDAY —
Vinalhaven is looking forward
Dancing 9.00 I*. M. - 12.80 A. M.
Mr. and Mis. Mayse Hosman been sponsored three times local Insurance companies handled 13.3 eagerly to this colorful and gay
Keep Maine Green!
MUSIC BY NOR’EASTERS
and Mrs. Jessie Bragdon of Ip ly. Its author, Charles Emery, is per cent of the business with a
Admission 50c
swich, Mass., were weekend guests well known in the one-act play field major portion going as heretofore
Same Management
of Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Genthner. having written several that were to savings banks, who accounted
At South Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Krah and published and listed with Samuel for 45.8 pop cent of the business.
__ _______________________ 72-Th-tf
two daughters were supper guests French,
New’ York play book
The advent of the Federal
Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. Victor publisher.
Housing Administration program
1901 - LAKEWOOD - 1955 Verney in Wiscasset.
The cast of characters includes with its liberalized facilities has
I.AKEWOOI) FLAYERS
The Christian Family Society is George Sleeper playing the hunch enabled many thousands of peo
Now presenting
holding a public food, candy and back, Margaret Sleeper the house ple in the State of Maine to se
UNITY
RACEWAY
rummage sale next Saturday af keeper and Cynthia Richardson cure homes that might not other
"TIME OUT FOR GINGER"
ternoon at the West Waldoboro portraying the hunchback’s fiancee. wise have done so according to
STARTING MEEK OF .11 XE 17
"HELL ON WHEELS'
community building.
— Hit Comedy —
Barbara Call undertakes the role Director Magee.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Chase and ■ of a neighbor.
NO ADVANCE IN PRICES
Heretofore, prior to the advent
"HONEYMOON FOR THREE"
two sons of Chamberlain were din
75* It
with Lawrence Fletcher
Mr. Sleeper, president of the of the FHA program, home finan
ner guests Sunday of her parents. guild, was recently seen Mn the cing was limited largely to sav
Tickets: Eves., 2.20. 1.65, 1.10;
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach.
Mat.: 1.10, 1.65, Tax Inc.
ings banks and loan and building
' “Man Who Came To Dinner”.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield
Lakewood Inn Open for Season
Craig Borgerson makes his first associations operating on a local
Golf - Tennis - Gift Shop
Mrs. Vivien Kuhn. Mrs. Catherine
appearance with the Guild as the basis. Money may now be chan
Waltz and Miss Agnes Creamer
neled into any community to aug
i telegram boy.
ment local facilities and the re
sources of outside institutions are
I
were in Rockland Monday.
Safety Afoot!
Camden
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Krah and now available where required as
tw’o daughters spent Sunday with a matter of course.
Giant Wide-Vision Screen
her mother, Mrs. John Waldo Ver
THURSDAY ONLY
Silence may be golden, but the
ney in Sheepscot.
ENDS TODAY!
MATIXEE AT 2 — EVENING 6.15 - 8.15
FOR MEN, WOMEN OR JUNIORS
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield average person is willing to take
Wonderful Musical ( nmedy Hit
and Mrs. Viola Kuhn visited with someone else’s word for it.
Original, patented, anti-slip
Mrs. Charles Geele and family one
ei;- »’*. r** I
▼UK
WA ; • y*'
I
THE
protection. Ultra-flexible for
Keep Maine Green!
dav recently at Gross Neck.

_ [STOCK CAR RACES
~

EVERYijSUNDAY

MINI I I

Theatre

vanish

quick action. Loose-lined for
comfort. Washable.

TONY CURTIS F'

GLORIA K HAVEN «Nf NELSON
(ORiNNE CAlVET PAll QiLBERT

FRIDAY AXD
SATURDAY — 2 HITS

«?. MAUREEN

O'HHI"

Main

PAUL KENREIB

Chamber Chat
CAMDEN

By Ralph Bartlett

MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

It was a hard thing for me to

decline the nomination for secre
tary-treasurer of the Maine Mid-

Coast Route 1 Association. I feel
it is your Chamber’s most import
ant jioject in the interest of Rock
land prosperity.
This harbor-point on the coast
is the hub of Mid-Coast activity.
Basically every trunk road into it
from any direction, is essential to
the progress which feeds its growth
of commerce.
However, the effective work of
this Chamber is at the heart of
this community’s ability to give
aid to any progress anywhere. It
is dangerous for a bridge to be per
mitted to take on more load than
that for which it was designed.
My days also, only have 24 hours.
Your Chamber has started MidCoast Route 1 Association well.
The press reports which I have is
sued as Mid Coast Secretary and
much of the work of the Associa
tion have had their origin in this
Rockland organization.
Regard
less of criticism, the fact is that a
needed, healthy mid-coast voice is
now a reality.
My personal interest and that of
the Chamber are as keen as ever.
The effectiveness of our contribu
tions to Mid-Coast area goals
should be increased by relieving
our Association’s officers from any
possible susipician that the organi
zation was created as an instru
ment for the special, selfish pur
poses of any community within the
Mid-Coast area.
Dave Nichols may be overload
ed with work already but his suc
cess in expediting adequate and
safe roads for the Mid-Coast Re
gion, within a sound State Road
program, I believe is the greatest
service he can render his con
stituents and the whole State of
Maine.
His acceptance of the
office of president for the second
year would appear to give notice
that he anticipates active support
for his leadership in promoting
Mid-Coast Area through improve
ment of Routh 1 and subsequent
improvement of its feeder roads.
Dick Wiley’s acceptance of my
former position, not only provides
a type of ability which every or
ganization needs, but it should put
the Association in better balance to
serve the unification of Mid Coast
efforts. This will be necessary in
order to focus this whole area on
its common interests. In these in
terests there is grass-root strength
instead of the frustrating weak
ness of purely local politicians and
the inefficient reliance on only lo
cal promotions.

Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Socea of
Belfast were Friday guests of their
aunt, Mrs. Daniel R. Yates, Wash
ington Street.
Mrs. Daniel R. Yates had as
Sunday guests, Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Robinson, daughter, Phyllis
Robinson of Tenants Harbor, also
recent callers were Maurice S.
Hahn and Susie M. Hahn of War
renMr. and Mrs. J. A. St. Pierre of^

Providence, R. I., were recent
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pushaw and
son Donald and John Brooks mo
tored to Old Orchard Beach on Sun
day to attend the wedding of Mrs.
Pushaw’s sister, Miss Gertrude
Brooks to Robert Cormier. Mr.
and Mrs. Cormier returned to Cam
den before going to Keene, N. H.,
where they will reside.

Miss Shirley Whittier, daughter
of Mrs. Lucy Whittier, was hostess
to her third grade class at the
home of her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Johnson. Thursday^
afternoon. Mrs. Clarence Thomas,"
Mrs. Alvah Hibbert, Mrs. Norman
Cunningham and Mrs. Richard
Thomas furnished the transporta
tion- Mrs. Albert Mathieson, room
mother, Mrs. Milliken, teacher,
and Mr. and Mrs. Johnson were
also guests. Refreshments were
served.
Mi', and Mrs. Harold Pushaw
entertained recently in honor of
the birthday of Mrs. Dorothy Port
er at their home on Wood street.
Refreshments of sandwiches, cake
and coffee were served. Those
present were, Mr. and Mrs. Neal
PoJ*ter, Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Prince, Mrs. Erminie Polk, Mrs^
Connie Merrill, Lewis Robinson,
George Porter, and John Brooks.
Mrs. Mary Siter Owen of Phila
delphia has arrived at her cottage
at Lake Megunticook for the sum
mer.
Mrs. Blanche Pomroy and Mrs.
Caroline Prince were entertained
at Yorkie’s Sunday evening in
honor of their birthdays.
Two
beautifully decorated cakes were
presented,
and
refreshments
served. The following were pres
ent: Mr. and Mrs. Ernest York,
Mrs. Marion Gray, Mrs. Dorothy
Porter. Mrs. Frances Pushaw,
Mrs. Ada Marriner, Mrs. Ruby
Fitzgerald, Mrs. Phyllis Hall, Mrs.
Olive Whittier, Mrs. Betty Clarl^
Mrs. Kitty McFarland and Mrs*.
Helen M'arriner.
The Auxiliary to the Sons of
Uni°n Veterans will hold thc*ir
meeting on Friday evening at the
ROCKPORT
Grange Hall.
Supper will be
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH served at 6 o’clock and Mrs. Flora
Correspondent
Heal will give a report on the con
Telephone Camden 2483
vention she attended in Bangor on
There will a Little League Farm June 10 as a delegate.
Team practice Saturday morning
Keep Maine Green! It looks bet
at 8.30 o’clock for all members at
ter that way.
the baseball diamond.

LAST TIMES TONIGHT - FIRST LOCAL SHOWING
'YOU KNOW WHAT SAILORS ARE"—A Musical Comedy
also Gregory Peck, Rita Gam in "NIGHT PEOPLE"

FRIDAY

AND

R O C K I. A

TWO

DRIVEII

COLOR
HITS

SATURDAY

IN PERSON—STARTS AT 7.00
60 MINUTES OF YOUR FAVORITE
WESTERN SONGS AND MUSIC BY

LITTLE JOE AND HIS COUNTRY BOYS
Plus An All-Family Screen Show of Comedy and Action

RUNNING WILD UNDER THE BIG TOP!

IISJN MARTIN »i JEERT LEVIS
■ HAL WALLIS’peooucnon

3 RING CIRCUS
M-MSMII

fc.i.,1 Altn.Wi

.. Wallace ford

elsa lanchestcr

"• <puw» •,«.

AI.SO AX ACTION CO-FEAT IRK OF THE WEST

An Aiplee Production
Released by 20tti Century

Starring

BILL WILLIAMS • KELLY IVAN . JIM DAVIS

See Our Complete Stock of

SPERRY SIDERS

Six Styles to Select From

BOB MATHIAS WARD BOND

___ —
WIM MIHIM
Plus Dynamite WcMern
Action With Randal ph Scott

"TEN WANTED MEN" _
Coming Sunday, June 26

Haskell & Corthell

Richard Todd, Jean Peter*

MAIL AX'D PHONE ORDERS
CAMDEX, ME.
TEL. «M

" A MAN CALLED PETER"
finemaaeope • Technicolor

SEE IT FIRST AT THE DRIVE-IN, STARTS SUNDAY
2Oth C.MwyFo* pr.».nf»

Fred

Leslie

Astaire • Caron

Daddy Long Le^s
CincmaScopC

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Garden Club Federation At Samoset

1BITUARY

Democrats that their chief could

X

defeat

*•

Martinsville.

Baptist Church at

Elizabeth

Ames

Mr.

•and Miss Helen Hupper, both of
St. George; three brothers. Ver

Leslie

and

Hupper

J.,
/V

Hupper of St. George.

Funeral services will be held on

.Vs

3
kA

Thursday at 2 p. m., at the Ridge

will be in the South Parish Cem

etery.
The youth, victim of an automo

bile accident four years ago. had
a brave

made

the

fight against

ruub. oj ..
cyl
Mrs. John Parker of Bath, on the right, retiring president of the Garden C lub Federation of Maine,
is shown handing the gavel to the newly elected president, Mrs. Milton Blackwell of Presque Isle on Wed
nesday noon at the Samoset Hotel. Other offieers in the group, from left to right, are Mrs. Herrick Kimball
of Fort Fairfield, corresponding secretary; Mrs. William Dennison of Bath, treasurer and Mrs. Donald
Tozier of Augusta, recording secretary. The annual convention, held at the Samoset Hotel, was under
the direction of convention chairman Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton ot West Rockport.

He

underwent

surgery in Boston

extensive

years ago which improved his con

Clubs

Lions

considerably.

dition

of the area underwrote his expen

ses with funds raised in a countywide campaign.

James S. McLain, 84, died June
20 at his home in Waldoboro.
was born

He

in

Bremen April

1871, the son of

Marius and

Elesta Sidelinger McLain.

to

moving

Waldoboro

several years ago.

control of

for

inseparable part

integral and

an

whole highway problem—

of «the

A

superhighways

Accident

Prevention

country will be

declared

that the

of

network

Department,

Association

of

roads

It

features.

design

than

a boon to traffic movement but will

Casualty and Surety Companies”,

would be foolhardy to think of im

prove incapable of reducing traffic

supports fully the program for a

proving

40 to 50

accidents the

per

cent

better

of

system

national

high

that has been promised unless the ways. ” Modern highways, he em
program includes proper traffic phasized,
if
accoihpanied
by
law enforcement,
according to modern enforcement, would make

traffic

Blaisdell,

H.

safety

director of the Association of Cau-

ualty and Surety Companies.

Conference

Highway

Mid-Atlantic

the

speaking to

Blaisdell,

major

a

to

contribution

first

the

as

an

afterthought.

problems

the

meet

highways,

con-

we

To

the ncAv

of

increase the

must

traffic

means of enforcement and control.

but warned

Police and driver license officials

against risking the case for a na

must havc the personnel, the train

tional good highways program on

ing and money were available.

accident

prevention

of safety possibbili-

exaggeration

not have one single shred of evid

“It would appear to be a state

post-war

ment of obvious,” he pointed out,

save 3.500 lives and

creations
in
superhighways
to
Bre support the promise that a better
and highway, alone
and unaided, will

“to say that the building of ade

sonal injuries a year. That’s about

quate modern highways would re

10 per cent of the present annual

duce

Our com

toll. I believe this figure to be a

greatly reduce our traffic accident

mon sense alone will indicate that

reasoned and candid appraisal of

experience.

the

possibility,

Annie Colby of Falmouth Foresidc,

ence

with

existing

our

and Mrs. Addie Davis of Bath; a
brother,

Albert

and

men,

McLain

of

nieces

several

nephews.
Funeral services will be held at

2 p. m. Thursday from the Flan

“Instead, we have ample proof
ders’ Funeral Home with Rev. Har- that until modern highways have
old Carpenter officiating.
Inter the accompaniment of stepped up
will

ment

the

in

be

great a likelihood

that our acci

will

troubles

dent

EVE ACCTON TIFFANY

The

increase.

Lue Accton Tiffany, 84. died growing favorable traffic casualty
Tuesday at his residence at Mel- rccor(i of the present turnpikes
vin Heights, in Camden.

and

superhighways

only

dates

Mr. Tiffany was born on Eagle ffOm the day that modern techni• Island, Dec. 25.

the son of 1ucs of enforcement wen

1870,

George W. and Jennie Carver Tif
the

He had lived

fany.

greater

part of his life in Camden.

firmly

freely,

applied

impartially.”

and

Camden;

of

Tiffany

daughters, Mrs.

==5

two

of

Bessie McManus

Providence,

R.

two

I.;

brothers, YVillard Tiffany of Cam

den

Nate Tiffany of

and

Provi

dence,

Funeral services

Oak Hill Cemetery.

will

be

held

FREDERICK (. DEAN

The

C. Laite Funeral Home in Camden

man was discovered by members

with Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr. offi

of his family who notified police

be

in

morning.

Burgess

elderly

of the accident shortly before 8.30

Medical
Mary

on

Wright.

Herman

Examiner

J.

Weisman, M. D.. reported a heart
68,

of

Hope died at Camden on Tuesday.

Mrs. Wright was born in Sears

condition and cerebral hemorrhage

as the cause of his fall and of his
death.
Mr. Dean was a granite carver

of William and Harriett Simmons

and was a member of the granite

Burgess.

cutters’

Irving G. Wright, are

four

sons,

Laurence Wright, William Wright.

Robert Wright and Royce Wright,

union.

He

was

born in

Rockland on March 22, 1872,

the

son of John .and Florence Singhi
Dean.

He

is

survived

by his

widow,

two

all of Hope; three daughters, Miss

Mrs.

Louise

Margaret

sons. Arthur Dean of Rockland and

Sprowl and Mrs. Marion Hart, all

George Dean of Lakewood. R. I.;

of Hope; two sisters, Mrs. Harriett

a daughter. Mrs. Florence Kirsch-

Wooster of

ner of Rockland;

Wright,

Mrs.

Searsmont

and

Mrs.

Margaret Fenwick of Camden and

, 15

grandchildren

and

five

great

Annie

Sprague

Dean;

five grandchil

dren and one great grandchild.

Funeral services will be conduct
ed Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock

grandchildren.

Funeral

services

of

elimination

of

widening

curves,

pavement,

the

the

im

provement of surface, the correction grades and the redesign of

will

be

so engineer safety into the road

way

that

held

from the Russell Funeral Home iin

Thursday at 2 p. m. from the Gil-

Rockland, with Rev. Charles Mon

ber C. Laite Funeral Home in Cam

teith

den with Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr.

be in Sea View cemetery.

sharply.
“A look at the record, however
ports of the

states tells us

that

78 per cent of the fatal traffic ac

take

cidents

place

straight

on

bination of curve, turn, grade or

of

hill.

Moreover,

perience

with

our

desire

the

emo

by

good

facilities

and

equip

ment are available. The commit-

“sell”

to

our

turn on

and

over

above

out bargaining,

according to Mr.

eastern

turn

casualty toll at a high level.

lowing requirements:

A birth certificate must be pre

While in many school systems,
the competitive sports program is

plete costs of the athletic program

sented at the time such a permit
is requested.

An applicant

must have a job

already promised so that the name
of the employer and the type of

work is known.
Work permits must be obtained

general

through the office of the superin

upon him as a presidential candi- Trading used to be considered a school funds.
date. One of them, former Demo- j Yankee talent, and I think it still is
Adopting this policy in many
cratic National Committee chair —even by Republicans—if we don’t communities, he said, has elimi
man Stephen A. Mitchell, says put our traders in a strait jacket nated many of the present abuses
blithely, as party officials do, or scare them stiff in advance.
involved in interscholastic athle-

tendent of schools for the town in

It is not to lessen the value of

be

should

out

paid

of

Mr. Stevenson’s words to observe

commercial enterprises dependent

“predicts” that the President will

that in making such a non-partisan

on gate receipts. It has been pos

invite former President Truman to

appeal the Democratic chief was

sible to arrange

the

dential hopes on Mr. Stevenson s

and facilities.

in

popularity

York.

benefit

rather

than

been assured the same equipment

Maine school

Hussey

W.

John

were:

out of five), who voted for Mr. Eis-

Mrs. Clinton Thurlow, Augusta.

party;

and

on

the

former supervisor

Education,
ney

Schwartz.

South

in

Portland;

the students and indirectly the nai tion “to participate in civilization’s

most complicated affairs; to rea-

Municipal Court
Two persons. Esther Holderness

outworn ideas; to avoid 20th cen

morning in Municipal Court with

eager,

tury nationalism, a narrow luxury

fishing without licenses.

youthful listeners at Oberlin, and

and exclusiveness we can not af

They were summonsed at Hope

, the nation, that they must not be

ford” and to “think daringly, and

June 20. by Inland Game Warden

creatively, and to pursue the truth

Walter Bisset.

his

too critical of negotiations at the
Geneva

Jamesons.

“If

people

the

mising,

i with devotion.”

conference.

if we

In the event of a surprise air attack
the trained Civilian Plane Spotter
would he of vital importance both to
the Air Force and Civil Defense.
Early warning of approaching
planes would give our fighter pilots
a better chance to challenge the in
vaders in the sky-would give civilians in target areas more time to
reach shelters. Will you serve as a
Plane Spotter two hours a week?

Wednesday

JUST MIL YOUR NEAREST CIVIL DEFENSE OFFICt

Published as a public service in co
operation with The Advertising Council,
Doctors seem to prescribe rest

and change only to those who al

Lehto pleaded guilty and paid a

ready have the change.

Keep Maine Green!
vent pOn*st Fires.

Help Pre-

uncompro

are

inevitable, if we regard every

| Soviet

charged

were

ESSENTIAL TO
AIR AND CIVIL DEFENSE

equate negotiation

with appeasement, if we think war

is

PLANE SPOTTERS

Join the Ground Observer Corps Now!

I son together and speak out; to be

i opposition,

reminded

he lives.

Abbott,

Old Town High School, Old Town;

Lewiston elementary schools; Sid

the

who lives in one town and attends

Mr.

with

athletics

say, leaves only Virginia and pos j non-partisan cause that serves the
sibly South Carolina doubtful; on best interests of the nation.
In
the return of those Democrats (ono such a role Mr. Stevenson received

to

as

proposal

a

trick

CoMiw'o
OFFERS

and

THE

NEW

Mrs. Alex Dickson and David of a trap, if we think that what is ad- |
Rockland

were Sunday guests of vantageous for one is automatically j
Ro-

Helen

Mrs.

land.

Stetson,

Miss

for

disadvantageous

the

other, :

- -------------- . i
Miller

are

visiting

IN SPORTSWEAR

in

relatives

Massachusetts.

Martin and daughter, and Stanley

Young of Warren were callers at

“There can be little doubt that

the straightening of sharp curves
or the reduction of steep grades

Earle Miller’s.
Earle

of

accident

our

in

involvement

which these highway features play

Stanley Young and

Miller attended a Brother

hood meeting in Waterville Sunday.

a part. However, we may only be

officiating.

Interment

will

SUMMERIZE
YOUR SURROUNDINGS

rather

dents

CHAISE LOUNGES
GLIDERS and HAMMOCKS
UMBRELLAS and TABLES
CROQUET SETS
SMALL OIL STOVES for CAMPS
SPUN GLASS CHAIRS
METAL CHAIRS - WOODEN
CHAIRS - FOLDING CHAIRS
STRAIGHT CHAIRS

less.

than

By

the

elimination of a curve we seem to
invite greater speed. Limited ac

facilities

cess

to

seem

increase

“following too closely”, fatigue and
“running off

the

road”

are

fea

“Plainly. I
and

of the

am

calm

the

more

FURNITURE COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Simmons

E R. Burns. South Waldoboro.

Edward, Mrs. Dora

Whitney and

Mrs.

Everett Creamer called on

'J

F. A. Flanders Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Widdecomb
of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Zenas

and

Melvin

that

Thomaston

of

sons

better

Mrs. Hazel Shuman. Mrs. Emma

will

highways

Robinson. B. Leigher of Portland

were

guarantee 40 to 50 per cent fewer

den

Mank’s.

thinking

or

an

overzealous

Mrs.

at

callers at

Florence

L. L.

Mrs.

Goldie Moody and Edward Matson

gram. Into the total cost of high

were guests Friday afternoon

way progress we must figure the

Mr.

added cost of strict control if we

Newcastle.

to be a

and

Miss

co

Mrs.

Edwin

Miller

Linda

entertained

Miss

Lorraine Hanna of the vil

a handful of highway users or a

lage

Saturday.

Other

guests

in

few main roads, but with 70.000,-

the afternoon were Paul Spaulding

000 drivers and 60.000,000 vehicles.

of

Half measures and small projects

Lorna, Joanne. Diane Miller. Mrs.

neither

nor

the

highway

the traffic accident

problem.

Philip,

Rockland,

Hattie

Rines. Mrs.

Mrs.

Eleanor

were

also

present.

Patricia,

Miller.

Mary

Miller

and
Ice

Gary

cream,

birthday cake and pundh were
“What can we do about it?
“We can remember that in the served.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanton Hanna and
billions of dollars we urge for
new’ highways, a few* milions need daughter enjoyed a picnic supper
ing for that personnel and the Saturday with the Clifton Miller’s
modern equipment to do the com at the latter’s cottafle. Damari
plete job of highway supervision. scotta Lake.
Walter Miller, Jr., and Thomas
This is a job they already know

WOODWORKING
KNOWLTON ST., < AMDEN

Call Us For All Items of
Special Millwork
Sash, Doors, Moldings,
Fireplace Mantels, Entrances.
W’e Will Duplicate Anything
of Wood. Prompt Service.
74 73

sportswear

J-

JACKETS
Real Suede Leather
with Fringe

Junior, 6-12
Prep, 14-18

$14.95
16.95

FUR CAPS
$1.95

cool, color-compatible

PALM BEACH*
suits, sport coats and slacks

SWEAT SHIRTS

Today's new look is the TRIM LOOK -soft, natural shoulder line, the nar
row lapel, the neatly tapered trouser leg. And here it is ot its smartest
—beautifully tailored in rich nubby-textured Palm Beach fabric. These
sport coots and slacks, too, are created in compatible colors, designed to
look right in combination. The selection includes blues, grays, browns,
charcoal—and many others.

(Colored)

$1.19
TEE SHIRTS
(White)

89c
RIFLES

PALM BEACH SPORT COAT
Cool-Trim 522.50

With Telescopic Sight and
Carrying Case

$2.50

PLAY GOLF

CAMDEN

1------------

of

Flanders,

partner. We are not dealing with

solve

[’■

T-T

Mrs.

Flanders,

tempt to justify the highway pro

want safety

x"

and Mrs. Maude Greenlaw of Cam

traffic accidents is either wishful

will

'S

Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Orff of Chapel

Corner. Mrs. Margaret Matson and

opinion

assumption

TEL. 8174

STUDLEY'S

F.

R.

were callers at Clifton Miller’s.

tured.
that

and Mrs.

Mr.

called on her parents. Mr. and Mrs.

tne frequency of accidents in which

problem

Choose from complete assortment of long-wearing
comfortable pieces of porch and lawn furniture!

O. H. Bowden’s.

acci

more

produces

apparently

Bouden of

Hallowell were Sunday callers at

jumping from the frying pan into

are in the direction of a type which

and Mrs. Otto

Mr.

PALM BEACH SLACKS
Smooth Weave 510.95

PALM BEACH SUITS
Cool-Trim 532.50

BELTS - $1.00

At the

AND MANY OTHER ITEMS

ROCKLAND GOLF CLUB

XOT LISTED

*R^ir. T.M. Gondall Sanforrl. Inr. Mohair, rayon, a. etaie and 5% nylon, in m.»*t style*.

MAVERH K ST., R<M KI.AND
Green Fees
$1.50 All Day
$1.00 After 3 p. m.

OFF/NS

z offin’s

.75 After 6 p. m.
GOLF LESSONS BY
APPOINTMENT

MtNS**0 3C*S ClOTH'NG

Walter Butler, Professional
73-75

MA.NS'

BCa>

-

To

Any person

school in another, should see the

Active on the committee to study

on

disillusionment” with

this:

for

competition

Pennsylvania,

deserved attention when he urged

applicant resides.

clarify

all schools within a system have

the

and Connecticut;

the

further

It is not possible to consider is
suing a work permit unless these
of the participants three basic requirements are ful
the spectators, and filled.

aware, of course, that it was "good
bv next spring to help curry fa-i! politics.” Just as the Democratic
vor with Truman supporters
i Congress is aware that its present
The Democrats base their presi- \ co-operation with the Republican

administration is good politics and

which

tics. Sports have ceased to be superintendent for the town where

ho

I best tradition of leader of the loyal

land French was a Monday caller. ;

highways and thus still keep the

permit should comply with the fol

aston,

•vay is engineered for safety we

types

program does

athletic

and Victor A. Lehto, both of Thom

Mr. and Mis. J. Johannison.

other

issuance of such a permit.

“Persons under 18 years of age

ware of puttng the Red brand on

guests of Mrs. LaForest Mank

the

who make application for a work

every unpopular idea; to discard

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Flanders of

contains

requirements for the

three basic

children

all

Mr. Stevenson, emphasizing tho

Lynn, Mass., were Friday supper

which

statement

of Camden on

for

provided
the

Webber

are not

role of individual citizens in the

East Friendship Sunday.

ex

the

being

E.

regarding the grant-

opportunities

since his recent return from Africa, noUnce or suspicious characters if
his close political associates looked \ anything goes wrong in the future,

Open Thought Urgent

were in Vassalboro Saturday and

Albert

educational

' gotiate if we tie his hands.

Republican administration.

Mr. and Mrs. Ivan M. Scott, Sr.
the

ganized athletic teams. However,

|o

EAST WALDOBORO
on

in

or

that

saving is worth going after!”

called

child

every

is to finance

said experts agree that the com

“public

an

benefits

the

Definitely,

transportation.

it

than

public I we shall havc to ,par„ n<)t to de_

investment

highway

school

cipate, he declared.

, enhower

pikes tells us that when the highsubstitute

when

athletics for

of
proonly

New of Texas is good politics.
Bernard Esters, Houlton Pioneer
tho
It is always a noteworthy occa Times, Houlton; Mrs. Donald Milswing* of the South back into sion. however, when political lead lett. Bucksport;
Mrs. Margaret
the Democratic ranks which, they ers find a Common meetinng on a Pattershall, State Department of

idea. Such a saving would be a re

tends to shatter this idealism. Re

really

71-75 PARK STREET

tion of

uninfluenced

drop

should

accidents

the fire. Improved highway designs

mont, Aug. 25, 1886, the daughter

Surviving, besides her husband,

Wednesday issued an explanatory

have arisen

might help lower the 22 per cent

in the morning.

MARY BURGESS WRIGHT

more costly to support a program

.erence will not depend upon the

Jersey,

might

Janet Boggs. Mr. and Mrs. Maurice

Tuesday

will

Lewis

receive support from tax sources,

when

New

120,000 per

land was found dead at the foot accident for the varieties common
of the cellar stairs at his home at to the outmoded and more crowed

Rockland

Mountain View Cemetery.

pointed out that it is considerably

Party just as Democratic National Com
shown by a recent Gallup poll; on mittee Chairman Paul Butler is
the strength of the Democratic aware that his attempt to span
governors in such key states as party cleavages on his present tour

that a truly

system

Mrs. Clifford Williams of Port

26 Shaw avenue in

Interment

accidents.

highway

adequate

of traffic

Frederick C. Dean, 83. of Rock

Friday at 2 p. m. from the Gilbert

ciating.

traffic

crest

Interment will be

officiating.

of Milton, Maas., and Mrs. Edith
Hill

has been suggested

Mr. Blaisdell, who spoke on be- level roads, with the remaining
half of the Insurance organization 22
per
cent
on
some
com-

Surviving are his widow, Mary

Heal

ties.

German traffic law enforcement and tighter 1 intersections would so greatly im
driver control, there is just as prove the flow of traffic and would

Lutheran Cemetery.

below the age of 18. Superintendent

benefits for all youth they should

not include all who want to parti

rising

“As a conservative estimate, it

in Philadelphia stated that “we do

Mrs.

Florida,

with summer employment of youth

of the Maine Teachers Association

have

athletics

a friendly visit at the White House

system

safety

adding

and

trol

highway

of

White

Board of Education at the request

educational

nity

pa iticipation in the Big Four con-: then we the people will have ruled

ning like a jack rabbit” and

more to safety planning for new

Garrett McLain; three sisters, Mrs.
Emma

state. Because school and commu

“You’ll soon find Eisenhower run

which I believe it to be—there is ■

Mr.

Surviving are his widow, Susie

earmarked

be

the facility wc creat. If safety is

HIGHWAY ACCIDENT PROBLEM

Paul

A retired farmer, he had lived in
Bremen,

LAWS MAY BE SOLUTION OF

crisscrossing the

JAMES S. Mi l AIN

30,

to

less than two

Because a number of questions

ing of work permits in connection

committee

Oberlin College, that United States

have kept him before the

Work Permits

which was appointed by the State

of the

And financed through gate receipts at
As Mr. Stevenson delivered an-1 we shall have
to lparn that games, contributions from indivi
other of a series of speeches that diplomacy by hindsight is no good; duals, or special drives, Hussey

how to do if sufficient public back-

STRICT ENFORCEMENT OF TRAFFIC

Presque

tivities in schools throughout the

to

Itole in ’56 Race Seen

paralysis caused by his severe in

juries.

the

President alone but upon every Stevenson.
citizen’s attitude and co-operation. !
“Not even thp President can ne-

Church in Martinsville with Rev.

John Sawyer officiating. Interment

continuing

of

of

Hussey

W.

Be Complete For

Isle, chairman

ates a.s he reminded the nation,
in a commencement address at

Arthur

and

Stevenson,

study

emerge again as the logical party the committee agreed.
standard-bearer,
further
solidiGood physical education
tied his position with tho moder-! grams can bp maintained

of

Matinicus. Mrs. Marilyn Korpinen

non Hupper of Metuchen, N.

both

a

Frank

Information Must

physical education and sports ac

in 1956.

J

Surviving are his parents: three
sisters, Mrs.

if

Eisenhower

Mr.

should seek the presidency again

*

z

Ridge (

ding this equipment a.s they are

i school program say the members for providing textbooks and sup
gras-p of the
plies.
of a Maine committee that has

beginning to grow among top

is

He was a member of the Ocean |

of the

eration a, any othPr part Qf ,h(l

party helm as a professed feeling just eomplpted

Colby and Gladys Wilson Hupper, i

Grange and

EXPENSE, URGES STATE BOARD

took an even firmer

Oeorge, April 17. 1934. the son of

View

Democratic Party

$10 fine. An appeal of a $10 fins
was entered by Esther Holderness
and she was released in $25 per
sonal recognizance.

ALL CHILDREN, AND AT PUBLIC

in the forthcoming “conference at the summit” at Geneva,

in St.

born

MAKE ATHLETICS AVAILABLE TO

hower

HUPPER

Malcolm “Jackie” Hupper, 21.
died at his home in St. George on

Monday. Jackie was

Stevenson Grabs
Control of the

Adlai E. Stevenson, calling for
A school athletic program de- I tee feels that the school authoripublic support of President Eisen-! serves the same financial consid-i ties are as responsible for provi-

11
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Page Eight
Members of Rockland and

Lodge

rora

to

report

Au- |

Masonic .

Temple Sunday afternoon at 3.30
to attend in a body the St. John’s

Social Matters

Day

at the

services

Universalist

picnic supper on Wednesday eve

ning at Katherine Aker’s cottage.
Ingrahams Hill. Asissting the host
ess will be Myrtle Hammond and

and

Mr.

entertained on Sunday on the occa

sion of Mrs. Clara Emery's birth

Guests w’ere

day.

Mr. and Mrs.

Mrs.

Gray.

Preston

Susan Hadlock.

Emery

Richard

Mrs.

Foster

Mr.

and

O.

David

Mrs.

in

and

Germany

Wayne Gray and

and Mrs.

son. Douglas, all from Orrington.

and Miss Mary Emery of Crescent

Barbara Knowl

PFC.

WA8110407

ton.

daughter Val

and

has

like to hear from her friends. Her

address is

erie.

Gray

would

Knowlton of Ingrahams Hill,

arrived

Donald

WAC Dot..

97th

Gen. Hosp., APO 757. New York.

The occasion featured

Beach.

a

birthday cake and two fine salmon
from Moosehead Lake brought by
the Orrington guests.

Other call

ers were Mrs. Theodore Sylvester

N. Y.

and daughter Sally, and Mrs. Arn

The

Women’s

St.

of

Auxiliary

Peter’s Church will meet this eve

old

Wass,

sons

and

Dw’ight

and

Keith.

226

Rollins.

Cedar

Street,

Miss

Edith

Bicknell

annual

attend

is

the

co-hostesses will be Mrs. Priscilla

ing

Adams and Mrs. Betty Economy.

Josselyn Botanical Society in Nor

Each member please take an arti

way. Maine.

the

of

meeting

cle for the penny auction. Those
A group of friends gave a sur

Mrs. Dorothy McCullcrs is a sur

ning for Mr. and Mrs. Howe Glover

prise housewarming Tuesday eve
gical patient at the Deaconess Hos

Delicious refreshments were served

pital in Boston and would like to

at their new home on Lake avenue,

h<*ar from friends. Her address is

by the group, and the couple were

New England Deaconess Hospital.

presented

money

centerpiece.

Deacon Road. D-420, Boston. Mass.

Invited guests were:

Emma Maz-

zeo.

J. J.
were

Mass.,

Salem.

Meehan of

weekend

guests of Dr. and Mrs. R. J. Mee
han.

a

Betty Smith,

wedding

the

Louise

Skinner

Roland

Daley

United

and

of

Blockson

Naval

Barbara

Commander
of

the

Escorsio.

Margaret Ce-

vasco, Bernadette* Manseau. Leola

Hyland.
sell.

tended

Ann

Vereneau.

Priscilla

Eleanor

Frances Groder,

Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Wixson at

Jean

Mary Lou

Lindsey.

Brannan.

Mildred

Fairweather.

Rose

Rus

Gotsis.

Margaret Cuc-

cinello. Mary Ellis. Helen LaCross.
Rose

O’Connor.

Charlotte

La-

Mary Liuz-

Cross. Phyllis Grispi,

at

za. Jacqueline Grispi. Ruth Duff.

Tremont Temple Baptist Church in

Frances DiRenzo. Mary Decas-tro.

Boston June 18. Miss Skinner has

Eileen

been connected

Elizabeth

States

with

Reserve

young

peo

ple’s work at Tremont Temple and

will

be remembered

as

a

Bible

band and three children, Laureen.

Barbara

Flanagan.
Busch.

Betty

Madore.

Tovey.

Betty

Ix)uisc Varney. Beatrice Ghcrardi,

Dorinda

Coughlin.

Helen

Jean,

Miss Sonia Dobbins, formerly of

Rockland, who recently graduated
from the Mergenthaler High School

in

Baltimore

Law

Blockson

be

wall

at

home

after

Station. Green Coast Springs. Fla.

Evelyn

McLellan.

Josephine

Ra-

city.

322 Old County Road. He received
many nice gifts.

were:

Those present
Robie and

Jillson.

Jimmy

I.illimay Robinson. Jimmy Barnes,
Cole

and
and

Alan

White,

Randv

Young.

Chipper

The

mothers, Mrs. Agnes Jillson. Mrs.

Leona

Mrs.

Robinson.

and

Barnes

Eleanor

Rachel

Mrs.

W’hite

guests of Mrs.

the

of

Refreshments

cake

Young.

and

ice

cream were served.
A

stork

su np rise

shower

was

held on Monday evening for Mrs.
Erwin Clements at the home of her

mother. Mrs. Aletha Munro.

Hos

tesses for the occasion were Mrs.

Munro and

Bradford Ames,

Mrs.

sister of the guest of honor. Gifts

for the guest of honor were present
ed in a bassinet decorated by Mrs.

The buffet luncheon

Inez Ames.

that was served featured a cake

decorated with a crib of colored

frosting—prepared by Mrs. Daniel

Munro
the

Guests

of Waterville.
included

shower

Mrs.

at

Mary

Benner. Mrs. Audrey Payson. Mrs.

Mrs. Jackie McLain,

Jackie Paul

Mrs.

Iott.

Wanda

Mrs.

Beulah

Tweedie. Mrs. Dorothy Stone, Mrs.
Frances

Mrs.

Amanda Starr.

Sparta.

Ruth

Mrs.

Joannic

Mrs.

Agnes

Mrs.

Escorsio,

McWilliams, Mrs.
Sweeney,

June 2.5 at Quarters J. U. S. Naval

that

Alan Young celebrated his first

Phyllis Swint. Louise Billings. ArGallant.

a

birthday with a party at his home,

orial Baptist Church two or three

Frances

in

Motor Company,

Mrs.

Mills.

accepted

has

secretarial position with the Weiss

rence. Helen Phillips. Emma Carr,
tinese

day

at

the

Methodist

Peoples

Church in Union when Miss Sylvia
Anne Farris of Union because the

Mollie

LeGage,

Gloria Hodgkins. Mrs. Cyn

thia Packard. Mrs. Beatrice Ghcr

pose, Marie Brewer and Margaret

Members of the Edwin Libby Re

Coakley.

Betty Murgita. Mrs. Betty Harvey,

lief Corps w’ill attend supper today

Miss

at Newbert’s

Dorothy

Miss

Tootill,

Restaurant at 6.15.

Tootill, Mrs. Norma Munro, Mrs.

Members

Vesta Dean. Mrs. Ruth Ames, Mrs.

Hall at 6 p. m. or at Newbert’s not

Inez Amel. Miss Josie Ames. Mrs.

later than 6.15.

Ann

ing will be at the GAR Hall at 7.30.

Bucklin.

Mrs.

Eva

Delano.

will meet

at the GAR

The regular meet

Mrs. Levi Clements, Mrs. Martha
Alley,

Nora

Stickney,

Mrs.

Mary Remich

and grand

daughter Margo Guay of 17 Lind-,

ett. Miss Priscilla Crockett, Mrs.

sey Street left Tuesday for a trip

Knight.

Mrs.

Barbara

Carver and Mrs. Myrtle Robinson.

Bangor

who

Allan

of pink carnations.

wore

groom’s

a

to the middle West. Their immed

iate

destination

is

Little

Falls. •

mother

dress

length

of

The

street

a

wore

crys

light blue

white dinner jacket and dark blue

tallette white and blue accessories

pants. The bride’s mother wore a

and a corsage of gardenias.

light

dress

blue

w’ith

accented
of

corsage

with

Following the wedding, a recep

yellow

tion was held in the Parish House,

Bangor;
Brewer;

Priscilla

Mrs.

Miss

Ames.

Strickland

Mary

and Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Strick
land of Augusta;' Mr. and Mrs.

T.

George

Williams

ville,

Mass.;

Janet

Philbrooke,

Joan

of

Maxy

Paul,

and

William

Bodwell,

Bath;

Mr.

Mr. and Mrs.

McIntyre left by

car on a week’s trip, destination
unknown.

After June 26 the couple

will be at home in Lincolnville.
The bride is a graduate of Cam
den High School

1955.

in

the class

er that way.

of 1953. and is employed as man
ager of the Maritime Oil Company
in Camden.

Lucille Higgs Of

Rockville Weds
In Vermont
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred B. Higgs of
Rockville announce

the marriage

of their daughter. Lucille Rose, to

Paul Thibault of Mallett’s Bay and

Waterbury, Vt. The ceremony was
performed

Cross

on

at

Holy

Mallett’s

Bay,

Saturday

at

Church

Rev. Joseph Joy using the double
ring service.

Photo bv Cross

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald A. McIntyre (Miss Jessie E. Josselyn)
Miss

Jessie

Josselyn,

Edwina

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Josselyn became the bride of Ron

ald Allan McIntyre, son of Mr. and
Mrs.

ville

Frederick Gray of

Lincoln

Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock

at the First Congregational Churt ii.

Rev.

Roy Burchell

E.

performed

Thp wedding music was played

by Mrs.

lace over satin with long pointed

sleeves,

made

mother

of the

fingertip veil

Marjorie Tounge,

organ

and

given

bridegroom.

of nylon

net

Her
edged

with Chantilly lace fell from a tiara

prayer

book

adorned with

raine Dow.

The

Mrs.

bridesmaids,

Carver,

sister of the

Forss

Mrs.

Warren.

of

ert Farris. Dickie and Rodney of
Bangor,

Sprowl

Mr.

of

and

Mrs.

Appleton;

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Farris. Ron- Farris of Augusta.

Arthur

Miss

Lilia

Higgs

and

with Mr.

Mr.

and

and

Mrs.

Mrs.

Moses

ple in receiving.

and

Miss Joyce Milliken wore ballerina
length gowns of net over taffeta in

Floyd

Carver

served

tion,

and

expect

to make

their

home in Springfield, Mass.

The bride is 'a graduate of the
Art Institute

of Chicago and for

the past two years has been teach
ing art at the junior high school
in Keene, N. H.

The
as

best

Mass.

bridegroom

University

attended

of Vermont,

in civil engineering, and also stud

ied at Saint Michaels College. He

was

the

flower

girl,

Command.

and is

wore a dress of yellow nylon taf

at

States

European Theatre. He

present

with

Engineering

the

United

Corporation’s

feta. and wore a matching head- New England Division.

in Wisconsin, Iowa and Illinois.

rxymph
glamour swim suit

make a summer

Choose your very own
style from this grand
collection! When your
vacation-time comes, take
along a full complement
of flattering swimsuits
that combine fashion
news with action cut.

Why? Because they're made FOR
summer... cool as a mint-julep
on a sizzling day, fresh and crisp
as a clear country morning ...

so versatile they lead fashion
wherever they go . . . wonder

From $5.98 up

fully easy to care for . . .

and really special in print!
Come see our captivating
collection of cottons.

Jewel-necked printed cot
ton, full-skirted, with a
lined, contrasting bolero.
Young and lovely $10.95

Boy Shorts
make this a win
ner!
All rayon
solid colors

$8.98
Bloomer Girl

Front Page News in a

strapless in crisp
water-lox ing cot
ton print
23

printed classic cotton suit,
with flap pockets and vel
vet collar . . • . . $10.95

Some shape, some curves in your Sea Nymph glamour
swim suit. You look your best in your least thanks to
Sea Nymph's perfected built-in boned bra, sleek
tapered torso. In run and fade resistant Celaperm* lastex.

Figure
with
this elastieized
suit with strateg
ic shirring
on

flattery

$12.95

Gingham Checks ... pay

'Registered.

Two-tone

fashion dividends in this
charming dress with full
pleated skirt .... $8.95

Sizes 32 to 40

slimsuit that’s
ela.stiriz.ed. gath
ered for perfect
shaping
$14.98

$8.98
others $10.91, $12.91 ,mi up

SeKtavC’uuce'ft
HOI KS, 9 to 5.

FRIDAYS TIL 9.

Swde’i-C’uutc'ft
smut. HOFRS, * lo 4.

FRIIIAVS TIL 9.

the

majoring

served two years in the Armored

Bonnie Lee Hawes, niece of the
bride,

moon trip of unannounced destina

Barbara

bride,

deep rose and yellow.
nie and Grey of Gardiner; Betty

church rites,

The newlyweds left on a honey

The maid of honor, Miss Joyce

cause” accompanied by Miss Lor

fashioned with a floor length skirt

A reception at the summer home
of the Thibault family followed the

snapdragons and carnations.

Rossiter, wore a ballerina length

riage by her father, wore a gown

sister-in-law

of seed pearls and she carried a i Thibault assisting the young cou

gown of light blue net over taffeta.

The bride, who was given in mar

Nelson Thibault,

Mrs.

and

marriage.

by the

Harland Robinson sang “Be

ist.

and

of the
of nylon net, a.ppliqued with lace i bridegroom attended the couple.
over satin, a bodice of Chantilly | Mr. Higgs gave his daughter in

white

the double ring ceremony.

Mr.

brother

tives and friends of Mrs. Remich

for the prettiest figure in play

of

The bridegroom is a gradu

ate of Camden High in the class

man. and ushers were, Gale Gray

Mrs. Melvin Carpenter, Rockland;

Beatrice Clark, Mrs.

McIntyre assisted in serving.

and Burton Gray. Jr., of Plymouth,

and

Mrs.

Charlotte Taylor and Mrs. Joseph

Arthur

ert Small. Brewer; Mr. and Mrs.

in

Carver

Barbara

Margaret Gray in charge of the

Wal Cliff. Caro-lyn and Rodger of Hy

Mrs.

Mrs.

gifts.

Newton-

W’arrcn;

Lloyd Sharp and son

with

charge of the guest book and Mrs.

Minn., and they will also visit rela

Keep Maine Green! It looks be<-

Rose Marie Reid

of

Farris

Rodney

was

tham. Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Rob attsville, Md.; Mr. and Mrs. Rob

Mrs.

Jennie Carter. Mrs. Freda Brack
Shirley

SWIM SUITS by

Mrs.

bearer

roses. The mother of the bride
The church was tastefully deco groom w’as clad in a gray dress
rated with garden flowers, lupins, with corsage of pink roses.
iris, lilies and syringa.
Organ
A reception was held in the ves
selections “Ave Maria”, “Liebetry with the same decorations as
straum” and the wedding marches
in the auditorium. Miss Carolyn
were played by Miss Illene Dex
Cliff of Hyattsville, Md.. circu
ter and the bride w’as given in
lated the guest book, and the gift
marriage by her father. The cere
table was presided ove<r by Mrs.
mony was performed by Rev.
John Burns. Miss Mary Strickland
Jesse Kenderline, the double ring
and Miss Betty Forss. The bride
ceremony being used.
and bridgroom were assisted in
The bride was lovely in a white
receiving by their parents and the
satin gown with rounded neckline
wedding party. Assisting in serv
on fitted bodice, long sleeves com
ing were, Miss Priscilla Ames.
ing to a point over the wrists, with
Miss June Bayard. Miss Alice
gathered skirt, floor length. The
Osier. Mrs. John Burns finished
fingertip length veil fell from lace
cutting the bride’s cake.
crown trimmed w’ith pearls. Her
Mrs. Keene is the daughter of
bouquet was of white sweetpeas
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Farris of
and carnations.
Union, and is a graduate ol Union
The maid of honor was Ellen F.
High School and University of
Dow of Dover-Foxcroft who wore
Maine where she was a member
lavender organdy over
taffeta,
of the Omega soroity. The bride
waltz length, fitted bodice with
groom is the son of Dr. and Mrs.
sweetheart neckline, short puffed
Carroll Keene of Chatham and
sleeves and colonial bouquet.
graduated from Chatham
High
The
bridesmaid
was Lynette
School, Tabor Academy and Uni
Hilt of Union and Anita Carroll,
versity of Maine. They will be at
junior bridesmaid, also of Union.
home in Chatham after July 1.
M’iss Hilt’s gown was of green
Out of town guests were: Mr.
organdy over taffeta, waltz length,
and Mrs. L. Wilbur Eldredge and
fitted bodice with sweetheart neck
Beth and Mr. and Mrs. James H.
line. short puffed sleeves and colo
Eldredge of Chatham. Mass.; Mr.
nial bouquet. Miss Carroll wore
and Mrs. Lawrence Dexter of Au
a blue dotted swiss dress with
burn; Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Dow
colonial bouquet.
of
Dover-Foxcroft;
Miss
Reta
Edw’ard C. Keene of Chatham
Farnum of Brooksville; Adia P.
w'as best man and the ushers were
and Harry U. Camp of Reading.
Dana
W.
Eldredge,
Chatham.
Mass.; Carol Ann Forsythe, Med
Mass.,
Guy
Hunter,
Wellesley
ford, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs. John W.
Hills, Mass.,
Worth Linaweaver.
Osier, Waldoboro; Mr. and Mrs.
Rochester, N. Y.. and Rodger Cliff
Ralph Keene, Damariscotta; Mr.
of Hyattsville, Md.
and Mrs. Llewelyn Osier, Med
The flower girl was Jean Carroll
omak; Mrs, John W. Raye. Eastof Union who wore a yellow’ dot
port;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
ted swiss dress and carried a
Schrumpt, Orono;
Mrs. Albert
basket of pine and daisies. The
Berry. Boston;
Miss June Day,

Mrs.

Ann

ring

bride of Weston Carroll Keene of navy,

ardi. Mrs. Carolyn Wingate.

Seitte’i-C’wuc'd

blue and white accessories, and a

Chatham. Mass.

ingham. Mass.

School teacher at Littlefield Mem

years ago. Commander and Mrs.

blue nylon street length dress, with

IN LOVELY CEREMONY

Van

Lonny

and

Vliet of 571 Franklin Street. Fram

were

wishing transportation call 425 M.

Mr. and Mrs.

as guests their daughter and hus

Larry

ning at 7.30 at the home of Mrs.
Hazel

The bride’s mother wore a navy

WESTON CARROLL KEENE MARRIED

corsage

Ellis

and children. Faye and Joe. Mrs.
PFC. Barbara Knowlton, daugh

David Taylor, cousin of the

bridegroom, was the ring bearer.

Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Claron Shaw had

The Lady Lions will meet for a

band.

MISS SYLVIA ANNE FARRIS AND

A lovely wedding was held Sun

ter of

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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?on of Merton F. Warren of Route

ate

1. Box 18A.

Rockland, is serving

worked for a W. T. Grant store be

with a detachment of Composite

fore entering the Army last Jan

attack

uary. He is a member of Sigma

Squadron

aboard

62

the

aircraft carrier USS Intrepid. The

ranean area for a.n extended tour

of Mr.

photo

aerial

provides

reconnaissance

graphic

Mrs.

and

fleet, serving aboard, aircraft car

a

riers when required by Naval com

maneuver, in

mitments.

“Banshee”

Operating

Spiritualists

Sutton’s Sudden Service Now Year Old

In Session At
Etna Camp Ground

Fred

The annual

the

southern

exercise,

air

on June 24 and runs through June

transports

to take part in the services.
Saturday the lectures and mes

in

Waterville, with a seance by the

set

out

the

landing,

After

combat.

the

on

11th

R.

Byron

M/Sgt.

will

Comipany F

welcome.

Camden Children's

Bangor

Theatre To

Division’s 26th Regiment which re
cently

completed

Open Monday

platoon

annual

tests in Germany. Hart, a veteran
of World War II. is a platoon ser-'

geant in the company.

the Army in 1943, completed basic

from the U. S. Naval Academy at | armored
operations.
Sergeant
Annapolis and 50 Roya.1 Canadian ! Bennett, son of Marion L. Bennett.

training at Fort Dix, N. J., and ar
rived in Europe in October, 1954.

Naval Am- 82d Airborne Division’s 44th Tank

Cadets

Midshipmen and He

The

are

has

at

been

classroom in February

taking

struction and practical work, both

ashore

and

signed to acquaint them

Bragg,

N.

Army 2d Lt. Charles F. Brewer.

C.

since

in the Army

Pvt. Wesley M. Waters of War
ren is located in Japan,

1953.
♦ * ♦ *

dress is Pvt.
RAI 1260467.

is de

which

afloat,

Foil

machine

.30 caliber light

Midshipmen

right:

USN,

Lloyd

Fernald.

W.

and

Rockland;

Arthur

USN, of Coronado.

ents

gun

Calif.

of

Lake

Field Artillery Battalion, wears the

the

course.

Fernald

mouth

artillery

A 1954 graduate of Dart

College.

He completed basic

whose wife. Elizabeth Faye, lives like to
in Guilford,

graduated
School’s

N.

tactical

non-commis Army
at

course

The

and command of a

from friends at

his

Unit

RAI 1260541.
Fort

8118th

Buckner,

San

Fort Francisco, Calif., APO 331.
• * • •

included

course

employment

hear

was new address which is: PFC. Paul

Armored Anderson.

The

from

Ky.

Knox.

recently

advanced

officer

sioned

C.,

a

of

squad

Merton F. Warren, Jr., aviation

tank

in all

machinist's mate first class. USN.

Values Are Excellent! $

new’

program,

under

which

Emerton C.

Gross.

44

Floral

ing at Active Army installations,

where

they

will

be

integraded I

cently

training

Pvt.

Vera Powell of Port Clyde, would

A

eight weeks of basic combat train
son

Andrew
arrived

L.

at

Hisler,
Fort

whose

Benning,

Ga., and is now a member of the 3d

the

at

camp.

field exercises will

Tactical

be stressed s

The new plan, to be initiated on
July

1.

offers an

inducement to

National Guard recruits to com
“Rock of pant of the Army’s continuaus pro
plete their individual basic train
gram
to
keep
its
civilian
ompothe Marne” division, which re
ing in eight weeks. Implementa
turned to the U. S. from Korea in nents ready for any emergency.
tion of this program will permit
November. 1954. has absorbed the Gross is regularly stationed at
Maine National Guard comman
47th Infantry Division into its or Infantry Division’s 61st Regiment.
ders to place more emphasis on
ganization. Private Hisler, a me Fort Carson, Colo., with the 8th
unit type training during their
chanic in the division’s Headquar Before entering the Army in Sep
Armory drills and summer field
ters* and Service Company, entered tember, 1953, he was a student at
His training.
the Army in December 1954 and Springfield (Mass.) College.
Upon completition of his eight
completed basic training at Fort wife, Sandra, lives in Sparta. Wis.
weeks of basic training at any
* * * *
Dix. N. J. The 23-year-old soldier
Cpl. Robert P. LaCasse. son of Army installation under the new
is the son of Mrs. Eleanor Routh,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert LaCasse. 99B program, each Guardsman will re
3 Grove street place, Augusta.
Northern avenue, Augusta, is a turn to his State organization pre

Infantry Division.

The

member of the 7th Infantry Divi pared to take advanced individual
Continuing its train training.

sion in Korea.

THE

PRICES

ARE

LOW

ing, the “Bayonet” division s the
only U. S. Army dvision that has

These men can then be utilized

as

source of future non-com mis

officers
remained in Korea since the' cease sion'd
fire.
LeCasse, a cook in Heavy Guard.

Everyone Is Hurrying to

Mortar Company of the division's

17th Regiment, arrived overseas in

E. B. Crockett’s
June Value Sale

Maine

Army

in

the

National

Guard

National

unit commanders,

and

the

at

ish House in Camden to open the
fifth season of the Camden Chil

dren's Theatre

Mrs. Ray Worthen,

the member of the Children’s The
atre Board in charge of registra
tions, reports that enrollments are

ahead of last year and still are

being received at her office.
Directors of the Children’s The
Debby

uals.

through

are Norwood and

Beveridge
an

w’ho

unusfually

piloted

it

successful

the
pay

The first term will end on Wed

and allowances commensurate with

nesday. July 20. with a production

their grade. Monthly payment will

presented by the children planned

.
...
he made by Army Finance agen
cies. and the Continental Army
..................
.
... 1 cies Transportation to and from
Command will be charged with
the training installations will be
overall responsibility for execution
by air and nail.
of the program. The commander
All health, receational. morale,
of each installation will exercise
and religious facilities will be
direct responsibility for th trainmade available to the Guardsmen
ing.
on the same basis as Active Army
The quota allotted to the State
trainees.
of Maine by the National Guard
Although they will remain sub
Bureau for the Maine Army Na
ject to the military laws of the par
tional Guard is 35 per month. The
ticular State in which they hold
National Guard Bureau will pro
National Guard membership, the
vide all funds necessary to support
trainees will be required to con
the program, except those required
form to all Army administrative
for
installation maintenance and
orders and directives generally
training.
applicable to trainees.

for the Camden Garden Theatre,

While

Army will prescribe ^training poli

Maine

undergoing

Guardsmen

National

The unit equipment and

season last summer.

weather permitting,
Mr. Beveridge.

will open on July 25 and be cli

maxed

by the presentation of a

Gilbert

and

an

maintain

flow of trainees to each
tion,

a proportionate

monthly

quota

even

installa

Children

reported

announcing the

the

15

register

participate

in one or both terms

the

previous

National

.aXXAXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

SUTTON'S

indivi

Suggestions
Your roof may be high.
But our Shingles are low.

Asbestos or Asphalt
That will stand a good blow.

enlisted

Of course there are Cedar:

men each year, who volunteer for

Red, White and Clear.

Guards the eight week combat training.
Major
General Carter urged
men will be among the 3.600 to be
trained annually at Fort Jack.son, each unit commander to bring to
the
attention
of
all
National
N. C., under the new program.

Monday.

Maine National

Come on in, we have them all
here.

All training will conform to the Guardsmen who are eligible, this

CAMDEN 478

Department of Army doctrine, tac program which will make the Na
tics and technique, as prescribed tional Guard an even more effec
by

*

r»MTTOH»UPPLY •«*
» ■ «UI .' M

(

pertinent field manuals, train- tive reserve force than it is today.

State

and

register also with Mrs. Worthen.

program to

Guard

ages

ed in assisting the directors may

Maine Army National Guard units

12,000

may

and high school students interest

of the today. General Carter pointed out
enter the that the new program will train

will

of

between

seven and

part

training cycle on each Thursday,
having

In

Sullivan operetta on

Aug. 18.

selected for training will be trans dual weapons w’ill be provided by
ported to Fort Jackson. S. C.
the training installation.
In order to

according to

The second term

XXXXXXXXAXXAXXXAXXXXXXXXXXXV

1954.

pleted
Chaffee.

basic

training

at

Ark.

CALL 1 3 7 1 — for Heat Packed
RANGE AND FUEL OIL

Camp for training, and each trainee will
retain his State status during the

Keep Maine Green! It looks bet

Classified

MARITIME OIL CO.

eight-week period.

brings action
14-tl

However, the Department of the

ter that way.

»HELu SHELL
'fySONITOR

Don't Be Sorry—Hurry Down

«O»f>

ROCKLAND, MAINE

from

training,

In the Medium-Price Fieldhead ofits class in everything..

THIS IS THE LAST WEEK

E. B. Crockett’s

group

receive the

General’s
Department
A former student at Adjutant
Boston University, he entered the will be responsible for the selec
Army in January, 1954 and com tion of individuals who volunteer

July,

large

9.15 a. m. at the St. Thomas Par

ing circulars, and technical man

Guardsmen will

UNITS OF THE REGULAR ARMY

wife. Arlene, lives in Liberty, re

• • « •

PFC. Paul Anderson, son of Mrs.

TAKE BASIC TRAINING WITH

castle High School.
» » * •
of

Dix. N. J., and

MAINE NATIONAL GUARDSMEN CAN

men may volunteer each year for

23.

a

atre this year

tenant is a 1950 graduate of New

Opl. Richard H. Gross.

arrived in Europe in February of

in East Waldoboro. Monday.
* • • •

A year ago the name Packard's Lumber of Camden was changed to the Sutton Supply, Inc. With
this change, a new business of supply and service was created. It bus become known as “Sutton's Sudden
Service” — a one stop service in building supplies and building construction and maintenance work.
They not only handle the bigger jobs of repair and home improvement such as additions, but also
those small jobs that the housewife has had on her mind to be done for months—a lock to be made lockable
front step to be steppable . . . that little tear in the screen. To do this they have established an
inside crew to run the store and yard. Maynard Knight as manager has Albert Bennett. Hiram Wellman,
l)a\e Stearns and Doris Thomas working with him. Phil Crabtree with Dick Coombs. Frank Willis. How
ard Elwell and Dale Leland provide the well experienced craftsmen in flooring, roofing, tile work etc., to
operate the outside crew.
As another aid to the community they have provided a rental service that puts all sorts of Do-ItYourself Tools at the people’s service.
__ adv.

street. Bath, is one of 3000 soldiers with other trainees, was announced
supporting summer training at
today by Major General George
Camp McCoy. Wis. An estimated
M. Carter, the Adjutant General
40.000 National Guard and Reserve
soldiers will participate in annual for the State of Maine,

with his

25.

H.,

this year.

parents, Mr. and Mrs- Lloyd Beane

Bennett.

N.

Hanover.

to

addition

The lieu 470 Maine National Guard enlisted

Korean Service Medal.

surveyor

Parker entered the Army in Sep

Rock

Herbert R. Beane, RM3 who is

t

school’s

training at Fort

J.

of

reputation

at Mutnau, Ger

many.

on a month’s leave from Norfolk.

Donald

that earned its

Private Parker completed

Engineer School

• • • •

Sgt.

ity

street,

Summer

server officer in the division’s 78th

tember. 1954.

visit

peak efficiency in thrust and mobil

Lincolnville,

from

Camden, will gather Monday,

part of the U. S. Seventh Army,
the 2d Armored is maintaining the

Lieutenant Brewer, a forward ob

land.

Va.. arrived for a

as

training

honors from the Army’s European

Spring,

Avenue.

40

rigorous

undergoing

Now

J.

is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Fernald

at

mored Division in Germany.

Hell on Wheels” in World War II.

USN, of

T.

live

scotta. is a member of the 2d Ar

Bath, recently was graduated with

Philadelphia;

Jr..

APO

Tchfml.

Jr., whose parents live in Damari

left to

Thomas

of

Krilowicz,

are,

150th

Pvt. John Parker IV. whose par

amphibious navy. Shwn operating
with “dummy” shells

Wesley M. Waters.

* * * ♦

fundamentals and techniques of the

a

his ad

547. San Fran cisco, Calif.

with the

M.

Hart, lives at 99 Stone street.
• • • •

going training in naval amphibious commander in Company A of the

Va.

Lester

father Brig. Gen.

His

Children

Union, Rockport and Rockland, in

He entered

Midshipmen I phases of offensive and defensive

Drayton Road. Bath, is a tank

while

noon and evening sessions. All are

Infantry

1st

of the

services,

conduct the

Mr. Hiltz will preside at the after

ar

member of

is a

Augusta,

morning

whose

Hart,

wife, Dorothy, lives at 44

street.

Mass., in

Sunday

Alice Mooers and Reuberta Byam

entered
and

1954

Rueberta Byam of

the evening. On

Graham,

Regiment,

are

J. Hiltz of Malden.

W

tactical

rived overseas last November.
• • • •

folk,

Mooers

of Etna, and

vision’s

phibious Base at Little Creek. Nor- Battalion

L.

ing maneuvers usually encountered

the Army in June,

S.

Alice

by

provides invaluable

a gunner in Company M of the di

warfare at the U.

the grounds

sages

phase of the operation.

Naval Cadets are presently under-’70

evening

Friday

invites all talent on

were put through banking and turn

soldiers

880

opening

The

26.

Germany. I

loaded with jeeps, trucks and men

data for intelligence purposes.

Approximately

Campmeeting

tion begins its services this year

training I

Division

Infantry

June

of Camp Etna Spiritualist Associa

Graham.

than cameras,

no other weapons

the squadron

5th

In

photojets, carrying

and “Cougar”

Maine,

Swan Lake avenue. Belfast, recent- I
ly took part in Operation Airlift, |

the

to

of

Pfc. David M. Graham. 21. son j

of duty with the Sixth Fleet. The
squadron

University

the

Chi fraternity.
,
• * • •

carrier is enroute to the Mediter

IN SERVICE »

of

Page Nine

Army 2nd Lieut. Thomas F. Fal
lon. son of Mrs. Anne M. Fallon.
Lombard

street,

Augusta,

re

cently was graduated from the In

fantry School’s basic infantry of

ficers course at Fort Benning, Ga.

Lieutenant Fallon,

a

Healing oil Moraga lank
corrosion & rual inhibltao

<~z.

The Clipper leads its field in size where it counts! Outside,
nearly 18 feet of impressive glamour. Inside, uncramped,
uncrowded space for hips, legs, heads and shoulders!

•Ml TO OUR CUSTOMERS WITH
Mill FURNACE OIL

A. C. McLoon & Co
McLOON’S WHARF

1954 gradu

cjize

TEL. Bl
70A72-Th-«

rt n

row i k
Clippers 215 and 225 horsepower V 8 engines develop more
power than any other medium-priced car!

quality
Built by Packard craftsmen, Clipper is the outstanding ear
in its (lass tor fine car qualities and sheer value!
I he (dipper is the big buy . . . lor it gives you the most car
lor )oui money in the medium-price field!

" Brokers Associated
Offer FOR SALE
IAKF. COTTAGE of

4

rooms,
fireplace and complete furnishinKs. GIEWT ( OTTAGK
furnished. GARAGE: 2 boats,
outboard motor. Rants plank
Large lot on beautiful lake
full of fish.

A BISINESS OPPORTl'NITY:
Garage with apartment over.
Commercial zone in Thomas
ton. Exceptional location for
gas station and garage.

SALT WATER FARM:
Deep
water at all tides!
.Modern
ized six room home, long
shorefront. hoat anchorage.
Ixzvely water view*.
VILLAGE HOMES: Thomaston

and Warren.

4ft A( RE FARM: Income from
blueberries. ( ape Cod home;
4 bedrooms, central heat. Re
duced to $6,000.

CAMDEN
Corner Building
Lot. Water and sewer avail
able. 8500.
A CONVENIENTLY LOCATED
Rockland home, 4 bedrooms.
New coat of paint being ap
plied. Priced at $5800.

ROCKIAND HOME with all
conveniences and fireplace.
Newly redecorated and in ex
cellent repair.
Two car ga
rage. Located on quiet street.
Asking $15,000.

CHARIES HOWARD HOME
STEAD, Waldoboro Village.
A 7 room dwelling on a high
secluded site. About 17 miles
front Rockland. Only $G500.

ATTRACTIVE old white low
story Cape Codder; all mod
ern facilities. Abundant do
mestic water; 50 acres; Rt.
One; poultry houses. In pros
perous Waldoboro.

ATTRACTIVE FARMSTEAD: 50
acres; extends to lake. Near
Route One.
EXCELLENT Bl SINESS site
on Route 1. Several hundred
feet of frontage with store
building.
Real
value
for
$2900.

OCEANFRONT LOTS and acre
age. Lovely wooded lots ex
tending to water with beau
tiful views. Variety of prices
and locations.
RKTADf BISINESS.
General
merchandise, well established
and doing a good business.
$5,000.

CAMDEN STREET Home with
five bedrooms. Well located
for use as guest home or
roomers.
Central heat; 1%
baths; garage; Elm shaded
lawn and large lot. $8800.

SHOI’I.D PASS FOR G.
I.
LOAN. 7 rooms with modem
kitchen, bath and heat. Ga
rage and large lot. $8500.
Enjoy “TV KEADF.RS DIGEST"—IDITH-TV

See

Albert B. Elliot

Whitehall Realty

A. D. Gray

F. H. Wood

THOMASTON. MAINE

57 HIGH ST.
CAMDEN, ME.
TEL. 2K51

WALDOBORO, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

PARK
73-75

68 PARK STREET

STREET

MOTORS,

TEL. 700

< bann.l 8, 8.00 P. M. Sunday*

INC.

RCKLAND, MAINE
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How Many Of The Class Of ’22 Can You Recognize ?

Expect the

Unexpected
Don’t let that summertime plea
over into excessive

sure bubble

speed on the highway. Our State
Police urge us to drive at reason
able speed and to avoid making
these errors which are associated
with driving “in a hury.” Com
mon among these errors are such
things as: improper passing, fail
ure to yield right-of-way. speed too
fast for conditions, and following
too closely. Remember, they’ cau
tion us. an emergency may be wait
ing just arcund the next corner or
over the brow of the next hill. If
we travel at reasonable speeds,
we have a good chance of meet
ing that emergency successfully
a mighty good reason why we
should
“SLOW
DOWN
AND
LIVE.”

V
am assuming is sculpture since
this is the medium in which Myron is the happiest Sometimes I
think we are not fully aware of
Myron s talent and ability—so
jorie Lawrence, talented Australian oftpn we a,.e „that way„ ab£)ut QUr
soprano formerly with the Metro
own—but he is definitely gifted and
politan Opera Company.
Mar
able, and tremendously knowledge
jorie Lawrence, you will recall
able concerning art. particularly of
was stricken with polio during a the branch in which he displays his
tour of South America in 1941. A gift to the best advantage. Why
quote from a review says:
not drop in at his studio on Park
“To demonstrate what an over street and see some of his work and
whelmingly active sort Miss Law
talk with him? You’d find it high
rence was before her trouble, we
ly interesting. I promise you that.
are shown the young lady riding
♦ ♦ • *
horseback from her family’s cattle
David LeGage who has recently
station, to compete in a village
returned home from a period of
singing contest, hurrying to Paris !
service in Korea, told me that just
to shine up her pipes, and plung
before he left he heard the ROK
ing into opera with an impressive
Naval Symphony under the direc
enthusiasm. After doing every
tion of John S. Kim of whom 1
thing from Madame Butterfly to
have been telling you. David paid
Isolde . . . our heroine is strcken
high tribute to Mr. Kim. not only
and then comes a hard battle for
for his outstanding musicianship
recovery, supervised by her hus
but for his charm and delightful
band, who is, fortunately, a doc
personality—he spoke, too. of his
tor.” The role of Miss Lawrence
radiant smile which impresses all
is played by Eleanor Parker, and
who come in contact with Mr. Kim.
imitated vocally off-screen by
I note from Musical America that
Eileen Farrell. Arthur told me
that the singing is glorious and three American-born artists—Sey
this I can well believe since Miss mour Bernstein, pianist: Kenneth
Farrell is today one of our coun Gordon, violinist; and Richard
try’s finest sopranos. The film is Kay, ’cellist—will perform in the
10-week music festival to be held
done in CinemaScope.
in Seoul. Korea, beginning June 13.
• • * •
Lillian Whitmore has sent me a The three musicians will appear in
complete program of the Boston solo and chamber recitals and also
Arts Festival. June 4-19. which is with the ROK Nava! Symphony. It
most interesting since it lists not is believed that the trio are the
only the immediate attractions of first American-born musicians to
the Festival but many offerings tour Korea before a civilian audi
commencing during the Festival ence.
When Arthur Perry was home
recently, he told me that he had
just seen the film. -Interrupted
>> v.
i
.t , r
r
Melody, ’ based on the life of Mar-

period and continuing through into
September. Looking over the list
of exhibitors, it pleased me to note
the name of Myron Nevelson, 4
Linden street, Rockland, Maine:
•‘Neptune’s Encounter,” which I

The ROK Naval Symphony was
formerly the Seoul Philharmonic,
the latter having been founded in
1945. Mr. Kim has been conductor
since 1947. The Philharmonic became the ROK Naval Symphony in

PORT CLYDE

The Leslie Sissons of Stoneham.
Mass., have arrived at their home.
Hupper’s Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hoedtke of
Melrose. Mass., are spending a few
da's at their cottage. Marshall
Point.
Miss Norma Clark of Thomaston
has employment at New Ocean
House.
A goodly number of graduates have marched across Rockland
auditorium stages to receive high school diplomas since the group
pictured above received theirs. The group shown made up the Class of
1922. While the names are not in order, class members were listed on
the back of the picture loaned The Courier-Gazette and are published
below:

Audrie Rlackington, Anna Tianen, Lorena Watson, Isabel Staples,
Howard E. Rollins, Ronald Lord, Blanche Weed, Margaret Williams,
Maxine Rlackington. Mary Beatou, Charlotte S. Weiss, Eleanor Day.
Margaret Long, Doris Lunt, Sophia Pollock, Adelaide Cross, Hazel

September, 1950, when it was sug
gested to the Korean Navy that the
Philharmonic should be adopted by
them in order for the orchestra to
be subsidized. At present, the 70,
u *
•
ahi
j
member orchestra, is still under
. ..
,4.
.
the auspices of the Navy, although
.
. .
- ,
plans are being made for the or. 4
4 ,
. .
,
chestra to be re-organized under
the recently formed Korean Symphony Society. When the orchestra changes hands, it will still receive a government subsidy.

In the

aforementioned

article, !

it states that one of the greatest
difficulties Mr. Kim has encount

ATTENTION POULTRYMEN

LIVE

POULTRY

WANTED

PLEASE CALL CHARLIE SHANE

Rockland Poultry Co., Inc.
ROCKLAND 1396 or 1360
We Are Also Looking for
Poultry Raisers

Small or Large. Terms To Meet Your Approval.
CALL NOW FOR FULL INFORMATION
4X-tf

ered. is obtaining instruments for
the orchestra. On a recent trip to
the United States he appeared on
the “Strike It Rich” program to
appeal for instruments, and he re
ceived many responses. The or
chestra at the present time gives
four or six concerts every month
of works from the standard repertory. So great is the demand for
J tickets that the 1200 seats of the
concert hall and the 800 places for
standees are always sold.
Mr.
Kim says that each concert in the
festival may have to be repeated
four times to accommodate the demand for tickets.

duct master classes in Seoul, as
well as perform in many of the
smal towns in Korea. The Special-!
ists Division of the United States |
State Department and the Korean
« .
• ,
Svmphony Society are jointly spon,*
.
‘
.
soring the trip. The three will in,
troduce works that have not been ,
,
,
,,
„ ,
.
heard in Korea before—Brahms 1
.
First Piano Concerto and the I
Double Concerto; the Dvorak Cello
Concerto, and Gershwin’s “Rhap- j
i
sody in Blue.”
Mr. Kim also plans to produce |
“Aida” in Korea with Korean art-'
ists. Though many popular operas
had been formerly presented in
Seoul, this will be the first operatic presentation since the Com-j
munist invasion.

“Fave Painters of America,” one
of whom was Andrew Wyeth. In
of
Wyeth’s paintings I
noted these which were shown in
his exhibit at the Farnsworth Art
Museum—Road
to
Friendship,
John Olson’s Funeral, Mother
Archie’s Church. Arthur Cleveland,
i Christina

Olson.

Wind

from

The three Americans will con- Sea, Spindrift. Soaring.

heels to the

high-priced cars?

The Motoramic Chevrolet
The other low-priced
ears aren't even in
the running!

Land you're gone!
ITS EXCITEMENT ON WHEELS!
the accelerator ever so gently . . .
and you’re gone! 1 hat's the way it
in

the

Motoramic

Chevrolet.

When your toe says “Let s go,"’ a

hoodlul

of

explodes

horsepower

into action, putting a new kind of

lun in your driving life!
RECORD-SMASHING ACTION!

That's what you

Weed. Soaring Turkey Buzzard, rigorous discipline of his crafts
Beckie King and James Loper, manship that keeps the lid on pes
A reproduction of Spindrift is simism and on a sort of wild nosshown in the program.
| talgia for the lost and for the dis
_
t
placed.’’
On the art page of a recent New
.
This is a brief paragraph but t
York Sunday times, this paragraph
. , .
was noted, in connection with a says much, and presents Andrew
,,
~ , Wyeth’s work in as clear a light as
Wyeth exhibit at Knoedler s Gal,
I said heretofore. His work, indeed,
lery:
I perhaps anything that has been
“Fame has come so easily, and
frank, secretive, disquieting, imagiso deservedly, to Andrew Wyeth
' native, nostalgic, “stoically rothat there should be no further
1 mantic” and there is always ab
ne<'d
Point out his two Principal solute realism. We can readily
<>uaHties as an ar‘isU an “"fo
understand why he is called one of
in« competence of hand and a rich America’s foremost artists, by
vein of stoically romantic feeling. some of the foremost.
Both are conspicuous in the large
» » • •
retrO9pective of his landscapes,
The fifth edition of “Grove’s
with or without figures, now on
Dictionary of Music and Musi
view at Knoedler’s.
Wyeth’s
cians” is out, and it is something
realism is as absolute as could be
to note. The dictionary consists of
wished. But moving speedily as
nine volumes, with over 8500
he does, from pitiless observation
pages, and it represents the most
to a burden of deep, and often dis
thorough revision since its initial
quieting, imaginative ideas, from
publication
in
four
volumes
whose expression a sense of strain
(1878-89 ). Nearly half the ma
is not always absent, he by no
terial is new (5000 new entries,
means relies on his eyes alone. He including over 250 extensive new
is at once the frankest and most
articles.) In America the set costs
secretive of artists. It is only the
$127.50. And it is considered the
musicians’ bible. This new edi
tion's editor is musicologist Eric
Blom, and the publication is fore
most English.
I am told that Liberace does
not appear in the “L” section!
(or anywhere else in the huge dic
tionary for that matter!).
Who was Mr. Grove? Mr. Grove,
born in 1820, became Sir George
t
/M
in 1883. H»‘ started out an engital Palace and annotated the proScCRtMR/AL
neer, assisted in building the Crysgrams of the concerts played
COURSE WITH
there.
From those notes, Sir
I George went on to books and dic
THE ABC
tionaries.
SHORTHAND

The light turns preen . . . you nudge

is

the |

Trodden

V/ho's showing its

,t

i

Nell Tolman has sent me

program of a loan exhibition held
at the Worcester Art Museum,

Nutt, Hugh B. hnow, Herman M. Hart, Alice Koster, Adella G. Crosby,
Jesse I.. Demant, George Sleeper, Shirley Hurd.
Sam Rogers, Ella Collins, Daurice Plummer, Harold Staples, John
Shapiro, Phyllis Browne, Gertrude Saville, Helen McLoon, Sara Hunter,
Lenore Benner, Thurston Spear. Douglas Hall.
Helen Benner, Hazel Marshall, Prentiss Aylward, Kathleen Suketorth, Nora Nelson, Edith Gillis, Ada Barbour, Kenneth Hurd, Fred
Gray, Dorothy Cooper, Julia Young, Ernest Crie.
Frances Kirkpatrick, Curt Elwell, Helen MeWhinnie, Kenneth Titus,
Ira Curtis, Jeff Mealey, Ralph Glendenning, Austin York, Evelyn Cohen.
Marie Wooster, Wallace Storts, Mildred Oxton. Madeline Ames.

with Chev

get

JUNE

Good jobs need YOU! You can
quickly qualify. Earn $1000 or
MORE, EXTRA.' Complete Secretarial training features easy ABC,
SPELDWR1T1NG shorthand. 1 ?0
wpm. Save 6 to 8 months! You can
be earning big money as a secretary
while others are still struggling
with old-fashioned symbol short
hands. One low fee includes all
< nurses you need to qualify for
top-paying Secretarial
positions.
I ree Placement. Classes now' formtng. Day or eve. Come, observe,

June! Gladdest time of all the
year!
When sunshine, flowers and birds
return again.
When the great wave of life comes
rushing back
And covers hill and dale with
living green.
Breaking in myriad blossoms on
the apple trees
While singing winds toss far the
blossom-spray.

TODAY. Write, visit or phone.

Rockland School
of Commerce
73&87&101&107

June! Bridal month of the new
year!
When earth bedecks herself in

recent NASCAR* stock car com

rolet showed its heels to all other
low-priced cars.

In

the

one-mile

straightaway run. the first two cars
— and six ol

Chevrolets!

the first ten — were

And

in

acceleration

runs from a standing start against
all comers. Chevrolet beat all other

low-priced cars — and every highpriced car except one!

v; -

Even A Millionaire
Couldn’t BUY.

betterMADE
MEDICINE

A

A'S’lL,

TREAT YOURSELF TO ADVENTURE
Come in and drive the car that is

making 1955 famous lor fun—the

Q-t

Motoramic Chevrolet.
Th* B*l Air Sport Coup*. With Body by Fithor.

*Nobonol Auoc'oho.i For Stock Cor Av.'o Roong.

X

55 PACEMAKER

A little Ming “miracle” of modern medicine is the way the cost
of life-saving drugs hns been brought down within the means of
every one. Yes—nothing so valuable to you costs so little as pre
scribed medicine. It is a fact that your prescription dollar buys
MORE CURE today than ever before. Recovery is surer—
swifter—saving you th»* expense of a protracted illnes and loss of
income. Our policy oi pricing prescriptions on the cost of the
ingredients plus a nominal fee for professional service assures
a fair and «*quitable price. Yet, even a millionaire couldn’t buy
better-made medicine.

STEALING THE THUN DELL FROM THE HIGH-PRICED CARS!

SEAVIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

PRESCRIPTION
OR

MCCARTY

606 MAIN ST

VINALHAVEN PORT DISTRICT

Rockland to Vinalhaven
SIMMER SCHEIHU;

NORTH HAVEN
l*ORT DISTRICT

Daily Except Sunday E.D.T.
From June 1 to June 19

Lv.
Ar,
Lv.
Ar.
Lv.
Ar.
Lv.
Ar.

rolet's new “Turbo-Fire \ 8"! In the

petition at Daytona Reach, Chev

STATE OF MAINE
June 6, 1955
COUNTY OF KNOX. SS.
Taken on
execution wherein
Sherman H. Rubenstein of Rock
land in the County of Knox, afore
said, is plaintiff and Minerva Gray
Fifield of said Rockland is defend
ant. and will be sold by public auc
tion on the twenty-ninth day of
July, 1955 at two o’clock in the af
ternoon, at the office of the Sher
fair array
iff for said County, in the Court
With roses in tffe hedges and by House at Rockland, aforesaid, all
the stream,
the right in equity which the said
Among the daisies and within Minerva Gray Fifield has or had
the woods.
on the twenty-fifth day of August
Roses, full-blown, and roses at 1954 at 6.45 in the forenoon, when
the bud,
the same was attached on the orig
Upon whose petals glows the inal writ, to redeem the following
deepening blush
described mortgaged real estate,
Of Nature, on her merry birdal
situate in said Rockland, to wit:
morn.
A certain lot or parcel of land,
June! Richest time of all the year! together with buildings thereon,
Fullest of promise of the things beginning at the westerly corner
of land formerly of heirs of John
to be.
When every weary heart or heavy Spalding at the easterly side of
the road leading from Ephraim
head
Is lifted and rfreshed at thy glad Perry’s to the Thomas Randall
house, now called Trinity Street;
spring.
Forgot is pain, forgot the sad re thence forth. 55 deg., east by said
Spalding land. 10 rods, more or
gret.
When forth into the sunshine’s less, to northerly corner of same;
thence north. 35 deg. west. 3 rods
golden light
We wander, happy, and contended and 22 links, more or less, to land
formerly of said Ephraim Perry;
just to live.
thence south, 55 deg. west, by said
By Beulah Sylvester Oxton.
(From “Beauty and Spirit’’ 1927> Perry land, 10 rods more or less,
to the street aforesaid; thence
south, 35 deg. east, by said road. *
3 rods and 22 links, more or less,
Shell Asphalt
to the place of beginning; contain
ing 39 square rods, more or less.
Plant For Maine
Also another lot or parcel of
An asphalt plant to serve the, land situate in said Rockland, to
wit:
growing needs for this material { Beginning at stake in the north
in this section of New England is erly side of Trinity Street, at
northwesterly corner of land of
now under construction at South James Jones, thence north 31 deg.
Portland, and scheduled for com west, 86 feet to a stake at land of
Lucy H. Hatch, thence north, 51
pletion early this summer W. J. I deg. 30 min. east, about 10 rods
Holland, district
manager an- j to land of John Grant; thence
southeasterly by said Grant land
nounced today.
Facilities of the plant include I to that of Joseph T. Young. 101
feet to land of said Jones; thence
about 3.000.000 gallons of storage, I south. 56 deg. 30 min. west by said
cargo lines, and heating and blend-1 Jones land, 10 rods to place of
ing equipment. Various grades of beginning.
Being the premises described in
asphalt, including hot asphalt, will I
be available at the plant for ship Book 308, Page 431, Knox Regis- £
try of Deeds.
ment. by tank truck, tanker andl
Said real estate is subject to
barge. Transportation by drums mortgage given by the said Min
erva Gray Fifield to Rockland
will be provided later.
Shell now has eight similar Loan & Building Association o: said
plants across the U. S. at Fall Riv Rockland, recorded in said Knox
County Registry of Deeds. Book
er.
Mass.;
Knoxville,
Tenn.: 308, Page 431, on which is said to
Moorehead City, N. C.; Jackson be due about three hundred dol
ville and Fort Everglades, Fla.; lars.
P. WILLARD PEASE
Sewaren, N. J.; Willbridge. Ore.;
Sheriff of Knox County
and Harbor Island, Wash: Another
Dated at Rockland. June 6, 1955
plant is planned for Pasco, Wash.
69-Th-75
Asphalt also is supplied directly to
customers from the company’s re
fineries.

SPECIALISTS
Res Pmarm
ROCKLAND

North Haven
Rockland
Rockland
North Haven
North Haven
Rockland
Rockland
North Haven

7.00 A M
8..15A. M.
9.20 A. M.
10.35 A. M
12.20 P. M.
1.35 P. M
3.SOP. M.
1 45 P. M.

BOAT VINALHAVEN U
Monday through Saturday
June 1 to OctoN'r 1

Leave Rockland
9.30 A.M.
Arrive Vinalhaven
10.50 A.M.
Leave Rockland
3 30 P.M.
Arrive Vinalhaven
4.50 P. M.
Sunday Only, Starting Jnne 26
Leave Rockland
8.45A.M.
Arrive Vinalhaven
10.05 A.M.
Leave Rockland
5.00 P.M.
Arrive Vinalhaven
6.20 P. M.

From June 20 to Sept. 15

BOAT MARY A

Lv. North Haven
7.00 A. M.
Ar. Rockland
8.15 A. M.
Lv. North Haven
12.20 P. M.
Ar. Rockland
1.35 P. M
Leave Rockland Mon., Wed.,
Thurs. and Sat.
9.20A.M. and 3.30P.M.
Arrive North Haven
10.35 A.M. and 4.45 P.M.
Leave Rockland Tuee & Fri.
9.20 AM and 5.00 P.M.
Arrive North Haven
10.35A.M. and 6.15 P.M.

Monday through Saturday
June 1 to September 10

Starting Sunday, June 26 to
September II Inclusive
Will run Sundays leaving
Rockland at 8.30 A.M.; Arriv
ing North Haven 9.45 A. M.
Leave North Haven at 3.45
P. M ; Arriving Rockland at
5.00 P. M
Leave Rockland at 5.00 P.M ;
Arriving North Haven at 6.15
P. M
June 25th to Sept. 10th inclu
sive, extra trip from North
Haven every Saturday P. M.
Leaving North Haven at 5 30
P. M.; Arriving Rockland 6.45
P. M.
(Subject to change without
notice)
65-67 &69-Th-tf

Leave Rockland
7.45 A. M.
Arrive Vinalhaven
9 00 A. M.
Leave Rockland
2.15 P. M.’
Arrive Vinalhaven
3.30 P. M.
•Tuesday and Thursdays only.

Vinalhaven to Rockland
BOAT VINALHAVEN II

Monday throagh Saturday
June 1 to October 1

Leave Vhia'.haven
7.00 A. M.
Arrive Rockland
8.20 A.M.
Leave Vinalhaven
12 45 P M.
Arrive ^fckland
2.05 P M.
Sunday Onl>, Starting June 26
Leave Vinalhaven
3.30 P.M.
Arrivo Wbckland
4.50 P. M
BOAT MARY A
Monday through Saturday
June 1 to September 10
Leave Vinalhaven 4.15 P.M.’
Arrive Rockland
5.30 P.M.
•Starting June 25 will leave
Vinalhaven Saturday at 5.30
P. M. Instead of 4.15 P. M.
65-67*69-Th-tf

1* «=
Tiwsdoy-Thursdoy-Saturddy
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active interest in delinquency

Unity Raceway

PROBLEM TAKEN BY THE

Season Opens

EDUCATIONAL CLUB
Mrs. George Moody and Mrs. The different school organizations
Mildred Teel, assisted by Mrs. prove this.
Boy and girl scout leaders care.
Lina Carroll entertained the Wom
Their summer camps are ex
an’s Educational Club with a de
amples of this. There are neigh
lightful picnic session at her Lucia bors who care and are interested
Beach cottage Friday, 25 members in devising methods and plans to
being present. The hospitality of
arouse the interest of neighbor
this beautiful place is outstanding, hood children.
as was the lovely landscape, and
We should try to build emotion
a perfect day. Mrs. Mildred Teel, al stability. A well rounded devel
V the president, chaired the business opment means you take the skills
session.
and abiities of the child and help
The matter of the various com him to grow. Place within the
mittees was discussed, members grasp of the child, the sense of be
appointed, places of meetings an ing loved and wanted so that he
nounced and plans made for the en has no need to say that he is un
suing year. Program committee: loved. unwanted and misunder
Mrs. George Moody, chairman, as stood.
sisted by Mis. Emma Bradstreet
Teen-«agers need understanding
and Mrs. Marguerite Grind-l-e. All and support, and they will prize
members were asked to participate and respect the parents, who show
in selecting sipeakers. Finance a sympathetic interest in their
committee Mrs. Carolyn Sleeper, problems.
chairman; Ways and Means com
Families must learn to play and
mittee, Mrs. Jennie Feyler; music
pray together. Playing and pray
committee, Mrs. Bertha Young,
ing leads to perfect living.
chairman, assisted by Miss Mabel
A picnic lunch followed the af
Holbrook; floral committee, Mrs. ternoon session.
^Emma Bradstreet, Mrs. Helen
Mrs. Bertha Young improvised
Gregory, and Mrs. Helen Coffey.
a program for the evening enter
It was also decided to elect a com tainment. Mrs. Mary Taylor re
mittee to collect dues.
Word
cited the 91st psalm. Mrs. Sleep
critic, Mrs. Emma Bradstreet.
er gave a humorous story of her
It was decided by vote of the
early life. Mrs. Bradstreet read a
members, to make Canada, our
selection “Our Flag’s Ultimate
neighbor on the north, subject for Design.” by Capt. Samuel C. Reed.
study during the year, also to carry Mrs. Young read a selection “I
on the writing of papers on “The Won’t Sell My Citizenship” and
Little Assembly. After the busi “God Bless America.”
ness meeting was satisfactorily
settled, memory verses went the
Lakewood Season
rounds.
The speaker of the afternoon,
Rev. Kathleen Weed of Friendship, In Second Week
presented a most interesting talk
Law'rence Fletcher will star
around the theme of juvenile de- again in the second production of
. linquency. “We are pretty much the 55th season at Lakewood
* interested in what is happening to Theatre, starting Monday, June 27.
«ur boys and girls today. A little The play, “Honeymoon For Three”,
boy was asked the question as to will be directed by Henry Rich
why he did all the naughty things ards. Matinees will be held Wed
he did, he answered, “Oh, who nesday and Saturday afternoon.
cares?” This is a basic question,
The three-act comedy, written
who cares?
by E. V. Tidmarsh, promises the
Many many problems confront central figure, played by Fletcher,
parents today. Too many movies, in “Honeymoon For Three”, is a
funny books and crime shows story of a man who unwittingly
shown on TV might lead to spend finds himself on his honeymoon
ing much time in thought, on these with two wives. The ensuing cir
forms of entertainment and prove cumstances make for a story with
harmful. There are other things more than the usual share of
harmful, lack of principle and laughs. Another leading character
standards of living ni the home- in the play, is William Hemming,
life. It would be wise to see to it the butler, played by Tom TyrreU,
that family chores are attended or a Lakewood player for the current
^faeed up to daily. This promotes season. Other important roles will
.stability and a sense of responsi be handled by Louis Girad, Doro
bility. These and other difficulties thy Elder, Susan Willis, Judith
have to be met, faced and over Paige, Willard Giles, Lucinda Huff
and Russell Swafford.
come.
Miss Willis arrived at Lakewood
Insecure and
broken homes,
wrong adjustments; these cause this week after a busy winter of
something to break in the heart touring, radio and television work.
of a child. A notable thing is being She had had important roles on
able to adjust the living standards TV’s “One Man’s Family” and
in the home to the family income. “The Paul Winchell Show”, to
The child’s atttitude towards mon name only two.
The third production, beginning
ey is fostered in the home life.
This leads to an interest in family July 4, will have Skedge Miller,
principle and right standards of one of the most popular stars to
play at Lakewood, as the star
living.
Young people have a strong in “The Tender Trap”. Lawrence
Fletcher will also star.
sense of companionship.
One of the largest audiences in
Some people have a small sense
of responsibility, even if they have history of the Lakewood Theatre
the capabilities. But the majority was on hand Saturday evening
when the curtain went up on
of parents care.
Teachers care what become of “Time Out For Ginger”, starring
the boys and girls in their classes. Lawrence Fletcher, with Ruth
Elder and the Lakewood Players.
Supporting stars who turned out
equally wonderful parts were:
Nancy Devlin, Jay Easton, Fran
•to Htdtoud Boitorv
ces Woodbury, Tom Tyrrell, Louis
Girard, Lucinda Huff and Willard
Giles.
Fletcher and Miss Elder are at
Lakewood for a special three week
engagement. They will appear next
in “Honeymoon For Three”, an
other comedy which promises to
be a smash-hit.

EAST FRIENDSHIP

Mo
CJutait wndetz

The friendly Manger Hotel i, just
a hop, skip and jump from
BUNKER HILL • OLD NORTH CHURCft
THE WARSHIP CONSTITUTION
AT THE NAVY YARD
Welcome to Boston’s newest, most
convenient hotel. Direct entrance
from North Station, adjacent park
ing. Every one of the 500 light,
airy rooms has its own hath and
radio.
FROM

$5.50 Single * 58 00 Double

NORTH STATION BOSTON

FOR RESERVATIONS
Telephone Capital 7-2600
or write or wire
Walter A. Henkel. Cen. Mgr.
o

Other Monger Hotels in:
Mow York, N. Y. • Wesbin««en. 0 C.
Beoten, Moti • CkvoloM, Ohie
•echostor. M. Y. • Grond
Mick.

Mr. Perkins, with some of the
boys of Lancaster, Mass., arrived
Saturday at Camp Oceanward. Dr.
Perkins and the patients will ar
rive June 30.
Albert Marshall of Boothbay
Harbor called Thursday on his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. R. J
Marshall.
Edna Matson has employment
during the summer at Frank Mil
ler’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Huntley and
Mrs. Emery Philbrook and daugh
ter Emily of Camden were evening
callers at Frank Miller’s.
Last Thursday we were visited
by a shower of hailstones large
as quarters. Many never saw such
large hailstones.
A family party took place Sat
urday evening at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Matt Anderson, in honor
of Father’s Day for Mr. Anderson
and the birthday of Walter Seppala.
A pleasant evening was
spent and refreshments served
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Austin Wuori and Dorothy Sarri
Matson. Mr. and Mfs. Walter Seppala and Mr. and Mrs. Anderson.
A crew from Bath was here
workig Sunday on a cottage being
built for Mr. and Mrs. Floyd El
well.

Page PeveS

Washington were Saturday callers
at the Maddock’s home.

NORTH SEARSMONT
I

JEANNE MAKER TO EXHIBIT

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hook of
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Fuller and DOLLS IN CONNECTICUT SHOW
Melrose, Mass., were at the Hook
daughter of Appleton called on his
Waterville stock
car
driver Homestead over the weekend and mother. Mrs. Agnes Fuller, at the
George Silva ran ahe#d of a mod had as their guest. Miss Gracia Merriam home Sunday.
erate field of stock cars at Unity Randall of Boston.
Clarence Simmons of Belmont
Raceway Sunday afternoon to win
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Robbins of has been engaged to do extensive
the opening race of the seventh
repair work at the Hook home,
season at the Unity track. Silva ♦♦♦♦♦♦
starting when his present work is
out-performed Dick burgess and ;
FftllNDLIIST
completed.
Mac Tillson who gave him a close
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Collins of
race. Tillson was second and Bur t
PLAN
Union were Sunday callers at the
gess third. Silva and Burgess
Maddoeks.
IN TOWNI
sparked the qualifying heats as ♦
Callers at the Merriam home
well as the final. A spectators race
Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Fred
was a crowd pleaser with track
Schofield and Mrs Ann Thomp
owner Ed Knowles taking a dare
son of Belmont and Mrs. Josephine
from one of the drivers to race his
Grady of Belfast. Mrs. Grady is
Cadillac in the event.
a niece of Mr. Merriam.
Knowles and Ace Jolicour of
Waterville tangled in the second
j
WEEK
•
lap of the event with severe dam
age to Knowles convertible. The fBITLER CAR h HOME SUPPLY ♦
RUBBER STAMPS
impromptu affair with Knowles A >09 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND A
TeL <71
participation brought howls of de-i
ANY BIZI
light from the stands and was as ,
The diorama pictured above is field House at Guilford. Conn. It
On Order el
well received as the stock car pro-;
GOOD VI AM
a scene submitted by Mrs. Jeanne shows family life as possibly lived
gram. Other informal races will ■
TIRES
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Maker of Spruce Head to the doll in 1650. Father is seated on a
be staged during the coming sea
contest at the
Henry Whit- ladder back chair busily carving a
son.
In announcing plans for the re
mainder of the season officials ■
commented on the number of new
cars being built and promised a;
field of good cars for next weeks i
program. It is expected that many ,
of the old favorites will he on hand
for next weeks feature which will
SHOP start at 2.30 p. m.

CREDIT

{terms as low
I25 A

I

Baby sister in her faded hand
me down dress hugs her doll in her
arms. Mother sits on the fireplace
settle and looks on with amuse
ment.
The settle is decorated on
drawers and panels and sides in
punch work in an early scroll pat
tern. Every family had a high
backed settle alongside the fire
place about which the family lived.
The scene is complete, even to the
colorful braided rug on the wide
board floor and the child’s ladder
back chair with the woven seat.
Altogether it makes a remark
ably authentic picture of Puritan
life in the early days of this coun
try.
Mrs. Maker is the creator of the
Maine kitchen of 1900 that caused
so much comment at the Hobby
Show of last April at th Farnsworth
Museum
It was considered, the
main attraction.

Kte.p Maine Green!

SUMMER

ECONOMY

CLOTHES

doll for his daughter, who is hang
ing to the back of the chair in
thrilled anticipation.

ROCKLAND

SEARSMONT
Mrs. Nettie Lassell of Wakefield,
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Lassell and Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Lassell of Saugus. Maas., were last
weekend visitors of their relatives,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Nelson.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Macken
zie attended the guest officers’
night at Georges River Grange.
June 15, when Mr. MacKenzie was
guest lecturer.
Miss Candace McGray vf Belfast
is visiting her uncle and aunt, Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Plaisted.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Howard, and
family have moved to Belfast.
Charles Jones remains very ill
at his home here.
Mrs. Angie Kimball of Rockland
visited Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Har
riman last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Morse and
son Jimmie called on their aunt.
Mrs. Ada Howard SundayMf. and Mrs. Lawrence Harri
man were weekend visitors of her
aunt. Mrs. Marie Crockett in Ando
ver, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles MdeKenzie
were Sunday visitors of his brother
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Bertram
MacKenzie and little son Earl©
in Jefferson.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Storti were
weekend visitors in Lynn, Mass.
Mrs. Susie Braley and Mrs. Min
nie Broun, both of Belfast and Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Wood of Morrill
were recent callers on Mf. and
Mrs. Charles Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman
and Mrs. Angie Kimball were re
cent supper guests of Mr. and Mis.
Raymond Harriman and family in
Thomaston.
Neighborhood Night was held
with Victor Grange June 16, with a
good attendance. Visitors from
Mystic, Honesty, South Montville
and Union Harvest Granges were
present. Supper was served before
the meeting.
The WSCS met at the home of
Mrs. Sidney Harriman, June 14,
with six members presentThe
regular business meeting wa»s held.
The Maine State Library Book
mobile will stop at the Searsmont
Post Office on Tuesday, June 2M,
from 11.15 to 11.45 a. m.

SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. Doris Maxey, Mrs. Olive
Fales and Mrs. Edna Barrett at
tended the Legion Auxiliary meet
ing in Augusta Friday.
Twenty members of the Libby
family were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Smith in Cushing Sun
day in observance of Father’s
Day. Four generations of the fam
ily were present to partake of tho
bountiful dinner.
Mrs. Marion Wood has returned
from a visit with friends in Milli
nocket, where she attended the
Stearns High School graduation,
and in Bangor, the Canty-Peters
wedding.
Charles Copeland. Nettie Cope
land. Doris Maxey and Olive Fales
were among the 176 present to ex
tend congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Willis Moody on their Golden
Wedding observance on Tuesday.

PLEASANT POINT
Recent guests of Mrs. Susan
Bannon were her brother, Captain
Harold Taylor of Nahant. Mass.,
and Dr. and Mrs. Clark of Kit
tery.
Mrs. Maud Stone is visiting in
Portland.
Mr and Mfs. Everett Davis and
Mrs. Susan Bannon motored to
Boothbay Harbor Sunday.
Mrs. James Conners has re
turned from a trip to Quebec.

People who complain they never
had a chance probably would be
afraid to take a chance if they
Walter Teel of Port Clyde is 111. had the opportunity.
ll£

LAST 3 DAYS
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

DUNGAREES

SALE ENDS

SANFORIZED
K Oz. — Zip Fly

to

SATURDAY NIGHT

22

16

JUNE 25
MEN’S
FADED DENIM

SLACKS
Sanforized. Elastic Back

BOYS’

MEN'S HOSE VALUE

SPORT SHIRTS

100% SPUN NYLON-Regular 85c

Short Sleeves - Sanforized
IT TO 1.19 VALI K
Beautifully Tailored

NOW 55c - - - - 3 Pair

BOVS’

BROWN

Arch Support

TENNIS SHOES
Sizes

BOYS' SWIM TRUNKS

and GREEN

BRIEF OR BOXER STYI.E.

Handsome
Colors.

77

SIZES 2 to 10

EXTRA SPECIAL

99c

NOW

MEN’S

SLACKS
Light or Dark
Summer Weights

Reg. 6.95 to 7.95

Same for Dad 1.44 MEN'S SWIM TRUNKS
Reg. 2.95 Grade — Special Purchase
BOYS- INLINEI)
JACKETS
Cannot Give You the
Manufacturer’s Name

MENS

Reg. 3.95 to 4.95

CASUALS
Cushion Heel
Sponge Insole
1 Colors
qq
EXTRA
I.OW
REG.
tIMI

(LOSE-OIT PKIfK

ONE
SPECIAL
GROUP

Sizes
2 to 10

T-SHIRTS - ATHLETIC
SHIRTS and BRIEFS

2 pair $9.00

Reg. 59c ea.—NOW

MEN’S

SLACKS

HASILAKI.E

Top Quality Rayon Gabardine

Work Hose

Men’s Sizes 9 to 12
200 Wool. Reg. Value 49c

REG. 2#e GRADE

3 pr. 1.00 5 pr. 1.00
pa

BOYS WESTERN STYLE
6 (OLORS
KEG. 7.95
N () W !

((Mil.

WORK SHIRTS

SUN TAN DUNGAREES
Zip Fly. Sanforized.
SALE PRICE

Reg. 2.45 Grade

00

UNCLE SAM

Athletic Socks

SPORT SHIRTS

LIGHT
HEIGHT

2 ,o'88c

N <) W

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE

MENS

WORK

2 pair $11.00

PANTS

Full Cut — Sanforized
Suntan, Gray' or Green
Top Grade Make

BOVS’

LONGIES
Sizes 4 to 16. Washable
Solid ( olors. Cheeks, Plaids

Sizes M to 16

1/7

Boys' WESTERN SHIRTS
FAMOl S • BIT F BELL” — MAVERICK
BEST MADE — BEST FITTING — 2 to 12

Regular 2.19.......... SPECIAL

Men's SWEAT SHIRTS

M KN’S

DUNGAREES
IO Or.. per sq. yd.
SANFORIZED
Famous

MEN’S

COMBED YARN

J 77

MENS
FULL CUT
Sanforized
(bam bray

TOP I Al.l E—SEE THESE

29 to 42

KEG. 2.99
N OW

NOW

Wonderful
Buy

WHITE - GRAY - MAROON NAVY - GREEN.

NYLON NE< K BANDS

Reg. Value 1.95 - LOW PRICE
BOYS ARMY STYI.E

‘TTT

Blue

'

MEN’S

BOVS’

JACKETS

CAMP SHORTS

IIEVERSIWIES
FACTORY CIAISE-OI T

— BOXER STYI.E —
Sun Tan, Brown, Green, Navy

Bell

2 to S

Reg. 9.95
BOYS'
TOP GRADE
H.2 ( HINO

NOW!!

Will Not

Fade

TOP
VALVE

PANTS
Sun Tan or Gray
Blur
39
Bell”

Take Advantage of This Item Now

100% WOOL
GRAY FLANNEL TROUSERS
14.95 to 16.95 Grades

FATIGUE PANTS
REGULAR 2.W — NOW

SAME IN MEN'S, REG. 2.98 - - - - 2.33
CANVAS

Work Gloves
Top Grade

5 pr. 1.00

Boys' Jerseys
2-Tone Collar.

Long Sleeves

S-M-I.
KEG. 1.79

M EX’S

"Truval" PAJAMAS
Pl’LLOVEK OR BITTOX. SAM ORIZED
Beautiful Pattern®. .All Size®. Top Value

$2.95 - ------- Buy Two For

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP

ROCKLAND
WALDOBORO

*
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Wadsworth are not at home for the
next few Sundays.
• • • •

V

Elliot Smith, who has been guid, ing at Spencer Bay. Moosehead
Lake, since ice-out is expected to
return to his home area soon “El”
says Moosehead angling ain’t been
so hot this season.
• • • •
JXKMOXr;'‘”

'

'

counts
r

.4
'

R . WAlDO

This week's mail brings another,
fine letter from “Peg” of Oyster
River. She inquires if I ever came
across a small woods plant called
“twin-sisters.” which bears blos
soms rivaling the arbutus in fra
grance.
I’ve never heard of it before.
Quite likely it has another name—
its true identity being disguised in
the local title.
There is a small and delicately
pink shaded orchid that I used to
find in moist and shady meadows
along Brendaro brook in Camden
that rivaled even the hot-house
carnation in its spicy fragrance.
It blossoms about this time of year.
* * * *
C. J. Dwyer of Tenants Harbor
extends a written invitation to
visit his place with my color
camera some fine summer day to
see his bird houses, feeding station
and pet frogs.
Here Is an area of the county I
rarely get to and dearly love. Will
try to get down at the very first
opportunity.
• • • •

One writer wishes to know what
a hen clam is and where they may
be found along the Knox County
shore. A hen clam is a large bi
valve similar in shape to a quahog
and growing to seven inches or
more long to weigh (shell and all)
up to a pound each.
Roy W. Miner's field book of
Seashore Like calls them abund
ant all along the Maine coast, a
condition which is not apparent in
my outdoor experience along the
shore.
I've dug them at Glen Cove,
Sheep Island and Clark Island and
doubtless they can be found at
many other places where deeo sar.d
prevails. Low drain tides are best.
The clam is loeated by the usual
hole in the sand, the size of the
hole being no indication of the size
of the "critter” who made it.
They make delicious chowder—
to my mind, rather superior to
the average commercial clam, and
six big clams will make a chowder
for a family of four. The "foot,”
a leathery heart-shaped organ in
side the shell, is not considered
edible because it is so tough.

__

Tyler

The shells can be bleached with
Clorox and make excellent ash
trays.
• • • •

Several comments on the Koob
Eton letters—most of them fa
vorable. Someone asked for a re
printing of the whole "Sportsmen's
Guide” series.
Best I can do for the present is
to have one letter each month.
The next one will be Koob's visit to
his old Indian friend Joe Domino
of Bucket Ridge—a letter about the
"Wissel Pig,” which is Koob’s
moniker for woodchuck.
• • • •

PAYNE

REPORTS

DU PONT

HOUSE PAINT
Du Pont ”40” starts dazzling white,
stays clean and bright! Rich in the
whitest paint pigment, titanium di
oxide, Du Pont House Paint makes
your home look ’’just painted” . . .
for years!

★ Durable, beautiful... the whitest white
★ Protects against rust and rot
★ Excellent coverage, exceptional hiding

*559
OAL
in S-Gal. cans

for trim color* that stay

bright—resist fading . . .
Use Du Pont DULUX

Trim

and Shutter Paint.

★ Popular fade-resistant colors, too

STUDLEY HARDWARE CO.
TEL. 20

THOMASTON, ME.

PAINTS

for

Warden Winn Gordon of this
area tells me that all pheasant
rearing applicants must release
their birds on notice from the de
partment. In years past some ap
plicants have been known to hold
birds long past the six weeks rear
ing period.
This handicaps the birds seri
ously from becoming necessarily
wild before the hunting season
opens and makes poor sport for
hunters who do not care to shoot
tame pheasants.

SENATOR

white bouses
whits for ycots!

EVERY PURPOSE

a chance to
'and

By the time this gets into print
the 1955 black bass season will be
wide open—the date of fly-fishing |
and three fish per day expiring on
June 21.
First event in the open season i
will be the Megunticook Fish and •
Game Association’s “20 Mile Ra-.
dius” fishing derby, which takes!
in all the best fishing waters of
the area.
I predict the Georges River sys
tem will produce the biggest bass
and probably the biggest fish—and
I’m going after it myself.
The Megunticook Derby is next
Sunday, June 26.
• • • •

It appears from the recently re
ceived stocking program for 1955
that Fish Pond in South Hope is
to receive a trial shot of brown
trout. This is news—Fish Pond
with its leaky dam has long been
an outcast among Knox County
fishing waters and next to Lily
Pond in Rockport is probably the
lightest fished waters in this area.
I am told it contains some mighty
husky bass.
The introduction of browns in
Fish Pond will mean (quite obvi
ously) . there will soon be browns
in Quiggle Brook, and many of,
them will find their way to Craw-|
Quoddy
ford Lake before another season
The Senate last week authorized
rolls around.
$3-million survey to determine
• • • •
the economic soundness of the
Harry Fullerton. ’Weskeag’s per- Quoddy Tidal Power Project. The
ennial flounder king, has arrived approval came after the Senate
from Connecticut. His Father’s Foreign Relations Committee had
Day catch of several included two reported favorably the Joint Resopounders.
lution calling for the survey, which
• • • •
Senator Smith and I introduced.
I am told that Hobb’s Pond in This Resolution is almost identical
Hope has been producing some nice to the one we introduced last year,
brown trout this season. (How but which was not considered by
about it Mr. Richards?.) Believe the House after passing the Senate
the little Hatchet Mountain gem is anc^ having been approved by the
booked
for
another thousand House Foreign Affairs Commitbrownies this year.
( tee. If it should pass the House
• • • •
' this Session, the survey could beWith Forest Lake screen already
within a few months, provided
replaced and Salt Pond screen now the President’s budget request for
being built by Walter Anderson $1-mill ion to begin the survey is
and Wally Sallinen things are look- aPProved by the Congress. The
ing better for fishing in the surveY would be carried out by
Friendship area.
the International Joint CommisNow it has been proposed that s*on’ which was created by the
Crystal Pond on Martin’s Point s^n’n8’ °f a treaty between the
have a trial shot of brown trout United States and Great Britain
and that Goose River on the Friend- in

ship-Waldoboro town line be added
to the brook trout program.
!
• • • •
WANTED AT ONCE
Stripers are reported in Maine
waters and a few mackerel have
50 Grocery wagon or buggy
been picked up by weirmen here
Beats, 50 m. top tables, old
hanging lamps, pine commodes,
and there.
chest of drawers, drop leaf
Elmer Curtis who weirs around
tables, one draw stands, old
dolls, picture frames, mechan j the Weskeag outlet tells me he beical
banks,
inside
window
lieves he saw a striper a week ago
blinds, chafing dishes, lord type
near Little Island and Henry Mills
beds, old glass ware and china
I has seen considerable action in the
or what do you have to sell?
< ddy next to his shore recently.
BID JORDAN
*
Local Atlantic salmon anglers
1 BROAD ST. PIACE
are making weekend trips to NarraROCKLAND, MAINE
guagua. This probably means that
TELEPHONE W4X-J
Carl Griffith, Ero Blom. Ronnie
75-Th-tf
Packard. Winn Brannon and Mark

HERE’S THE
BIG REASON WHY
YOUR ELECTRIC BILLS
ARE HIGHER TODAY

| offers

the

Evacution of Washington
The 15.000 top members of the
Executive Branch, led by President Eisenhower, evacuated Wash
ington last week in the first, fullscale test of how the Government
could continue functioning in the
event of an atomic or hydrogen
attack on Washington. For thre

days, the top leaders of the gov
ernment agencies and departments
carried on their duties from tem
porary quarters located up to 390
miles from Washington. Members
of ConRress and ,he Judicia|
branch did not participat(. jn the
test but continued working in
Washington. It has always seemed
to me that the Congress should
participate in these important tests
in order to insure an orderly con
tinuance of important legislative
work in the event of an attack on
the Capital. While we all pray
that no such attack will occur, it
is certainly vital that the entire
nation be aware of our Civil De
fense Program and the steps
which can be taken to protect lives
and insure the continuance of
essential industrial, military and
governmental functions during a
national emergency.
I was particularly pleased to
read of the great interest and par
ticipation by Maine citizens in
“Operation Alert,” especially in
the evacuation of Bangor. Under
the direction of Colonel Harry
Mapes, state director of Civil De
fense. Maine has made significant
progress in this important work.
Having served as a member of the
National Advisory Committee on
Civil Defense while Governor, dur
ing which time the State's Civil
Defense Act was passed, I havc
always felt that Civil Defense is
of vital importance to America if
she is to survive a possible atomic
war.
Maine

Coastal Survey

Last Thursday the Senate Com
mittee on Interstate and Fore’gn
Commerce, of which I am a mem' her. ordered favorably reported a
hill which I introduced on behalf j
of Senator Margaret Chase Smith
j and myself, calling for the con
struction of two Coast and G* odetic Survey Ships. I had the honor
of being selected by tho Commit
tee to make the report to the
Senate. Construction of the ships
would mean that a much needed (

aueiaye &owe
dewed 6y
ceded 5 tewed ad
wceett eCee&iicity
today ad ia J930

more than

60

major trade fields avail

able to qualified young men of
excellent character and background

who wish to obtain specialized
training in a modern technical skill!
Get the new edition!

"LIFE IN THE
UNITED STATES
NAVY'

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

CHECK THE ELECTRIC
SERVANTS IN USE
IN YOUR HOME

For more detaih, visit your

Navy Recruiting Station

free, al yotir recruiting office!

MRS. WINOLA COOPER COUNTY
SUBSCRIPTION WINNER IN

IN USE /

ROOM LIGHTING FIXTURES

CONCERT CONTEST

FLOOR AND TABLE LAMPS

The annual banquet of the Knox Mrs. Ambrose Cramer. Rockport,
County Community Concert Asso each brought in 31 new member
ciation was held in Universalist ships. The top winner for the
county was Mrs. Winola Cooper,
Church. John Sheldon. New York
Rockland, who brought in 64 mem
representative, outlined campaign berships. These included renewals
plans. Mrs. Lyford B. Ames, re and new subscriptions.
tiring secretary, having served
A bonus system is used in these
since the organization ten years subscription drives; for every five
ago. was presented a gift.
points a worker is entitled to a
Miss Frances Dailey, chairman free student subscription, and for
of nomination committee brought every 10 points is entitled to a free
in the following slate of officers, adult subscription, and they may
who were elected for the following do what they wish with these sub
year: Mrs. Fred A. Snow, presi scriptions. The 52 workers this year
dent; Wendell S. Hadlock, first have won a total of 90 free sub
vice president; Almon B. Cooper, scriptions.
These subscriptions
second
vice
president
and will be used among the workers’
campaign chairman; Mrs. Gilmore families and friends, and may not
Soule, third vice president; Hugh under any circumstances be re
M. Benner, secretary and Lendon sold.
Jackson, treasurer. Directors: Dr.
The Association would like to
C. H. Jameson. Robert Laite, Mrs. make it clear to each subscription
David Montgomery, Joseph L. holder that they may use their sub
Badger and Capen Abbott, Cam scription as they wish. If unable
den;
Mrs.
Ambrose Cramer, to attend a concert, they are per
Rockport; Mrs. Lawrence Day. fectly free to give them to a
Damariscotta; Mrs. Helen Wooster, friend, neighbor, etc. It is also
Waldoboro; Mrs. Mildred Berry, repeated that these subscriptions
Warren;
Miss
Isabel Abbott, are good all over the country, wher
Union; Mrs. Forest Stone, Thomas ever Community Concerts are pre
ton; Mrs. Harry Waterman, South sented. and where the city has
Thomaston; Mrs. Lyford Ames, accommodations for outsiders.
Mrs. Almon B. Cooper, Miss Ma Hugh M. Benner, secretary, Tel.
rian Ginn, and Gen. Kenneth Lord. 1562-M will have dates of other
Rockland; Mrs. Paul Files, Thom Maine concerts, and whether the
aston.
city has a reciprocal or not.
There were 52 workers this year,
This year the following concerts
and the result of their efforts are will be presented: Oct. 29, Boris
here shown. There were nearly 600 & Hobi (ballet), Camden Opera
adult and 150 student subscriptions House; Dec. 9, Robert Shaw
sold. The winners for new sub Chorale and Orchestra, Rockland
scriptions this year were both Community Building; April 23,
from Camden District; Mrs. Da Mario Braggiotti, (pianist-, Rock
vid Montgomery, Camden, and land Community Building.

TOASTERS

IRONS

havc suggested— and not without
some truth—that Senators, usual
ly known for carrying on long
floor debates, have been less talk
ative this session. At any rate, the
Senate is pleased that the usual
situation, with the House marking
time while the Senate completes
its business towards the end of the
session, may be reversed this
year.

job of resurveying could be carried
out along the
Maine coast,
especially the Gulf of Maine ar.d
Georges Bank.
The resurveying
would be of great aid to fishermen
because it would disclose changes
in the habitat of the fish and also
would uncover dangerous un
charted reefs where each year
much valuable fishing equipment
is needlessly lost.

|

COMMON ELECTRICAL DEVICES

PERCOLATORS

GRILLS
HEAT PADS

AIR HEATERS
RANGES

FANS
WAFFLE IRONS
OIL BURNERS

COOK POTS
EGG COOKERS

CORN POPPERS

CLOCKS
WATER HEATERS
REFRIGERATORS

WASHERS
IRONERS

VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS

WATER PUMPS
SEWING MACHINES

ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS
DEEP FAT FRYERS
COFFEE GRINDERS

............. .

..................

i

a

KNIFE SHARPENERS
HEATED GLASS TRAYS
GARAGE DOORS

AUTOMATIC CLOCK-RADIOS
BARBECUES (MOTOR-DRIVEN)
BROILERS

LIQUEFIERS

PORTABLE mixers
DEHUMIDIFIERS

GARBAGE DISPOSERS
DISHWASHERS
HOME WORKSHOP TOOLS
CLOTHES DRIER

AUTOMATIC WASHERS
FLOOR POLISHERS

POOD FREEZERS

ELECTRIC BED COVERS

TELEVISION
RECORD PLAYERS
ROASTERS

CABINET LIGHTS (KITCHEN)
ATTIC VENTILATING FANS
SIGHT SAVERS

CASSEROLES

SHAVERS

MIXERS
JUICE EXTRACTORS

AUTOMATIC IRONS
AUTOMATIC COFFEE MAKERS
AIR CONDITIONING

PIN-UP LAMPS
STUDENT LAMPS

VIBRATOR
ICE CREAM FREEZER

___ YARD FLOOD LIGHTS

Senators Enjoy Main** FroduetH

health lamps

At the invitation of Senator I
Margaret Chase Smith and myself
the members of the Senate recent- !
ly enjoyed a luncheon in the Senate
Dining Room, consisting of Maine
lobster. Maine potato chips and
Maine sardines.
The meal was
served last Friday and was re
ceived with the usual acclaim that
lobster and our other Maine prod
ucts enjoy.

HEDGE CLIPPERS
LAWN mower

hairdryer
ELECTRIC FRYING PAN
___ DOOR CHIMES

'

-

"

-----------------

—

FURNACE STOKER
KITCHEN EXHAUST FAN

About 3 times as many

Hurricane Bill

President Eisenhower signed into
law last Thursday, a bill which
authorizes th« Army Engineers to
conduct a survey of the New England and New York coastal and
tidal areas to determine means
of preventing future loss of lives
and property caused by hurricane
winds and tides. I co—sponsored
the bill, which was introduced by
Senator Prescott Bush of Connecticut.

home appliances are ready

to serve you today than were

’

$25, $100, $200 up to $1200

MONEY in 1 DAY

available in 1930 ... How many

On Your Name Only, or Other Plans

i
i
•

Senate Ahead of House

Senators are somewhat surprised
at the rapid pace legislation is,
moving through the Senate the,-e
days. For the first time in many
years the Senate is actually aheAd :
of the House of Representatives in i
completing work on the legislative I
business on hand.
Newspapers I

Get money for vacation expenses,
bills, or other purposes. Spread re
payment over a number of months
. . . you choose how many. Consol
idate present monthly payments . . .
have one lower payment each month.

Coma in or, to »v«

hma,

do you use?

phono tint

359 Main St., 2nd Floor
Above Imghton's Jowohy Store

Phon.: 1720

Lilt Insurants At No Additional Cost

PUBLIC LOAN
CORPORATION Of ROCKLAW

CENTRAL
POWER

AINE

OMFANY

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

No More Telltale

Income Tax Codes
For many years the Internal
Revenue Service and its predeces
sor. the Internal Revenue Bureau
have used symbols on the en
velopes in which tax bills were
mailed out to indicate what was
inside. That made it certain that
no one who ought to get a plain
1040 return got a higher-bracket
one, and that no city fellow got
a farmer’s blank.
Until last year, the symbols
were little stars and crosses. They
were unobtrusive, but they also
were hard to distinguish in the
mailing room. So last year IRS
went to town with symbols. An
under-$10,000 earner, single or
joint, got his return in a redstripped
envelope.
0ver-$10.000
earners got yellow-striped ones.
Green silhouettes of farmhouses
blossomed on the rural variety of
return.
A great cry of outrage went up
from people who didn’t want their
snappy neighbors to get a line on
their incomes. So next year the
IRS will go back to the tiny sym
bols, and no one will know how
how much you make but the pnymaster. your wife, the bank teller
who cashes your check, the stores
who sells you stuff on credit, and
the finance company who lends you
money on your automobile.

FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. O. D. fSvans have
arrived at their cottage for the
summer.

Mr. and Mrs. George feparks and
family arrived on Friday to spend
the summer at their cottage on
Mink Island.

Miss Avis Genthner and Ted
Pulsifer of Portland spent the
weekend with her father Roland
Genthner at his cottage Forest
Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Kimball are
visiting with Mr. and Mrs. Lew J.
Wallace this week.

Callers at the Ken Thompsons’ on
Sunday afternoon were: Mr. and
Mrs. Almon Hall. Mrs. Geneva
Hall and Mrs. Lillian Brown of St.
George. Mr. and Mrs. Peter Damborg and family of Augusta and
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Wallace of
Owls Head.
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Mid-Coast Roads Group Re-elects Nichols

Polio Clinics Set

Ts# Blamed For

For St. George
Owls Head, 'Keag
Superintendent Keith Crockett
reported on Tuesday that some

What is the death rate in this
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The newly elected slate of officers of the Maine Mid-Coast Route 1 Association are shown conferring
at the annual meeting of the association held Tuesday evening at the Thorndike Hotel in Rockland. From
left to right in the group are Clarence Race of Edgecomb, chairman of the highways committee; David
Nichols of ( aniden, re-elected to the presidency of th * association; Richard Willey of Ellsworth, newlyelected secretary and Edward Denny of Damariscotta, publicity chairman. A review of the work of the
association and consideration of future plans was included on the agenda of the Tuesday meeting. Vice
president Sumner Sewall of Bath was not present at the time of the picture.
experiences to be talked over.
Alton Calderwood took him
around the island in the afternoon
NORTH HAVEN ALUMNI SPEAKER
and he called on Mrs. Hanson
On Thursday evening, June 16. the past four years and more re Crockett, at whose home he spent
the North Haven High School ceived from the North Haven peo the year of 1913.
Alumni Association held its ban ple. Principal Smith, Rev. Mer
quet at Nebo Lodge with 68 mem riam and Miss Jordan also were LAWRY AND MARTIN'S POINT
bers and guests present. Mr. and called upon and responded with
The Extension Group of the Farm
Mrs. Lloyd F. Crockett and their brief but appropriate remarks.
Bureau went to Boothbay Harbor
assistants served a fine roast
Lieut. Col. Byron H. Smith of Friday on a remodeling tour of a
chicken dinner with all the fixings. Bangor, a former North Haven modern kitchen, color scheme and
President Alton S. Calderwood. principal in 1912 and 1913 who re storage space at the home of Mrs.
of the class of ’25. brought to mind called some of his experiences in Alice Hodgden. This was a very
that two of the 1955 graduates were this, the first school he ever taught, interesting modern kitchen and our
sons of 1925 graduates. Stanley of and what he learned here at North group enjoyed it very much.
Owen Grant; and Douglas of Irven Haven. He said that he owed North Those who attended were: Eda
Stone; also that 1938 was the year Haven, instead of receiving the $20 Lawry, Florence Hahn, Helen R.
the Alumni was organized, and of a week they paid him, $3.50 of Simons, chairman of the group,
the many happy gatherings that which he paid for board at the Gertrude Oliver. Olivia Hoffses,
had been held since then. He ad home of Frank Beverage.
Cassie Hyler. Katherine Jameson,
monished the “young” graduates
It was at North Haven, he said, Lavinia Whitney, Marie Lash. Nel
not to look on those of 50 years of he 1. arned after four years of high lie Davis, Thelma Bramhall. Marie
age and over, as old, as all too school in Washburn and two years Wotton. Olive Noyes and Abbie
soon they would be in that class at Colby College to really “con Stevens.
and considered “elderly” by the centrate.” That was his theme,
Mrs. Sidney Carter is confined
new graduates.
and he advised the graduates to to her home by illness and attend
Officers for the coming year are: get the habit, and the Alumni Asso ed by Dr. Frost.
President. Clarence E. Waterman. ciation to “concentrate” on what
Mrs. Stella Lawry has sold her
Jr. of Camden; vice president, they wanted for tlieir schools, and building, formerly used for a store.
George Young; secretary, Mer their young people.
Mrs. Hattie Wotton was a recent
cedes Calderwood Oldroyd and
Benediction and opening prayer dinner guest of Mrs. Melvin Lawry.
treasurer. Curtis Dickey.
were by Rev. George Merriam.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Allen of
The roll of classes was then
After singing “God Be With Miami. Fla., formerly of Fairha
called with remarks by Miss Sarita You, ’Til We Meet Again.” An ven, Mass., called on Mr. and Mrs.
M. Beverage of the class of 1908. other happy reunion was over until Clayton Oliver Thursday.
this being the first reunion she 1956. Mr. Smith then talked over
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Lash who
has been able to attend, because old times, and visits to distant have been in Stonington, have
of her work in Washington. D. C.; spots, with friends present, this be moved back to their home.
Clarence E. Waterman. Jr.. Sher- ing only his second short visit here
Mrs. Carrie McFarland was in
man Baird and former Principal in over 40 years, there were many Rockland Friday on business.
William R. Hopkins.
The class of 1955 selected Peter
Williams as their orator, who ex The Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
pressed appreciation for favors of
Answer Will Appear Next Issue

PRINCIPAL OF 42 YEARS AGO
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1
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In Maine wc always have
more or le.ss damp, rainy
weather.
The peeling and
blistering of house paint has
never been more evident
than at present. In the old
days your painter mixed his
own with white lead, a little
zinc and linseed oil. It never
peek'd or blistered. Today, it
is compounded with titanium
and other ingredients, minus
lead, which leads to cause
a lot of peeling and blister
ing.
Dutch Boy paint is made,
as it was formerly, with
white lead, zinc and pure lin
seed oil. The price is very
reasonable.

DUTCH BOY (100% White Lead) PAINT
Gallon cans, list price.. .. .. .. .. .. per gal. $6.95 and 57.15
We Sell 5 Gal. cans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . per gal. $5.90
Bright white or colors—we have the full line.
Will not blister or peel.

DUTCH BOY (50% White Lead, 50% Zinc-Shake Paint)
Compounded to meet competition
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HORIZONTAL
1-Dm
5-To bulge out
10- Kiln for drying hops
11- Aeriform matter
14- Melody
15- Mountain (abbr.)
16- Wished for
19- A province of
Canada (abbr.)
20- A serpent
22- Active force
23- A waqer
24- Paradise
26-Sage
28- A heavenly body
29- A sharp contest
31- Fondle
32- A nocturnal bird of
prey
33- Surfaces
36-Well based
39- Serf
40- An animal of th#
goat family
42-Youth

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
44-T rack
46-Strike gently
48- Near by
49- Discloses
51- Myself
52- Greater
54— Make a mistake
55- Part of a stove
57- To perceive the
scent of
58- To be sparing

VERTICAL
1- One who leads a
wandering life
2- A grain (pi.)
3- Exists
4- Pig-pen
6- A soft mass
7- Comparative suffix
8- Row
9- Endures
11-Attains

VERTICAL (Cont.)
12- Symbol of silver
13- Form of precipita
tion (pi.)
17- At any time
18- Large lake
21-Became exhausted
23-Between
25-Tropical fruit (pi.)
27- An ecclesiastical
vestment
28- Mineral spring
30-Aged
34- Stake in cards
35- Wait upon
36- Clergyman
37- Brother of Cain
38- Bangs
41-Wasted
43-Small particle
45-Combining form. Air
47-So be it
49- Relate (abbr.)
50- Drunkard
53-Prefix. Backward
56-Six

DUTCH BOY (Utility Paste Paint)

TO CONSOUMTEBfllS

Colors: Red, Grey and Green
Pick Ynur Own Payments

5 Gallon can.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $18.00

CARR'S
WHERE YOU SAVE DOLLARS, 586 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
June 23, 1955, Courier-Gazette

George,

Safety Council, which is co-ordina
ting a nationwide campaign aimed

Thomaston since the first informa
tion given out indicated that all

at reducing traffic accidents over
the Fourth of July weekend. One
hundred and sixty national organi
zations are participating in the
campaign.
The Council estimates that more
ban 40 million vehicles will be on
the move during the three-day
weekend and that they will roll up
Who can remember the date of this picture snapped by Alton Hall
more than three billion miles.
j Rlackington when he was a stripling? One of Rockland's steam fire
In such heavy traffic a driver engines can be seen working in the foreground.
is never more than a second away
For a safer Fourth, the Council
from an accident, the Council epidemic—a highway epidemic we
says. It is estimated that he must might call the three ‘I s’—incom- offers four driving tips:
make from 20 to 50 decisions an P°tence. indifference and irrespon1. Start early, before traffic is
houi—and a wrong one can be ( sibility!
heavy. You can cover a lot of
fatal.
I “Their deaths are a tragic re- miles in relatively light traffic
Over the Memorial Day week- minder that too many of us have early in the day.
2. Don't compete in traffic—let
end. 368 persons were killed in for^o*ton to use the Golden Rule
traffic accidents.
“If they had in traffic. When we share a com- the other go first,
died in a nationwide epidemic the mon highway, we are our brother’s 3. Don't follow the
car ahead
whole country would be taking keeper in a very real sense. I too closely. DoublechecK
before
frantic steps to see that it never believe the Memorial Day toll could passing or changing lanes,
happened again.” Ned H. Dear- have been cut in half if that at4. Above all, don’t speed, Losborn, president of the Council, titude had prevailed more gen- ing a little time is better than
said. “But they did die from an erally.”
| losing your life.

children between the ages of five

IS Mo. Han 24 Mo Plan
$250

tM.79

$ ..

$550

44.32

30.60

$750

59.51

40.77

Above poymenh cover everything 1
Loom of other omounts. or for other
periods, ore in proportion.
(Me )

Deneficiat

V

Owls

Head

and

South

and nine would receive the vac
cine.
Although most of the children
receiving the vaccine will fall
within this age range the program
is set up for those children who
have just finished the first and
second grades. These are the chil
dren whose parents were contacted
through the school and permis
sion slips obtained.
First and second graders of
South Thomaston and Owls Head
will receive their inoculations at
the Owls Head Central School at
9 o’clock Friday morning.
St.
George children will receive theirs
at the high school building in Ten
ants Harbor at 9.30 on Monday
morning.
Any man who is deserving of a
kindness usually is a person who
quickly passes it on when it comes
to him.

SAMPSON’S
UPPER PARK STREET... PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

COLD CUTS
BACON

PICKLE - PIMENTO
BOLOGNA
macaroni

CHEESE
minced ham

8 OZ. PKG.

3

? IIb. 49c FRANKS

SHOULDERS51 b. 39c HAMBURG

Mackerel
FROZEN
6 0Z.
CAN

CRABMEAT
ICE CREAM

FRO
JOY

3 ■ 1.00

19c

FRESH
DAILY
FROM
COAST OF
MAINE

33c|C0RH

1.00

g„

9 for 1.00

SEA
TREASURE
JAPANESE

Ige. can

45c|APPLES;= 2 cans 33c

51

We Make Loans

PRICES ON QUALITY PAINT ARE LOWEST AT

polio vaccine in the tewns of St.

days was issued by the National

SWIFTS

w

To Our Knowledge Dutch Boy Is the Only Company
Using White Lead In Their Paint

Consider Dutch Boy Paint at the above low prices—$2.80
per gallon. $4 90 per gallon, and, for the very best $5.90 per
gallon. Don’t be fooled by inferior paint. Dutch Boy is the
best paint for the leant money. Even the shake paint has
white lead in it and is guaranteed to be fully as g<w»d as first
quality competitive paint selling at $6.50 to $7.50 per gallon.

with the administration of the Sa’k

to drive too far too fast on holi

w

List price 5.95. We Sell 5 Gal. can.. .. .. .. per gal. $4.90

You have to mix with equal quantity of Linseed Oil to make
finished paint. We sell you a 5 gal. can of Linseed Oil for $10.
Total cost per gallon is only $2.80!

confusion has arisen in connection

The advice to motorists who try

1

27

2b

country? Your own speedometer
may give you the answer.

LEMONADE

23

33

WHY DOES PAINT PEEL?

5

|O

Keep Maine Green! It looks bet
ter that way.

I

Eoidemic Of Three ONE OF KNOX COUNTY'S BIG FIRES
Highway Deaths

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Simmons
spent the weekend at their cottage
at Bremen, Long Island.
Miss Eda Lawry has moved to
her cottage at the Harbor.
Mrs. Edith Winters who has
been spending the winter at Mans
field. Mass., arrived on Saturday
to spend the summer with her
daughter, Mrs. Melvin E. Burns,
Jr.
M rs. William H. Hahn and Miss
Eda Lawry attended the wedding ANSWER TO PREVIOUS
of Ronald Creamer, son of Mrs. El CROSSWORD FIZZLE
len Davis Creamer in Washington
_|h o t
on Sunday.
lln'a]
Nellie Brazier and Dave David
R C.N
son left on Tuesday to spend a few
H c|m!
T C'S
E P S
days in Boston.
A SI NINE
R A -7- E
x
rIt'o t c
Mr. and Mrs Maurice Winslow
E
le
a
'
s e s,
of Portland called on Mrs. Bur ,P S T C D
Eiznp.r
gess Simmons on Sunday.
DEARS
P R E r A CjE
Rev. and Mrs. Everett E. Pender
$
.TER SjPlElLiE!
P A D D L E D,
LIFTERS
are spending their vacation at their
cottage at Alton Bay, N. H.

For handsome
sidewalls
and trim
ate

Page Thirteen

•
► Reduce monthly payments .. . clean
up bills . . . and have more cash left
over each month with a Bill Consoli
dation loan here. Employed men and
women—married or single—can phene
first for loan on first visit, write or
come in today if more convenient.
Loans $25 to $2500

finance co.

(Ti^nat fINAMCi CO/

456 MAIN STREET, 2nd A., ROCKLAND
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOG. • Phone: 1133
OPEX FRIDAY EVENINGS INTO. 8 — CLOSED &AIVRDAY5
Loans made to residents of all sut rounding towns * Loans also by mail

ALLSWEET
SPRY

3 LB.
TIN

’/a LB.
SQUARES
OLEO

83c |MILK " 4 cans 46c

SALAD DRESSING

qtjarj

CUKES = 6 for 29c|WATERMEL0N

POTATOES
LOPES

LEMONS

SUNKIST
LARGE
SIZE

WHOLE DR
HALF

IB.

U. S. NO. 1

15 LB.

PECK

29c|T0MflT0ES=rlb.35c
SWEET
AND

TASTY

BIG MACS

Poge Fourteen’

Move To Speed

BOWDOIN PRESIDENT WARNS
MANAGER'S REPORT FOR MAY
SHOWS $25 FIRE LOSS AND COMPLE AGAINST POSSIBLE ABUSES OF

Island Choral Group To Present Operetta

Up G. I. Home

Loans Outlined
GI

home

Department of Finance
Assessor’s

The

applications,

loan

Department

busy putting the finishing touches

cess GI loans without asking the
Veterans Administration for prior

on

dard

Manager

M.

of VA’s Center,

I 46 mills, which is an increase of

ad

four mills over a year ago and is

vised.
Banks, savings and loan associa

and

supervised

insurance
by

companies,

of

loans

processing

automatically

and

1 as usual, for this

viance approval by VA. and then

coming to VA for guaranty.

Non-supervised

lenders,

GI loans.

cess loans on an automatic basis,

in

be

their houses sooner.

In view of the increasing work

in VA offices,

loads

$1,926.27 collected in taxes during
the month.

month

loan

Leads in “Pirates of Penzance” rehearsing ar?: from left to light: Kenneth Hatch, Ernest Conway,
Doris Arey, David Hall, Edward Dyer, Dorothy Sutliffe, Allan Simons, director. Marguerite Adair, accom
panist seated at the piano.
Photo by Bind Clayter, Vinalhaven

to reconsider

their practices.
as the price of the property does

reasonable

the

is

under

eligible

law,

the

♦here is no need for contacting VA

in routine

cases

until

after

Q—A friend of mine is a para

worse

erts. Yet. our knowledge of their

plague us.

pest,

this

studying

learned

have

a

Allen

by

Reader’s Di

the July

Rankin in

of

revealed

are

findings
gest.

The

fact

that

Only the female mosquito bites,

ob

he

tained a $10,000 VA housing grant
would not deprive him of his GI

the male not

being

According

current

to

equipped

to.

belief,

the

female of many mosquito species

loan benefit.

needs an occasional sip of human

Q—If I get a GI business loan

or animal blood as a kind of vita

that does not involve real estate,
there any maximum time

min.

the

Without

this

rejuvenating

charge at least once every 25 gen-

law allows me to pay it off?

■ erations, the breed begins to weak-

A—Yes. Under the law. non-real ■ en and die.
estate GI business loans must be
Rankin’s article, condensed from
repaid within ten years.
Your , La Revue Moderne, states that the

lender has the right to require re

female

payment over a shorter period of

drill

time.

mosquito’s

high-frequency

easily

slips

through

the

toughest skin. Generally, she can

take off before you slap because
A man may not know when he

of the sudden tension of your skin

is well-off. but his wife can always

“telegraphs” the blow. To the mo

tell him when she was well-off.

squito.

nervous

slightet

the

Keep

Maine

Green!

Help

Pre

quake.
The pests seem to bite most of

|

ten at night probably because the

the biggest

that is

species

— AUCTION —

nui

sance happens to be a night-feed

HARVEY GURNEY, Auctioneer
UNION, MAINE

75 lt

the effects of increasing competi

often is the good of the individual

tion among a limited number of
fires; i colleges, and steps that are being
brush or taken to meet the pr oblem through

nine

were tions were made during the month.

246 State licenses were issued from
which

the state

$446.60

received

and the city, $86.00.

newly

the

sion Service, University of Maine,

age brackets- the old idea that a

Orono.

“tea and toast” diet was suitable

Dr. Kathryn E. Briwa, Extension
Service foods specialist of the Uni

versity of Maine, is author of Bul

She suggests

letin 442.

using

tiny

amounts

of

breeders,

are concerned, we are fortunate.

culinary

The meat industry is a highly com

Some of the herbs

grow

wild,

others can be raised in the garden,

cik’ht

or

about

30. In her

, ever.

the

nine

days.

the

only

female

life span,

how-

gest cash (market.

And the aver

age factory worker today can buy

more meat with the money earned
for an hour’s labor than he ever

most gardens are chives, parsley,
dill, mint, and horseradish.

could before.

Others

can be just as useful in preparing

food with a little different flavor.

For social items in The CourierGazette. Phone 770, City

Most of us know herbs by asso
tea.

with cucumbers, tar

dill

explains

bread,

rye

Dr.

Bulletin 442 explains the use of

the various herbs in cooking,

in

cluding basil caraway, chive, dill,

horseradish,

peppermint,

parsley,
savory,

tarragon,

and

It also gives a number of

recipes

herb

summer

marjoram,

thyme.

of

and ways

using

herbs in foods.

■■

female of the common

Keep

1 specif s lays about 100 ‘ggs. and in
tempe rate climates 15 generations

tenance,

gravel

tar

patching,

revenue. Fifty-four copies of vital

sewer

maintenance,

catch

Maine

— —

-•

Green!

.
Help

Pre-

vent Forest Fires.

limited

this

basin

number

superior

of

is

Competition

students.

competition

is

heafihy,

resulting

in practices which verge upon, if
not already become abuses
excess of actual need,

hoping

tinue
and

to

pave

bring

the

in

the

driveways

ditches

and

side

walks up to level established by

the state crew. The major job is

Public Welfare Department

amounting to 32, made up of: two | man hours at the airport cleaning
six

drunkenness

cases,

were

problem

Work,
Sleep, Play
In Comfort

Awheel drive Jeep’Truck

the

College Scholarship Ser

vice under the auspices of the Col
lege Entrance Examination Board.

The

surface

of

the

problem

that

continued

and

candor

involved

institutions

will

and equitable scholarship policy.”
Concerning scholarship practices

at

Bowdoin,

lies

in two considerations: to in

sure that Bowdoin education status,

and

in

insure

that

the

of the national population with re
spect to social and economic back
ground.

guards
our

The first of these safe
the

democratic

farsighted

established

ideals of

forefathers

this

nation

surance that the College will not
be

Municipal

Landing repairing and painting the relief at the beginning of the month

obtained.

The

populated

second

soley

provides as
by

only 19 families and 57 persons at

the

the end of the month.

yond these twin responsibilities of

injury and $3,690 in property dam- hours and consisted of mowing,
age.
| raking, and rubbish removal and
Nineteen doors were found un-I things of that nature.

ceiving full relief

locked at night and 141 investiga-

The

accident

record

shows

18

the club

house and

mowing and

The State Highway Commission’s

the

painting

traffic

of

lines

way and the city crew will

Of the 57 persons,

48 were re

entire cost of education. Be

the College, the presence

standingly able men in college is

receiving supplemental relief. We

highly beneficial through the lea

have four cases

in state institu

vening and pace-setting they pro

tions,

inmates

and

eight

at

the

city farm, and 148 cases of aid to

con dependent children.

Switch now to new

vide for other students who might

not otherwise be so highly

vated.”

Esso Gasoline...

MEETS PREMIUM STANDARDS
AT REGULAR PRICE!
’••‘'SHKMRBr

v; /-»<». CO j

...and you get famous Esso Dealer Service, too!

It

1»

.all set for “Happy Motoring”!

/

ing every- day to bring you better

today’s great new Esso gas, and dis

and better products.

WHEEL DRIVE

Jeep
PARK

world

of

driving

TRUCK

world’s largest makers of 4 wheel dnre vehicles
A-k for a rlrnionvtration today ...

MOTORS,

INC.

TEL 700

ROCKLAND, MAINE

The Sign of “Happy Motoring’1
25,000

car a gasoline so good it actually

meets standards set for premium

on the road.

gasoline.

So don’t put it off ... come on in and

You can’t get better mileage with

begin to really travel “first-class."

any “regular” gasoline! A quality

STREET

Remember, too, there are

Esso Dealer stations ready to serve
you at home or away . . . with the
finest and most convenient service

Discover the pleasure of giving your

bargain hard to beat! But the pleas
ure doesn’t stop with that!

Behind

68 PARK ST.

new

a

pleasure.

industrial dr farm equipment.

dustry’s finest research teams work

here’s a really “hot” idea. Switch to
cover

4

of out

and nine were

*4

ot

of

accidents during the month which I raking the grounds,
resulted in four cases of bodily I Other park work took up 225 man

If you use regular-priced gasoline...

for many types

sons

families of sufficient means to pay

Better, faster...for many jobs!
and pulls heavily loaded trailers or the road or off

this

ing 33 families and 123 persons on

at the

college.

Without Nagging Backache

Jeep' Truck supplies power

who

and

report is very encouraging, show

expended

Now available with power brakt

hwirill|. With power take off. the

college

population shall be representative

grades, goes through mud, sand, snow, or soft earth,
where ordinary vehicles can't go

Hauling. rhe Jeep truck carries payloads up to 2800 pounds

justifi

cation for scholarships at Bowdoin

Happier prople in happier cars

going gets tough

Coles

President

fundamental

“The

=rl,

for normal highway travel into 4 wheel drive when the

lead,

within a few years, to a more just

Nagging backache, headache, or muscular
aches and pains may comeon with over-exer
tion.emotional upsets or day today stress and
strain. And folks who eat and drink unwisely
sometimes suffer mild bladder irritation
...with that restless, uncomfortable feeling.
If you are miserable and worn out because
of these discomforts, Doan’s Pills often help
by their pain relieving action, by their sooth
ing effect to ease bladder irritation, and by
their mild diureticaction through thekidneys
— tending to increase the output of the 15
miles of kidney tubes.
So if nagging backache makes you feel
dragged-out, miserable., .with restless, sleep
less nights...don’t wait...try Doan’s Pills...
get the same happy relief millions have en
joyed for over 60 years. Get Doan’s Pills today 1

Traction. With its 4-wheel drive, the 'Jeep' Truck climbs 60%

sin-

cereity on the part of all of the

-fik-trni

The Jeep' Truck shifts easily from 2 wheel drive

is

barely scratched, and it is hoped

14 traffic veying obstructions. 325 man hours

Extra stamina... on the highway or off
SHaWty.

has

joined with other colleges in form

___

All-Purpose

to

attempt

Bowdoin

The Public Welfare Department’s

accidents; and of the 32 arrests, were

29 convictions

preliminary

the ends of the runways; and sur

burglary cases,

10

a

this

writes,

statistical records were issued for maintenance, and street cleaning; cotemplated at the corner of Tal
bot Avenue and where a new catch
$24.50.
235 man hours in general equip
basin will have to be installed and
Police Department
ment repair and maintenance; 118
sidewalk and lawn raised at least
The Police Department report man hours working with the state
a foot.
shows a total arres-t for the month on the paving of Broadway; 150

assault cases,

“In

meet

Many

institutions will offer a scholarship

in

dent.

enterprise.

Common ones that grow in

stores.

sweet
lives

efficient

and all can be bought at most food

distant.
mosquito

Department

statistics consisting of 25 births, patching, and things o-f this na
12 marriages, and 13 deaths. There ture.
were 190 miscellaneous recordings
In addition to this, approximately
which accounted for $251.50 in 250 man hours were expended in

So far as the economics of meat

that by

and

the scholarship funds re

provide

scholarship-

wise for a given particularly stu

ing

While it is not always easy to

as college

neglected

Too

has been proven

petitive

rosemary, sage,

male

elderly

It provids agriculture with its big

however, can raid towns 50 miles

The

Works

was done in general highway main

totally wrong.

rich and delicious flavors.

mosquito

Some of the

marsh

for the

herbs you can obtain a number of

Briwa.

its birthplace.

Public

report shows the bulk of the work

on

is of great service in promoting re
Rockland Post Office, or by ] covery from many varied diseases.
writing the Bulletin Office, Exten It is needed by people in all the

Examination Board.

but

Department

the

with

salt-water

In recent years the dieticians have

The

Works

tions were made. Work was started crew has finished paving on Broad-

body.

from

to

Public

County Extension Service office in

and odors given off by the human

house

run

year—23

this

issued Maine: portant to human welfare than was
realized in the past.
Because of
Extension Service Bulletin 442.
its whole protein content, it makes
“Herbs for Flavor,’’ is for you.
major contributions to both bodily
And you may get a copy from your and mental health and vigor.
It
If so,

ragon with vinegar, and caraway

more than 1000 feet

pounds

learned that meat is far more im

your old recipes?

in

common

will

consumption

158

fact that it tingles the taste buds.
Like to add some new flavors to

of “feel”

i

capita

To Old Recipes

sense of smell and radar-like sense

The

If cur

This high level of meat con.sum,p-

SATURDAY, JUNE 25

seldom flies

example is meat.

tion has a significance beyond the

ciation, such as mint with lamb or

big

One

Add New Flavor

a “chemoreceptor” a combination

A good lot of electrical appli
ances due to several requests
as washers and refrigerators.
The usual line of furniture for
your buying pleasure, for the
bedroom,
living and dining
pieces, odd chests and bureaus
besides some storage items.
Household articles and other
things too numerous to mention.
Good loads by Colby and Ar
mand.

of many commodities.

more than in the 1935 39 period.

Legion Hall • Union, Maine

beamed to heat waves

living standards

rent indications prove correct, per

er. The female finds her way to
I the target in the dark by means of

6.30 or 7 P. M. Starting Time

in

boosts the average American’s use

to

From Readers Digest

rip

pling beneath her is like an earth
vent Foreat Fires.

mosquitos

than

pests

Betterment

some

universal

his house?

is

coastal marshes to far-inland des

good deal about it. Some of their

a regular GI home loan to apply

A—Yes.

ani

and

mals might perish, allowing even

Entomologists

needs. Would he also be eligible for

remainder of the cost

insect-eating birds

may

tropics to the Arctic Circle, from

“wheelchair

Meat Important
To Good Health

something, from the human view

scant.

house” especially adapted for his

on the

would !

unmolested

Mosquitos are actually good for

habits has so far been relatively

lyzed veteran eligible for a $10,000

a

if

point. Without mosquitos as food,

Questions and Answers

for

You Can't Hit
That Mosquito?

reach astronomical figures.

pr ogeny,

Mosquitoes plague man from the

bursed.

grant

ar e born in a season. The resulting |

the

loan has been closed and fully dis

VA

Ever Wonder Why

value

set by VA appraisal, and the vet
eran

students in pecuniary need.

the

$323.50;

for the greatest good for all able

tices in terms of policy at Bowdoin

pects of this problem arise from

There were 50 recordings of vital

Stoddard emphasized that as long
not exceed

use their limited scholarship funds

the month was $25. Eleven inspec

licenses

Ignored also

President

today,

public

discusses scholarship prac

and one at Rockport. Fire loss for

city

provide for him.

is the responsibility of colleges to

city, one at the Ash Point airport

$18,642.10.

to

trustees and overseers of Bowdoin.

writes. “ the truly perplexed as

issued for an income oi

for

applications

of

false sense of his own importance
and of the obligation of the society

the

to

$4,167.92 and 1954 tax liens amount

Thirty-nine

the least possible delay, VA asked

in

consisting

report

annual

his

There were two calls out of the quired or desired,” President Coles

Records Depart ment

supervised lenders who have been

VA prior approval,

In

College.

for the 1953 tax year amount to

sirability of closing GI loans with

sending

only

The
Fire
Department
report
shows 24 total alarms during the

to

de

and the

with

of Bowdoin

president

Coles

Fire Depart ment

colleges

according to Dr. James S. Coles,

made

year at this time by $647.36.

The balance of uncollected taxes consisting of six rescue or emer
at the end of the month amounted gency calls, three needless calls,
to $5,058.35. Outstanding tax liens and four training calls.

Stoddard said that if lenders pro

could

a

among

scholarships to

ment accounted for $3,437.88 and of grass fires, two miscellaneous out the College Scholarship Service
this amount. $2,976.27 was in excise door fires, and one vehicle fire.
that has been organized under the
taxes.
Thirteen other types of calls, auspices of the College Entrance

approval from VA before making

applicants

making

$1,339.02

774.02 which exceeds the previous

of year,

time

collections

were

Other collections by the depart- three in buildings, three

mostly

mortgage brokers, must get prior

veteran

slow

very

ad

Parking meter receipts for the
month

Competition

awarding

total for the year to date of $11.-

The tax collector’s report shows,

closing

without

budget

the

Tax Collection Department

state

Federal and

when

was drawn up last year.

banking authorities, have the privi

lege

anticipated

( as

tions

the

tax rate has been established at

Stod

L.

Togus

assessment and

the 1955

desirable
in thereby to attract a
attract candidate to their own campuses.
Not only is the welfare of the
the month shows 54 violations
superior students “is resulting in
secondary school senior who is the
which were divided equally among
practices which verge upon, if they
object of so much attention, but
meter violations and other types
have not already become, abuses,” the boy is apt to be harmed by a
of parking violations.

| within the City.
is1
The parking violation report for

supervised lenders might will pro

approval,

SCHOLARSHIPS BY COLLEGE

TION OF BROADWAY PAVING

In order to speed up the handling

of

TuetdaT-Thuradav-Saturdoy
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this

gasoline, you’ve

"Happy Motoring” awaits you ... at

Esso

every Esso sign. See your Esso

Dealer today!
got

Esso Standard Oil Company, and all
that it stands for. You’ve got the in

Copr. 1W*. Esso Inc.

ESSO STANDARD OIL COMPANY

moti

